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**Resumé**


For at designe kraftpylonen, tages potentielle galloping hændelser i betragtning. Dertil er fiberretningsafhængig dæmpning undersøgt grundigt, i forhold til de typiske miljøbetingelser ved galloping. Supplerende dæmpning kan opnås ved at anvende eller implementere adskillige dæmpnings øgende indgreb. I denne afhandling er potentielle dæmpnings indgreb vurderet til anvendelse i et miljø med høj spænding, i forhold til opførelsen af dmpning ved lave temperaturer og frekvenser, som er de typiske betingelser for galloping. Opførelsen af dæmpning af sammensatte kompositsprover og sub-strukturer, er derfor numerisk og eksperimentelt undersøgt.

Den præsenterede afhandling er opdelt i fire dele, som hver især vedrører hvordan galloping i lederledninger forhindres, ved forbedret dæmpning i kompositmaterialer og sub-strukturer.

Den første del viser et udvalg af lovende dæmpningsindgreb til kompositmaterialer og strukturer, velegnet til højspændings brug, og effektive under de typiske miljøbetingelser ved galloping af ledningsledninger. Gennemførligheden ved produktion og de potentielle bivirkninger af indgrebene, er vurderet ved brug af eksempler.

I den anden del, er den dynamisk-mekaniske karakterisering beskrevet til dæmpningsmodificerede kompositmaterialer og sub-strukturer af master. Denne er beskrevet ved typiske temperaturer og frekvenser for galloping, med focus på indgreb på mikro-skala, meso-skala og makro-skala niveau.

Den tredje del præsenterer en fremgangsmåde til numerisk simulering af dmpning, ved brug af modal tøjningsenergi metoden. De numeriske resultater sammenlignes med de eksperimentelle resultater af prøvestænger og struktuelle tests.

I den sidste del af afhandlingen, udføres en numerisk galloping analyse, med henblik på evaluering af dæmpningens effekt, og forskellige understøtningsforhold af kabler til potentiel forhindre af galloping af ledningsledninger.
Abstract

The required expansion of the European electrical grid by 50,000 km within the next 10 years provides the opportunity to install visually innovative and beautified power pylons, generating a broad public acceptance. The use of non-conductive composite materials for the novel power pylon will enable the direct attachment of the conductor lines without classic insulators and, consequently, a reduction in its size. The use of a direct cable-pylon connection will increase in the dynamic interaction, so that wind-induced vibrations like the severe galloping phenomenon, may lead to structural damage due to excessive vibration amplitudes. The necessary measure to mitigate conductor line galloping is assumed to be achieved by introducing damping into the directly linked composite cross arm.

In order to design the power pylon for potential galloping events, the fibre direction dependent damping properties of the non-conductive composite materials is thoroughly investigated for environmental conditions typical for galloping. Additional damping may be achieved by the application or implementation of several damping enhanced treatments. In the thesis, potential damping treatments for an application in high-voltage environment are evaluated with regard to the damping behaviour at low temperatures and frequencies, typical for galloping conditions. The damping behaviour of composite coupon specimens and sub-structures is therefore numerically and experimentally investigated.

The present thesis is organized in four parts, all concerning the mitigation of conductor-line galloping by the damping enhancement in composite materials and (sub-)structures.

The first part presents a selection of promising damping treatments for composite materials and structures, suitable in high-voltage applications and effective at environmental conditions typical for conductor-line galloping. The manufacturing feasibility and potential side effects of the treatments are assessed using examples.

In the second part the dynamic-mechanical characterisation is described for damping-modified composite materials and mast sub-structures at temperatures and frequencies typical for galloping, focusing on treatments at micro-scale, meso-scale and macro-scale level.

The third part presents a numerical damping simulation approach using the modal strain energy method. The numerical results are thereby compared with experimental results of coupon specimens and structural tests.

In the final part of the thesis a numerical galloping analysis is conducted to evaluate the effect of damping and different cable support conditions for a potential mitigation of conductor-line galloping.
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List of abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>Aramid fibre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BD</td>
<td>Bidirectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Cross arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAT</td>
<td>Computer axial tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
<td>Constraining layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLD</td>
<td>Constrained layer damping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COS</td>
<td>Coordinate system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNC</td>
<td>Computerised numerical controlled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Computerised axial tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMTA</td>
<td>Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>Epoxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FE</td>
<td>Finite element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEA</td>
<td>Finite element analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRP</td>
<td>Fibre reinforced plastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FVR</td>
<td>Fibre-volume-ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF</td>
<td>Glass fibre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFRP</td>
<td>Glass fibre-reinforced plastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVDT</td>
<td>Linear variable differential transformer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Nanoclay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>Nanotube</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>Polyurethane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Room temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Scanning electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEM</td>
<td>Transmission electron microscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UD</td>
<td>Unidirectional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBT</td>
<td>Vibrating beam testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE</td>
<td>Vinyl-ester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEM</td>
<td>Viscoelastic material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRD</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 1

Introduction and background

The design of standard steel lattice transmission towers, dominating the landscape today, has not been changed over the last 60 years in terms of visual impact [1]. A recently growing political opposition and civil society [2] exerts pressure on transmission system operators to reassess the use of standard lattice towers for the required expansion of the European electrical grid by 50,000 km within the next 10 years, in particular due to the increasing demand for renewable energies [3–5]. A redesign using non-conductive composite materials will provide the opportunity to install visually innovative and beautified power pylons, generating a broader public acceptance. Furthermore, a reduction in size will be achieved due to the integration of insulators by using non-conductive structural materials, instead of applying classical long insulators (see Fig. 1.1).

![Composite power pylon with directly attached overhead transmission line bundles, [6].](image)

Composite-based power pylons are, at the same time, assumed to be cost-competitive relative to standard steel lattice towers and may therefore provide an attractive alternative to underground cables, which are many times more expensive [7]. However, a direct and rigid connection of conductor lines to the composite power pylon, enabled by non-conductive composite materials, may significantly increase the dynamic interaction compared to the classic lattice tower design using long in-
sulators. Wind-induced vibrations of conductor lines, such as the severe galloping instability, may therefore be directly transferred into the composite masts. Galloping vibrations may cause phase flash overs between adjacent phase conductors up to structural damage of the cable clamps or the entire power pylon due to excessive vibration amplitudes at resonance. Galloping is therefore one of the main design drivers for the overall architecture of large high-voltage power transmission systems. At the same time, the horizontal spacing between adjacent phase conductors as well as the vertical safety clearance to the ground is partly determined by the vibration amplitudes of the galloping conductor lines, in order to prevent flash-overs.

A reduction in galloping amplitudes is thereby highly desired as it may enable a closer spacing of conductor lines and a reduction in power pylon size, due to a reduced vertical safety clearance. It is assumed that galloping vibrations may be mitigated by sufficiently high damping within the composite pylon structure, as the self-damping capability of conductor lines can be ignored [8]. Composite materials are thereby particularly suited due to the highly flexible design space, where potentially opposing design parameters like damping, stiffness and weight may be tuned according to the requirements. Furthermore, composite materials provide the unique feature of tailoring the products material properties to special demands like flame retardancy or enhanced damping behaviour by adding fillers to the resin or modifying the reinforcement during manufacturing [9].

With increasing complexity of the component geometry and laminate architecture, the use of analytical design approaches is only feasible to a limited extent. The dynamic design of composite mast (sub-)structures, described in the thesis, is therefore based on numerical finite element simulations for the investigation of galloping conductor lines (see [P4]) and the fibre direction dependent damping using the modal strain energy approach (see [P2] and [P3]). All numerical damping simulations are verified by various experimental investigations (see [P1], [P2], [P3]).

1.1. Galloping conductor lines

Galloping is a wind induced vibration phenomenon potentially leading to critical and costly damage such as broken conductors and fittings, damaged tower components or even entire tower collapses [10]. The low-frequent galloping vibration with large amplitudes is typically initiated by asymmetrical ice aggregations along conductor lines, exposed to steady cross winds with moderate to strong wind conditions. The typical temperature for galloping to happen is below the freezing point and is therefore considered between -20°C and 0°C, leading to cable vibrations at frequencies between 0.5 Hz and 2 Hz. Peak-to-peak vibration amplitudes in magnitude similar to the cable sag have usually been observed for galloping modes with
up to 3-loops. The amplitude decreases for higher modes. In Fig. 1.2, a galloping incidence of a 345 kV transmission line system is shown, representing a 1-loop galloping mode.

Figure 1.2: Documented galloping event: 345 kV transmission line system with galloping conductor lines in a 1-loop mode (South Dakota, USA) [11].

The galloping motion is characterised by a dominating vertical component and a small horizontal component, forming the so called galloping ellipse. Once galloping is initiated, the vibration may occur up to 24h, fatiguing the materials and structures [12].

1.2. **Damping mechanisms in composite materials and structures**

The damping in composite materials can be up to several orders of magnitudes higher than in traditional engineering materials such as metals and alloys [13]. Several sources of energy dissipation within fibre reinforced plastic materials (FRP), characterised by its highly non-homogeneous and anisotropic nature, can be identified [14,15]:

1) Viscoelastic properties of the polymer matrix, fibre and interface material
(dependent on its relative proportions).

2) Interface related damping.

3) Damping due to damage.

4) Viscoplastic damping.

5) Thermoelastic damping.

The primary damping source for a non-damaged composite mast structure vibrating with small amplitudes at low frequencies, can be related to 1) the viscoelastic behaviour of the individual components of the composite material. The viscoelastic properties of the polymer matrix are hence considered to dominate the global damping behaviour. Therefore, the damping of a representative unidirectional (UD) ply is highly dependent on its fibre direction: The damping transverse to the fibre direction is higher due to the matrix dominated properties compared to the direction parallel to the fibres. Aramid fibres (AF) are reported to exhibit a higher damping capacity than glass (GF) and carbon fibres (CF).

The addition of filler materials, such as nanoclays (NC), to the resin leads to a large interfacial area, providing frictional damping due to local sliding effects specified under 2). The damping sources identified in 3), 4) and 5) may be neglected based on the assumptions mentioned above.

Besides the listed internal damping sources in composite materials, additional damping treatment for composite structures should be mentioned [16]: Damping layers of soft viscoelastic material (VEM) can either be integrated into the laminate as interleaved films or applied to an existing structure as constrained layer damping (CLD). Energy is thereby increasingly dissipated by transverse shear deformations of the VEM due to structural bending, providing an increasing structural loss factor.

However, the damping of composite materials can be tuned the same way as the stiffness by choosing the relevant design variables: The properties of each individual component of the composite, the layup of the plies as well as the global fibre volume ratio. Due to opposing objective functions of stiffness, strength and damping, a suitable trade-off has to be found in the dynamic design of composite structures.

1.3. Research hypotheses and related objectives of the PhD study

Although composite materials exhibit considerably higher damping properties compared to conventional engineering materials like steel, the damping capacity in one
account may be insufficient to significantly mitigate conductor line vibration am-
plitudes at low frequencies and temperatures, requiring additional damping treat-
ments.

A dynamic pre-design of the power pylon, based on damping properties available
in the literature, is thereby not feasible, as the fibre direction dependent damping
of non-conductive composite materials at temperatures and frequencies typical for
galloping (-20°C to 0°C and 0.5 Hz to 2 Hz) have not been investigated yet. In the
effort of applying promising damping treatments to composite materials and mast
sub-structures, the following research hypotheses are defined:

1) The fibre direction dependent damping properties of composite materials,
determined on coupon level, may be used to predict the trend in damping of
composite sub-structures by numerical simulations.

2) The dynamic-mechanical properties of composite materials thereby highly de-
depend on the used characterisation techniques.

3) Additional passive damping treatments, suitable for high-voltage applications,
may increase the damping capacity of non-conductive composite laminates
and structures, leading to a mitigation of conductor line galloping.

4) Damping in composite power pylon structures is required, as galloping induced
power pylon vibrations may be close to the natural frequencies of the structure.

5) Galloping vibrations may be reduced by rigidly clamping the conductor line
to the composite arm instead of applying classical long insulators.

The aim of this research is to mitigate galloping vibrations by enhanced damping
properties of the composite power pylon. The focus of the present research includes
the characterisation of the damping properties of non-conductive composite mate-
rials and sub-structures at temperatures and frequencies typical for galloping, with
and without additional damping treatments. Based on the above listed research
hypotheses the following objectives are defined:

1) Evaluation of damping enhanced treatments to improve the damping prop-
erties of composite materials and structures for a potential application at
high-voltage.

2) Investigation of the fibre direction dependent damping properties of non-
conductive composite materials, with and without applied damping treat-
ments, by different characterisation methods at environmental conditions typ-
ical for galloping.

3) Derivation and assessment of constructive measures in the composite cross
arm design in order to further enhance damping.
4) Implementation of the modal strain energy approach into a commercial finite element software to calculate the damping behaviour of laminates and composite sub-structures.

5) Demonstration of a potential mitigation of conductor line galloping by rigidly connected cables to the composite cross arm with enhanced damping properties.

1.4. Structure of the thesis

The thesis consists of an extended summery covering the following two main aspects: (1) The numerical and experimental analysis of damping enhanced treatments on composite materials and structures used in high-voltage applications and (2) the associated potential to reduce the vibration amplitudes of galloping conductor lines and thereby prevent costly damage of the power system.

Four journal papers are attached, denoted [P1] to [P4], which are covering the presented topics in greater detail. The extended summary is organised as follows:

First, potentially usable damping enhanced treatments for composite materials and structures in high-voltage applications, presented in [P1] to [P3], are summarised in Chapter 2. A selection of the most promising methods are evaluated by means of examples, regarding the manufacturing feasibility and potential side effects on the material properties.

Next, the dynamic-mechanical characterisation of the damping-modified composite materials and generic sub-structures is summarised in Chapter 3 for both, environmental conditions typical for galloping and at room temperatures for verification purposes with numerical simulations. While the focus in [P1] is only on micro-scale level, analysing the matrix material, the damping on meso-scale (ply level) and macro-scale (sub-structural level) is studied in [P2] and [P3], respectively.

The numerical damping simulation, presented in [P2] and [P3], is described in Chapter 4: The modal strain energy approach is thereby applied to predict the damping of bidirectional (BD) coupon specimens and generic mast sub-structures with constrained layer damping treatments. The numerical models are compared against experimental test results.

Finally, in Chapter 5 the effect of a direct cable-pylon connection as well as damping within the composite arm structure on the galloping vibration amplitudes is summarised, based on work presented in [P4]. In the last section of the extended summery, Chapter 6, concluding remarks with regard to the main results are presented together with an outlook towards possible future directions.
Chapter 2

Selected damping enhanced treatments

The relatively high damping properties of composite materials compared to metallic materials, provided by the viscoelastic nature of the polymer resin, may further be increased by additional damping enhanced treatments. However, their application in high voltage composite power pylon structures limits the selection of potentially available damping treatments due to the following restrictions:

1) High-voltage: The dispersion of carbon nano tubes into the polymer resin, reported to enhance the structural damping properties [14,17], is not practical due to associated increase in electrical conductivity.

2) Harsh environmental conditions: The organic flax fibre, with its substantial vibration damping properties [18], is limited for external applications due to potential humidity retention [19,20].

3) Low cost, robustness, reliability and free of maintenance: Active vibration control is therefore not appropriate.

4) Complex loading conditions: The application of tuned mass dampers in the pylon structure, each with its tuned frequency, is not feasible to damp galloping vibrations, as the wind-induced cable vibration frequencies considerably depend on the ambient temperature, the cable tension and sag, the galloping mode and the mass of the ice accretion. Furthermore, the galloping frequencies are expected to be significantly lower than the natural frequencies of the power pylon structure.

However, the remaining damping enhanced treatments for composite materials, to be used in high voltage applications, may act at different scaling levels. The addition of non-conductive nanoclay (NC) to the polymer resin system will mainly affect the matrix dominated properties of a lamina on nano-scale level, thoroughly investigated in [P1], whereas an application of constrained layer damping treatments may enhance the damping behaviour independent from the fibre direction on a (sub-)structural level, as represented in [P3]. However, three different and electrically non-conductive damping enhanced treatments are summarised in Chapter 2, based on investigations presented in [P1] on nanoscale level, [P2] on laminate level and [P3] on sub-structural level.
Further relevant dependencies of the static- and dynamic-mechanical properties of the used materials on the temperature, the frequency, various ageing conditions such as water immersion and UV-exposure are presented in [P1] and [P2].

2.1. Matrix modification by Nanoclay

2.1.1. Introduction

The application of nanotechnology provides the possibility to enhance specific material properties of resin or composite materials by employing nano-scale materials as reinforcements [13]. Nanoclays (NC) are thereby particularly attractive as they are cheap, widely available and are reported to provide both enhanced damping and static material properties in polymer matrices [21, 22]. Furthermore, the desired increase in electrical non-conductivity for the application in composite power pylon structures is also reported [23].

Most clay minerals, which are commonly used as reinforcement within polymer matrix materials, consist of a layered or ribbon-like structure of individual single clay layers, also known as platelets [24]. In order to mostly benefit from the property enhancing effect of NC, the initially agglomerated clay within the unmixed matrix material needs to be broken up ideally into single clay platelets, providing an extremely high aspect ratio. Frictional sliding at these clay platelet-matrix interfaces, called stick-slip behaviour, is seen as the main mechanism of NC within the polymer matrix, which leads to enhanced damping properties. However, an improvement of these dynamic-mechanical properties thereby mainly depends on the quality of the clay dispersion in the matrix, as remaining clay aggregations are weakening the polymer host material the same way as e.g. the presence of voids.

The high-speed homogeniser technology is chosen for the preparation of all NC samples used in [P1] and [P2], as it is reported to effectively disperse nanoclay into standard thermosetting resin systems, such as Epoxy (EP) and Vinyl-ester (VE) [25, 26]. However, the dispersion processes has in turn been evaluated in the presented investigation [P1] to be the bottle neck for a feasible application on large scale. In order to obtain a highly qualitative NC-matrix dispersion with regard to a sufficient amount of single platelets, the mixing duration simply takes too long.

This section summarises the processing, the quality assurance and the characterisation of nano-composites and NC-modified AF-EP and AF-VE composite samples with special regard to the enhancement of the dynamic-mechanical properties at temperatures and frequencies typical for conductor line galloping, based on the work presented in [P1] and [P2].
2.1.2. Processing and quality assurance

The effect of NC on the damping properties of neat EP and VE is investigated in [P1] for different weight percentages (0 wt.%, 1 wt.%, 2 wt.% and 3 wt.%) of an alkyl ammonium-based NC, commercially available as 'Garamite 1958'. In [P2], the damping enhancing properties are verified on laminate level for UD composite samples considering five different fibre directions (0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°) by adding 2 wt.% of NC. However, the preparation of two NC modified resin materials, EP and VE, is made in the same way, using a high-speed homogeniser. Several quality assurance technologies, such as the scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the X-ray diffraction (XRD) and rheological measurements are used to study the morphology of the obtained NC-resin dispersion (see Fig. 2.1).

![Quality assurance techniques](image)

Figure 2.1: Quality assurance techniques such as SEM (left), TEM (middle) and rheological measurements (right) to analyse the level of clay exfoliation within the VE and EP matrix. From [P1].

The samples, used for the SEM and TEM microscopy, are taken from the cured matrix material on a random basis, demonstrating the effectiveness of the mixing process. After 40 min of mixing the initially present clay agglomerates are broken up into single platelets or packages of a few clay layers. These levels of clay platelet-separation are also known as exfoliation or intercalation, respectively, whereas the presence of exfoliated clay platelets lead to the highest improvement of material properties.

A rheological analysis of the non-cured clay-resin dispersion may also be used to
draw conclusions on the level of exfoliation. The observed decrease in viscosity with increasing shear rate, called shear-thinning, is found to be directly linked to a large portion of exfoliated clay platelets [27, 28]. However, the achieved clay-resin dispersion is assumed to be of high quality in order to relate the change in the static and dynamic material properties directly to the addition of nanoclay. The NC-modified resin is used to manufacture two different sample plate types, from which specimens for static and dynamic tests are cut out: 1) NC-modified EP and VE and 2) unidirectional plates made of aramid fibre reinforced plastic (AFRP) and glass fibre reinforced plastic (GFRP). The dynamic-mechanical testing procedure is summarised in chapter 3 in more detail.

2.1.3. Enhanced damping properties

The effect of NC on the dynamic-mechanical properties of standard thermosetting resin systems, such as EP and VE, and AF-composites is discussed in the following for vibration frequencies and temperatures typical for galloping, based on experimental results. The effect of NC on the static-mechanical properties of EP- and VE-nanocomposites with regard to harsh environmental conditions, such as UV-exposure and water immersion, which will be experienced by composite power pylons during an expected life time of 100 years, is thoroughly investigated in [P1] and will not be discussed in the following section.

On matrix-material level

The diagrams in Fig. 2.2 represent the damping properties obtained by the Dynamic-Mechanical-Thermal-Analysis (DMTA) of NC-modified EP and VE at temperatures and frequencies typical for galloping events (-20°C and 0°C at 0.5 Hz). The damping properties of non-aged VE and EP samples increase proportional to the amount of added NC at all investigated temperatures. Whereas the addition of 3 wt. % NC lead to an increase in loss factor of about 23 % and 28 % for VE at 0°C and -20°C, respectively, the damping is only slightly enhanced by about 5 % for EP at both temperatures. The increasing effect of water immersion on the damping behaviour of VE and EP is as expected, due to the swelling and softening behaviour of polymer materials by absorbing water molecules [29]. An additional NC-modification leads to a slight amplification of the effect. In contrast, UV-light exposure decreases the damping properties of VE and EP, independent on any NC modification, due to related embrittlement of the polymer.

It can be concluded that an addition of NC may potentially enhance the damping properties of thermosetting resin systems like EP and VE. The degrading effect of environmental ageing on the matrix properties, in particular by UV-light, may effectively be prevented by the application of coatings on the composites cross arm [30].
2.1 Matrix modification by Nanoclay

Figure 2.2: Damping properties of NC-modified EP and VE resin samples before and after ageing [DMTA, 0°C (left) and -20°C (right) at 0.5 Hz]. From [P1].

On laminate level

The material properties, such as the vibrational damping characteristics, of fibre reinforced plastic (FRP) materials highly depend on the fibre direction $\varphi$ (see Fig. 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Variation of the stacking sequence: a) Off-axis stack (unidirectional (UD) and unbalanced, $[\varphi]_n$) and b) angle-ply stack (bidirectional (BD), balanced, $[\pm \varphi]_n$) with regard to the global and local material coordinate system (COS). From [P2].

The fibre direction dependent damping properties are thereby required as input pa-
parameters, in order to numerically model the damping behaviour of FRP structures by using the modal strain energy method (discussed in more detail in chapter 4). The frequencies and temperatures during the experimental characterisation should therefore be chosen to represent the environmental conditions of interest. As the focus of the PhD is on the structural vibration damping of conductor line galloping, the dynamic-mechanical characterisation is carried out at frequencies and temperatures typical for galloping (-20°C to 0°C and 0.5 Hz to 1 Hz). The effect of 2 wt. % NC on the fibre-direction dependent damping properties of AFRP is shown in Fig. 2.4, further discussed in detail in [P2]. The plotted results for AF-EP-0 and AF-VE-0 (0 wt. % NC) as well as AF-EP-2 and AF-VE-2 (2 wt. % NC) are based on measurements using a DMTA (see section 3.1).

The loss factor $\eta$ of a representative UD lamina is usually higher in transverse direction (fibre angle $\varphi = 90^\circ$) than in the fibre dominated longitudinal direction ($\varphi = 0^\circ$), represented by

$$\eta_{90} = \left( \frac{E''}{E'} \right)_{90} > \left( \frac{E''}{E'} \right)_0,$$

where $E'$ and $E''$ represent the storage and loss modulus of the lamina, respectively. The properties in transverse direction are matrix dominated, leading to higher damping due to the viscoelastic nature of the polymer. Therefore, an NC-modification of the polymer matrix mainly improves the matrix dominated properties, leading to enhanced damping properties at $\varphi \geq 30^\circ$, as shown in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Effect of NC modification on the fibre direction dependent damping behaviour of AF-EP and AF-VE specimens [DMTA, -20°C at 1 Hz]. From [P2].

The damping enhancement in fibre direction ($\varphi = 0^\circ$) by 2 wt. % NC is with 4 % much lower than the average increase in damping in the matrix dominated direction $30^\circ \leq \varphi \leq 90^\circ$ with 14 % and 15 % for AF-EP-2 and AF-VE-2. This is close to the
findings of the nanocomposite damping properties (see Fig. 2.2). The addition of 2 wt. % NC to EP and VE at -20 °C lead to an increase in damping by about 12 % and 14 %, respectively.

However, the overall loss factor \( \eta \) for AF-EP and AF-VE composites in the matrix dominated direction (\( \varphi \geq 30^\circ \)) is with about 0.027 almost twice as high as the damping of the neat EP and VE matrix (see Fig. 2.2). This may be due to the high damping properties of AF in the direction transverse and parallel to the anisotropic fibre [31]. For a better understanding, the damping in the matrix and the fibre may be illustrated by two parallel connected dampers, representing the overall damping by the sum of the single dampers. The higher the fibre damping, the higher the overall damping, although the damping in the matrix remains constant.

To summarise, the addition of 2 wt. % NC to the matrix is observed to increase the matrix dominated damping properties by about 14 % to 15 %. However, the damping properties in the fibre direction are almost unaffected by an NC modification.

2.2. Hybridisation of the fibre reinforcement

2.2.1. Introduction

AF composites are already used in high voltage insulators due to its non-conductive nature and excellent mechanical properties [32]. Their considerable vibration damping capacity and the good fatigue resistance, both higher compared to GF composites, are substantial arguments for an application in composite power pylons. In contrast, higher material costs, the poor compressive strength and the tendency to absorb moisture are potential drawbacks for a large scale application in high voltage power pylons [33,34].

A hybridisation of the fibre reinforcement may be an excellent alternative, providing the possibility to combine desired material properties of different fibres in order to achieve a greater efficiency [35] and to reduce potential downsides by specifically treating and placing each material within the laminate according to its characteristics. However, the fibre hybridisation is reported to be an effective tool to enhance the dynamic-mechanical properties of composite materials [36, 37]. The addition of AF, with their beneficial damping and fatigue properties, to glass fibre (GF) composites is reported to increase in the vibration damping capacity and the stiffness of the laminate [38].

In the following section, the fibre direction dependent damping enhancement of unidirectional AF-GF-hybrid composite materials is evaluated for environmental conditions typical for galloping, based on the work presented in [P2].
2.2.2. Experimental results

Two AF-GF-EP hybrid stacking sequences are evaluated with regard to its damping behaviour at low frequencies and temperatures and are compared to its non-hybrid AF-EP and GF-EP counterparts. The fibre direction dependent damping for all four stacking configurations is represented in Fig. 2.5.

As expected, the loss factor of the laminate gradually increases proportional to the amount of AF. In comparison to a pure GF-EP laminate, the damping of a pure AF-EP laminate is observed to increase by a factor of 4.8 in the direction parallel to the fibre ($\varphi = 0^\circ$) and by a factor of 2.0 in average for fibre directions $\varphi \geq 30^\circ$. The reduced difference between the two fibre angles $\varphi_1 = 0^\circ$ and $\varphi_2 \geq 30^\circ$ is due to the contribution of the viscoelastic matrix to the damping.

The hybridisation of the fibre reinforcement is obtained by the addition of two unidirectional AF layers to the reference GF-EP laminate, corresponding to an increase of only 15 wt. %. The damping enhancement thereby strongly depends on the position of the AF layers within the stack. By placing two AF layers at the outer most location [AF, GF, GF, GF, AF], an increase by a factor of 3.5 and 1.4 in average is achieved for $\varphi_1 = 0^\circ$ and $\varphi_2 \geq 30^\circ$, respectively, compared to the reference laminate GF-EP. The increasing factor reduces to 1.7 and 1.1 in average for $\varphi_1 = 0^\circ$ and $\varphi_2 \geq 30^\circ$, respectively, when placing the AF layers to the inside [GF, AF, GF, AF, GF]. This is expected, as the outer layers experience larger deformations in bending, therefore dominating the structural behaviour. The low compressive strength of aramid is of minor importance, as the cross arm is designed for stiffness with a maximum allowable tip deflection.

It can therefore be concluded that a hybridisation of AF and GF may be a cost-
effective way to increase the damping properties of the composite material, used in the power pylon cross arm, by in average 36\% for the off-axis direction and up to 3.5 times in fibre direction, compared to the reference GF-EP laminate.

2.3. Constrained layer damping treatment

2.3.1. Introduction

Mechanical energy may effectively be dissipated from a vibrating structure by introducing soft damping layers made of viscoelastic materials (VEM), which are sandwiched between the structure and a stiff constraining layer [39]. The damping treatment is therefore called constrained layer damping (CLD). When the structure flexes due to vibration, shear strains are introduced into the damping layer, converting kinetic energy into heat and thereby introducing damping. The CLD treatment may effectively be applied to high voltage composite power pylons, as it is a low cost, robust, reliable and maintenance-free structural vibration control method [40], using a rubber-like damping layer with electrical non-conductive properties [41]. It is reported that a CLD treatment is most effective when the viscoelastic damping layer operates close to its glass transition temperature $T_g$ [42], which characterises the transition from the glassy state to a viscous and rubbery state. As conductor line galloping typically occurs at temperatures below the freezing point, the viscoelastic damping material DYAD 601 from Soundcoat with its $T_g$ close to the freezing point is used in the analysis (see [P3] for further details).

The aim of this section is to demonstrate the effectiveness of CLD treatments on generic composite cylinders, representing the composite cross arm of the power pylon in the scale 1:10 with respect to dimensions and stacking sequences of the laminate. The damping in the generic composite cylinders, restricted by the design specifications to a circular outer geometry, is maximised by the use of well located CLD treatments in combination with structural modifications on the inside of the structure. Several cross-sectional design concepts are thereby presented and tested in order to identify the concept with the highest damping. This concept may be used in composite power pylons to potentially mitigate wind induced cable vibrations such as galloping. More information about the manufacturing and experimental damping analysis are provided in [P3].

2.3.2. Cross-sectional design concepts

The application of CLD treatments to a host structure should preferably be considered at locations with potentially high shear deformations within the damping layer. This may either be far from the neutral plane for structures undergoing flexural vibrations [43], or close to the neutral plane due to the presence of maxi-
mum shear stresses [44]. However, the design flexibility for potential CLD locations along the circumference is limited for hollow and cylindrical composite cylinders. Based on existing damping concepts, which consider the addition of sub-structural components for the application of CLD treatments [45–47], composite shear webs are introduced into the neutral plane of the generic composite cylinder in order to provide a stiff structure for a potential application of CLD treatments. The highest damping may thereby be observed when the structure flexes in the direction perpendicular to the shear web, introducing maximum shear deformations to the damping layer along the entire width of the CLD treated web.

Eight potential CLD configurations for the generic composite cylinder are derived (cross sectional design A to I), considering the effective CLD locations mentioned above. An overview of the different cross sectional designs (design A to I) is presented in Fig. 2.6.

![Figure 2.6: Overview of the different cross-sectional designs with details of the stacking sequence and loading direction (not drawn to scale). From [P3].](image)

One or two shear webs may potentially be integrated into the generic composite cylinder (concept D and E or G and I), as bending loads on the cross arm are expected in the x- and y- directions due to the directly attached and potentially
Table 2.1: Geometric and stacking properties of the generic composite cylinder. From [P3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Layup and Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free specimen length $l$</td>
<td>$950 \pm 5 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant inner diameter $D_i$</td>
<td>$79.0 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall thickness 'host structure'</td>
<td>$4.0 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host structure layup</td>
<td>$[\pm 45^\circ, \pm 45^\circ, \pm 10^\circ, \pm 45^\circ]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraining layer (CL) layup</td>
<td>$[\pm 10^\circ]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer thickness GFRP $[\pm 45^\circ]$</td>
<td>$0.88 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer thickness GFRP $[\pm 10^\circ]$</td>
<td>$1.00 \text{ mm}$ (segment) - $1.35 \text{ mm}$ (circular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer thickness VEM</td>
<td>$0.58 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacer plate thickness</td>
<td>$3.0 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

galloping conductor lines (see Fig. 1.1). The viscoelastic damping layers are required to be placed only at the out- or inside of the composite structure, keeping the VEM out of the load carrying laminate. This specification is due to the safe load introduction of overhead transmission lines into the cross arm over the expected structural lifetime of 100 years. Although an interleaving of VEM into the load carrying structure is often used to increase the damping, it considerably weakens the laminate and may reduce the load carrying capacity drastically. For the sake of simplicity, a constant wall thickness of the load carrying laminate for all generic composite cylinders is assumed. All dimensions and layups are specified in Tab. 2.1. An application of CLD treatments onto the generic composite cylinders without changing the load carrying laminate may potentially lead to an increase in stiffness and a changed vibration behaviour. In order to fairly compare the damping enhancement of the different design concepts, the specimens are grouped based on the level of applied CLD treatments (no CLD, CLD$_{\text{out}}$, CLD$_{\text{in, out}}$). This approach is considered as a trade-off between the structural requirements mentioned above and the scientific evaluation of the damping enhanced treatments.

2.3.3. Experimental investigation

The potential of CLD treatments is demonstrated based on the results of the experimental damping analysis. All generic GF-composite cylinders were therefore manufactured using a wet filament winding process and a segmentable mandrel, in order to enable the implementation of the shear webs and the VEM in one 'shot' (see [P3] for details regarding the manufacturing process). The viscoelastic damping layer was applied during the manufacturing process and co-cured with the GFRP
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host structure. A selection of generic composite cylinders, reinforced at the end for a reliable free-fixed clamping, and a microsection of the cross section of the cross-sectional design concept I) are presented in Fig. 2.7

![Figure 2.7: Selection of different manufactured cylindrical composite design concepts (left) and cross-sectional distribution of the VEM for the design concept I) (see Fig. 2.6) with a zoom into the interesting area (right). From [P3].](image)

The damping of all composite cylinders is experimentally determined by exciting the cantilever structure by an impact and analysing its free decay. The dynamic-mechanical characterisation process is summarised in detail in section 3.2.

### 2.3.4. Experimental results

The experimentally determined modal loss factors $\eta_1$ of the generic composite cylinder for the first flexural mode (with frequency $f_1$) are represented in Fig. 2.8 for all eight cross-sectional design concepts, classified into three groups. The number in the sample notation defines the loading direction (see Fig. 2.6). The gradually increasing trend in damping by the application of CLD treatments from group 'No CLD' to group 'CLD_{in,out}' is clearly observed and as expected. The CLD-free reference concept A exhibits thereby the lowest damping with $\eta = 0.013$, whereas the highest damping is observed for concept F.90 with $\eta = 0.038$. The implementation of shear webs (D.90, D.0 and G.45) seems to slightly increase the damping in the group 'No CLD', due to its matrix dominated material properties of the $\pm 45^\circ$ lam-inates. The application of CLD treatments circularly to the outside of the structure leads to an increase in damping of about 90% compared to the reference concept A. A beneficial contribution of additional shear webs is thereby not observed (concept E.90 and E.0) due to the dominant effect of the outer CLD treatment.

As expected, the highest damping is observed for F.90 with an increase of about 190% compared to concept A., representing the concept with the highest amount of VEM subjected to shear deformation: 1) Far away from the neutral axis at the out- and inside of the cylindrical section and 2) close to the neutral plane along the shear web.
2.3 Constrained layer damping treatment

Figure 2.8: Results of the modal loss factor $\eta_1$ related to the first flexural mode for all cross-sectional design concepts. From [P3].

The additional amount of VEM and stiff constraining layers consequently leads to an increase in the sample weight (see Tab. 2.2).

Table 2.2: Design-related properties of the different generic composite cylinders. From [P3].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass [kg]</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.69</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre volume content [%]</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>42.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The increase in static stiffness on one side and the increase in sample weight on the other side almost equalises under dynamic flexing conditions of the structure as only small changes in the natural frequencies for all cross-sectional concepts are observed (see Fig. 2.9). At the same time, the damping increases by almost a factor 3 for concept F.90. It can therefore be concluded that an application of CLD in combination with additional shear webs may considerably increase the damping behaviour of composite cross arm structures, represented by generic composite cylinders with various CLD treatment configurations (concept A to I), while the related natural frequencies remain almost unchanged. As always, the final design of the cross arm is based on a trade-off between additional costs, due to an increased complexity of structure (F.90) and an increased material consumption, and an enhanced damping behaviour.
of almost factor 3 on the other side.

![Figure 2.9: Results of the normalised frequency and loss factor (with respect to the reference design concept A) and its related damping-frequency-ratio. From [P3].](image)

**Concluding remarks**

The presented selection of non-conductive damping enhanced treatments demonstrates the potential of each approach with its individual characteristics for the use in high voltage composite power pylons. A nanoclay modification mainly enhances the damping performance in the off-axis fibre direction, whereas the hybridisation of the fibre-reinforcement leads primarily to a damping increase in the fibre direction. In both cases, the stiffness and damping may cost-effectively be enhanced, though the nanoclay modification is evaluated not to be suitable for mass production of large scale structures. In contrast, CLD treatments are highly suitable for the application on large scale structures and may lead to an increase in damping by a factor 3 compared to a non-treated reference structure, based on the results summarised above.
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Dynamic-mechanical characterisation

The damping properties of composite materials strongly depend on the fibre direction, the temperature and, to some extend, on the frequency. An increase in temperature will soften the matrix, enhance the damping, but considerably decrease the stiffness [48]. Below the glass transition temperature $T_g$ of the sample, a change in frequency is reported to only slightly influence the damping properties [49].

For the design of composite structures, used in specific environmental conditions, the knowledge about the dynamic-mechanical properties is essential. For instance, the fibre direction dependent in-plane damping properties $\eta_1$, $\eta_2$ and $\eta_{12}$ at low temperature (between -20°C to 0°C) and low frequencies (0.5 Hz to 2 Hz) are required as input parameters in order to numerically predict the damping behaviour of composite power pylons during the severe galloping phenomenon. However, only insufficient data for the composite materials of interest are available in the literature with regard to the temperature and frequency range typical for galloping vibrations. Therefore, the dynamic-mechanical characterisation of various composite materials is summarised in this section, based on two typically used techniques: Vibration beam testing (VBT) and Dynamic-Mechanical-Thermal Analysis (DMTA), both described in detail in [P1] and [P2]. Furthermore, the damping behaviour of unbalanced off-axis and balanced angle-ply laminates for five different fibre directions is presented, in order to discuss the influence of the bend-twist-coupling on the damping. Finally, the technique to determine the damping properties of the generic composite cylinder, representing the power pylon cross arm in the scale 1:10, is described based on the same boundary conditions as used for the VBT method.

3.1. On coupon level

The standardised DMTA [50] and VBT [51] method are used to analyse the damping of various GF- and AF-composite materials at environmental conditions, which are typical for galloping (see section 2.1.3 and 2.2.2). The main purpose of using two different damping characterisation techniques is due to the following points:
1) Partly contradictory results of VBT and DMTA measurements are reported in the literature:

   a) Amplitude dependent differences: While the ‘intra fibre friction mechanism’ dominates the damping at small deformations (DMTA), ‘intra and inter-yarn friction mechanisms’ are typical for larger deformations (VBT) [52].

   b) Frequency dependent differences: An increase in damping proportional to the frequency is reported for GF-EP and AF-EP using VBT measurements [53], whereas the opposite trend is reported for characterising carbon fibre reinforced plastics (CFRP) by DMTA measurements [54]. The mismatch may be explained by different support conditions and highly different vibration amplitudes (see 1.a)

2) The VBT is used to verify an equivalent numerical model with free-clamped support conditions, using the modal strain energy approach (see section 4.2.1). The approach has later been extended to a numerical model of the vibrating generic composite cylinder (see section 4.2.2), representing the power pylon cross arm (see [P3]).

Both characterisation techniques with their different working principles, support conditions, sample sizes and vibration amplitudes, are used to determine the damping in the following five fibre directions \( \varphi = 0^\circ, 30^\circ, 45^\circ, 60^\circ \) and \( 90^\circ \).

The damping, provided by the DMTA, is based on the measured phase lag \( \delta \) between the applied stress and the responding strain. In contrast, the dynamic response of the free vibrating composite beam, represented by a declining sine curve, is used to calculate the damping ratio \( \zeta \) by fitting an exponential envelope \( g(t) \) to the decay, represented by

\[
g(t) = X_0 e^{-\zeta \omega_1 t},
\]

where \( \omega_1, \zeta \) and \( X_0 \) represents the natural frequency, the damping ratio and the initial displacement, respectively [55]. The time history of the tip displacement is contactless measured by a laser sensor, as it is reported to give the most accurate displacement measures [56]. For low damping, the loss factor \( \eta \) may be represented by the other damping definitions

\[
\eta \approx \frac{\psi}{2\pi} \approx \frac{\lambda}{\pi} \approx 2\zeta \approx \tan \delta,
\]

with \( \psi \) being the specific damping capacity, \( \lambda \) being the logarithmic decrement, \( \zeta \) being the damping ratio and \( \delta \) being the phase angle [57]. In Fig. 3.1 the setups for the DMTA and the VBT methods are shown.
3.1 On coupon level

Figure 3.1: Left: Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) with a three-point-bending configuration (forced vibration) | Right: Vibration beam testing (free vibration). From [P2].

The results of the fibre direction dependent damping based on the two damping methods are represented in Fig. 3.2 for a GF-VE composite material. Also, the influence of different initial tip displacements is shown for the VBT method. The frequency is kept constant at 20 Hz for both measurement. The length of the vibrating beam is thereby varied for VBT.

Figure 3.2: Effect of the test method (DMTA vs. VBT with 5 mm and 10 mm initial tip displacement) on the fibre direction dependent damping properties of GF-VE and GF-EP at 20°C at 20 Hz. From [P2]
A reduction from 10 mm to 5 mm initial tip displacement leads to reduced damping properties of about 20% for all fibre directions. This may be explained by a reduced influence of air damping, clamping effects and tip deflection dependent non-linearities. In order to minimise such external effects on material damping measurements, the vibration amplitudes are proposed to be small. The observed peak value for the damping at $\varphi \approx 30^\circ$ is due to the bend-twist coupling of off-axis laminates. This effect, surprisingly only captured by DMTA measurements, is discussed in the section 3.1.1 on bend-twist coupling.

To summarise, no major differences, except from the peak at $\varphi \approx 30^\circ$ for DMTA results, are observed for GF-VE, analysed by VBT and DMTA measurements at the frequency of 20 Hz. The trend of both damping techniques is well captured. A similar trend is observed for GF-EP, presented in [P2], although increasing differences are observed for fibre angles $\varphi \geq 60^\circ$. However, the results appear in a different light when plotting the fibre direction dependent damping with regard to DMTA and VBT measurements for different frequencies (see Fig. 3.3).

Although the frequency range for the presented VBT and DMTA results is not the same, the contrary trend in the fibre direction dependent damping properties is clearly observed. Only for the fibre direction $\varphi = 0^\circ$ similar results are achieved. The discrepancy may be explained by highly differing vibration amplitudes with $a_{\text{DMTA}} = 0.15\, \text{mm}$ and $a_{\text{VBT}} = 5\, \text{mm}$ and different support conditions for DMTA (simple supported) and VBT (clamped-free). However, the results of both damping characterisation methods are used as input parameters for the numerical damping prediction of composite coupons and (sub-)structures (see chapter 4).
3.1.1. Bend-twist coupling

The damping results, obtained by DMTA measurements, show a characteristic peak at the fibre angle $\varphi \approx 30^\circ$ (see Fig. 3.2). The observation is in agreement with the literature [54,58] and explained by the bend-twist coupling of off-axis laminates, subjected to bending loads (see Fig. 2.3). It is unexpected that the coupling related damping is only observed by DMTA measurements with its spherical bearings at both sides (see Fig. 3.1), as coupling-induced deformations are also unrestricted during VBT. However, the numerical damping prediction of composite structures consisting of angle-ply laminate is often reported to be based on the material properties of off-axis laminates with its characteristic bend-twist coupling [54,59]. It is therefore assumed that a systematic error is introduced as the bend-twist coupling effects are erroneously considered, potentially leading to an overestimation of the damping properties of composite structures. In order to quantify the potential error, the damping is measured by VBT and DMTA for coupons with two different stacking sequences: a) Off-axis stack (UD, unbalanced, $[\varphi]_3$) and b) angle-ply stack (BD, balanced, $[\pm \varphi]_s$) (see Fig. 2.3). The results for GF-VE are presented in Fig. 3.4.

![Graphs showing damping results for GF-VE and GF-EP](image)

Figure 3.4: Effect of the stacking sequence (unbalanced $[\varphi]_3$ vs. balanced $[\pm \varphi]_s$) on the fibre direction dependent damping behaviour of GF-VE (left) and GF-EP (right) [DMTA and VBT (5 mm), 20°C at 20 Hz].

The same trend is observed for GF-EP, although the damping properties, obtained by DMTA, decrease for fibre angles $\varphi \geq 60^\circ$. Angle-ply laminates ($[\pm \varphi]_s$), investigated by DMTA, lead to slightly higher damping properties compared to off-axis laminates $[\varphi]_3$ (except for $\varphi \approx 30^\circ$), whereas for VBT it is the other way around. A clear trend is thereby not observed, partly because of the potential differences in the measuring techniques.
However, the four different sets of results, presented in Fig. 3.4, are used to calculate the fibre direction dependent input parameters $\eta_1$, $\eta_2$ and $\eta_{12}$, as described in the following section. Based on the four input parameter sets, the damping of a freely vibrating beam with an angle-ply stack $[\pm \varphi]_s$ is numerically predicted (see section 4.2.1). The differences are evaluated in order to quantify the expected error mentioned above.

### 3.1.2. Fibre direction dependent damping

In order to numerically predict the damping behaviour of (thin-walled) composite structures by using the modal strain energy method (see chapter 4), the fibre direction dependent (in-plane) damping properties of each individual material $\eta_1, \eta_2$ and $\eta_{12}$ are required as input parameters for the simulation. These in-plane damping properties may be approximated by the Adams-Bacon-approach [60],

$$
\eta_\varphi = E'(\varphi) \left[ \frac{\eta_1}{E_1} (\cos \varphi)^4 + \frac{\eta_2}{E_2} (\sin \varphi)^4 + \left( \frac{\eta_{12}}{G_{12}} - (\eta_1 + \eta_2) \frac{\nu_{12}}{E_1} \right) (\sin \varphi)^2 (\cos \varphi)^2 \right],
$$  

(3.3)

where $E'_1$, $E'_2$, $G'_{12}$ and $\nu_{12}$ are the static material properties, $\varphi$ represents the fibre direction and $\eta_\varphi$ corresponds to the experimentally determined damping properties by VBT or DMTA for different fibre directions, e.g. $\varphi = 0^\circ, 30^\circ, 45^\circ, 60^\circ$ and $90^\circ$. The related $E'(\varphi)$ represents the fibre direction dependent Young's modulus, which may be determined by previously conducted tensile tests. The approach is thereby only restricted to "free-flexure" conditions: The resulting torsional deformation of structures with an unbalanced stacking sequence is allowed, when subjected to pure bending. This is the case for both measurement methods: For VBT with beams clamped in a fixed-free support condition and for DMTA with simple supported specimens by spherical bearings. The mismatch between the measured damping $\eta_{\varphi,\text{exp}}$ and the calculated damping $\eta_\varphi$ is minimised by using the method of least squares,

$$
\min_{\bar{x}} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (\eta_{\varphi,j,\text{exp}} - \eta_{\varphi,j}(\bar{x}))^2 \quad \text{with} \quad \bar{x} = [\eta_1, \eta_2, \eta_{12}] \quad \text{and} \quad n \geq 3.
$$  

(3.4)

The out-of-plane damping properties for the presented thin walled structure may be approximated by the in-plane equivalents: $\eta_{22} \approx \eta_{33}$, $\eta_{12} \approx \eta_{13} \approx \eta_{23}$ [61]. The resulting fibre direction dependent material damping properties $\eta_1, \eta_2$ and $\eta_{12}$ are used as input parameters for the numerical damping simulation described in chapter 4.

An equivalent shear damping $\eta_{12,\text{eq}}$ is introduced for angle-ply laminates $[\pm \varphi]_s$. 
3.2 On sub-structural level

As mentioned in section 3.1, the principle of the VBT approach is extended to a larger scale, due to the same support conditions, for determining the damping properties of the generic composite cylinders with its different CLD design concepts. The beam-like structures are thereby clamped in fixed-free support condition (see Fig. 3.5).

Figure 3.5: Free vibration test rig of the cylindrical sub-structure (cross sectional concept I.45) in a clamped-free support condition. From [P3].

The same approach, used for structures with similar dimensions as the generic composite cylinders, is reported to generate damping results which are in good agreement with numerical results [62,63].

The choice of testing the generic composite cylinder in a cantilever support condition is also inspired by its original design purpose, representing the (cantilever) cross arm of the power pylon (see Fig. 1.1). The joint section between both sub-structures provides additional (friction) damping. Therefore, fixed-free support conditions are assumed to represent the original cross arm application more realistically than the idealised and often proposed free-free support. This support condition results in a considerable change of the structural vibration behaviour: The significant increase in natural frequency (e.g. factor 10 reported in [64]) leads to unrepresentative damping results due to the highly frequency dependent damping properties of the viscoelastic damping layer.

Furthermore, the effectiveness of CLD treatments is based on the shear deformation of the damping layer. In case of a free-free supported structure, which is excited by an impact, the overall deflection of the structure is very low and, to some extend,
local due to the impact. The level of shear deformation in the damping layer may therefore be very small and locally limited. It is therefore questionable if the performance of CLD treatments may sufficiently be represented by testing the composite cylinder in a free-free-support condition.

The damping characterisation of the generic composite cylinder is thereby carried out using a fixed-free support condition. A proper clamping is particularly of high importance, in order to minimise the friction damping at the fixed end of the generic composite structure [13]. Metallic inserts are used at the end sections of the composite cylinders in order to allow radial clamping, as also used in [63]. Furthermore, the flanges are reinforced and processed as accurately as possible. All samples are clamped the same way (same procedure, same torque) in order to allow comparability, as potential errors due to non-ideal clamping conditions may affect each single test result the same way.

The excitation of the clamped structure to vibrate in a bending mode is performed by a rubber block impulse in vertical direction on the reinforced tip section of the cylinder. The damping is thereby calculated based on the free decay of the vibrating generic composite cylinder by fitting an exponential envelope \( g(t) \), defined in Eq. (3.1), to the declining sine curve. As several modes are thereby excited, of which the higher modes (torsional modes, axial modes) will quickly die out, the first 10 periods are neglected for the calculation of the damping properties. In order to verify the assumption, a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) of the experimentally determined time history is carried out for the cross sectional concept A to demonstrate the dominance of the first bending mode (see Fig. 3.6).
Table 3.1: Results of the numerical frequency analysis of the cross-sectional design concept A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency [Hz]</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>285.1</td>
<td>285.1</td>
<td>468.2</td>
<td>699.6</td>
<td>699.6</td>
<td>708.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode type</td>
<td>Bending (out-of-plane)</td>
<td>Torsion</td>
<td>Bending (in-plane)</td>
<td>Axial</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No other dominant modes besides the activated first flexural mode are observed. Only at around 450 Hz, a small peak is visible, potentially representing the first torsional mode (see Tab. 3.1). Due to the height of the peak, an influence on the damping behaviour can be neglected. The dynamic-mechanical properties of the VEM, used as damping layer for the CLD treatment, are characterised by DMTA with a shear sandwich clamp (see [P3]). The damping shows its peak value with \( \zeta_{VEM} = \frac{1}{2} \eta_{VEM} = 0.35 \) at low frequencies and temperatures around the freezing point (see Fig. 3.7).

![Figure 3.7: Frequency dependent loss factor of the VEM \( \eta_{VEM} \) for -20°C, 0°C and 20°C. From [P3].](image)

The damping properties of the VEM and the composite material are required as individual input parameters for the numerical damping prediction of composite structures, as the modal strain energy is determined material-wise. In order to determine the damping at galloping relevant frequencies between 0.5 Hz and 2.0 Hz, additional forced vibration bending tests of the generic composite cylinders are carried out. The specimens are thereby clamped in a fixed-free support condition, representing the same clamping conditions as used for the free decay test at around
50 Hz (see Fig. 3.5). Furthermore, an actuator is horizontally connected to the tip of the cylinder by spherical bearings, introducing dynamic bending loads. The test setup is shown in Fig. A1 in the Appendix. The load is measured by a 2 kN load cell, mounted between the actuator and composite cylinder. Linear variable differential transformers (LVDT) are placed at the tip and the root end section, in order to measure the displacements during dynamic loading. The damping is calculated for each specimen by the ratio of dissipated energy to stored energy, obtained by an average of 20 hysteresis loops (see Eq. (A1) and Fig. A3 in the Appendix). However, no difference and trend is observed in the damping results for all cylinder specimens with varying CLD designs, indicating a major error in the test setup or the measuring equipment (see Fig. A2). The LVDT, located at the root end section of the cylinder, reveals high displacements during testing, obviously caused by relative displacement in the soft (aluminium) base element. The final results of the tests may therefore not be used to characterise the damping behaviour of the composite cylinder, as the damping in the clamping is obviously measured.

### Concluding remarks

VBT and DMTA measurements may be used to characterise the fibre direction dependent damping of composite materials, although a discrepancy in the frequency domain has been observed. This may be explained by differences with regard to the working principles of the two damping characterisation techniques, the related amplitudes, the specimen dimensions and the support conditions. Irrespective of the differences, the damping results, obtained by either DMTA or VBT may be used to evaluate and qualitatively compare the effect of additional damping treatments or changed fibre/matrix materials on the fibre direction dependent damping. Damping measurements by DMTA seem to be very sensitive for specimens with high Young’s modulus, as an effect of bend-twist coupling is only captured by this method. However, the results of VBT measurements are used to verify an equivalent numerical VBT model, using the modal strain energy method (see chapter 4). The fibre direction dependent damping input parameters $\eta_1, \eta_2$ and $\eta_{12}$ may be obtained by VBT and DMTA measurements of samples with both off-axis and angle-ply stacking sequences. The final evaluation, which damping input parameter set may predict the damping with the smallest error, will be discussed in chapter 4.

Furthermore, the VBT method is extended to larger scale in order characterise the damping properties of the generic composite cylinders in a fixed-free support condition. The quality of the clamping is thereby of paramount importance. Based on an FFT analysis, it is demonstrated that the generic composite cylinder is vibrating only in the first flexural mode. It is therefore assumed, that the determined loss factor may correctly be associated with the first bending mode.
Chapter 4

Numerical damping prediction

The damping of composite materials and structures may be predicted by various models such as linear viscoelastic models, the complex modulus method or the modal strain energy approach. The latter allows an integration into finite element codes for the damping estimation of complex composite structures [65, 66]. The in-plane fibre direction dependent damping parameters $\eta_1, \eta_2$ and $\eta_{12}$, calculated based on VBT and DMA damping measurements for several fibre directions, are therefore used as input data for the numerical simulation (see section 3.1).

In this section the numerical damping prediction for composite structures, based on the modal strain energy approach, is summarised based on the investigations presented in [P2] and [P3]. The numerical results are compared with the experimental findings based on two numerical models: 1) Composite coupons with angle-ply stacks in accordance to the VBT method and 2) generic composite cylinders with different CLD design concepts, both models in fixed-free support conditions.

4.1. Modal strain energy approach

Most of the commercial available finite element (FE) software tools provide the implementation of the damping by means of mass and stiffness proportional coefficients, also known as Rayleigh damping. However, the Rayleigh damping is not well suited to predict the damping of composite structures, due to the orthotropic nature of composite materials. Instead, the modal strain energy approach, first introduced by Ungar and Kerwin [67], is used for the numerical damping analysis of the composite coupon and the generic composite cylinder. The damping is thereby represented by the ratio of the dissipated energy $\Delta U$ to the stored strain energy $U$ within one cycle. The loss factor $\eta$ is then calculated by

$$\eta = \frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{\Delta U}{U}. \quad (4.1)$$

The Adams-Bacon approach [60], already described in section 3.1 for the determination of the damping parameter input sets $\eta_1, \eta_2$ and $\eta_{12}$ for off-axis laminates,
proposes the decomposition and the association of the dissipated energy with the principle stress components. This approach may be applied to finite element models, where the decomposition of the dissipated energy is performed individually for each finite element. The direction dependent, dissipated energy $\Delta U_{ij}^{m}$ may thereby be calculated by

$$\Delta U_{ij}^{m} = \eta_{ij} U_{ij}^{m},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)$$

where $\eta_{ij}$ and $U_{ij}^{m}$ represent the fibre direction dependent damping parameter input sets and the strain energy for the $m$'th finite element, respectively, with regard to the tensor components in all directions $(i, j = 1, 2, 3)$ [61, 65]. For thin-walled structures, only the in-plane components $(i, j = 1, 2)$ are considered. The contributions to the total strain energy are calculated for the $m$'th finite element using a finite element software by

$$U_{ij}^{m} = \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{ij}^{m} \epsilon_{ij}^{m} V^{m},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)$$

with $\sigma_{ij}^{m}$, $\epsilon_{ij}^{m}$ representing the direction dependent (in-plane) stress and strain components, respectively, within the element volume $V^{m}$ of the $m$'th finite element.

The modal loss factor of a composite structure with $k$ UD-layers, vibrating at the $n$'th mode, may thereby be calculated by

$$\eta_n = \frac{\sum_{m=1}^{N_e} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{3} \sum_{j=1}^{3} (\Delta U_{ij}^{m}(k))_n}{\sum_{m=1}^{N_e} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{3} \sum_{j=1}^{3} (U_{ij}^{m}(k))_n},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)$$

where $N_e$ and $N$ are the total number of finite elements and the number of layers, respectively. The commercially available software Abaqus and the object-oriented programming language Python are used to numerically study the damping behaviour of the composite coupons and the generic composite cylinders. The implementation of a parametrical Python code thereby provides the automated determination and plotting of the overall modal damping in the post-processing step.

### 4.2. Numerical examples

The aim of the work, presented in [P2] and [P3], is to predict the modal damping of composite structures, based on the dynamic-mechanical material properties, obtained by DMTA and VBT measurements for different fibre directions. The freely vibrating composite beams and generic composite cylinders (see section 3.1 and 3.2) are thereby numerically modelled to demonstrate the feasibility of the implemented modal strain energy method into Abaqus. Both composite parts are modelled using fully integrated, 8-node C3D8I hexahedral elements, characterised by internally added incompatible deformation modes.
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This element type is therefore a cost effective way to model the flexing behaviour of structures, even with one element through the thickness \[68\]. The numerical model and the Python code for calculating the modal loss factor of the composite based on the modal strain energy method are available in [D1] and [D2] and may be used to verify the results presented in [P2] and [P3] or to apply the code to any other structure.

4.2.1. Coupon samples

The damping properties of GF-EP and GF-VE, obtained by DMTA and VBT measurements for different fibre angles and frequencies (see Fig. 3.3 and 3.4), differ to some extent significantly. In this section, the different numerical and experimental damping results, presented in [P2], are compared and summarised. It is furthermore evaluated, which of the four damping input parameter sets (see I to IV below), based on the fibre direction dependent damping presented in Fig. 3.4, predicts the modal damping of a numerical VBT model with best accuracy. Therefore, GF-VE and GF-EP composite beams, each with angle-ply stacks \( \varphi = \pm 30^\circ, \pm 45^\circ \) and \( \pm 60^\circ \) and equivalent VBT support conditions, are numerically modelled using Abaqus. The numerical VBT model is furthermore compared to equivalent VBT experiments with the same angle-ply stacking sequence (VBT exp. \( [\pm \varphi]_s \)). As mentioned in section 3.1.1, four different damping input parameter sets \( \eta_1, \eta_2 \) and \( \eta_{12} \) are implemented, based on the following stack and measurement configurations:

I) DMTA \( [\varphi]_3 \) (samples with off-axis stacking sequence (UD, unbalanced)).

II) DMTA \( [\pm \varphi]_s \) (samples with angle-ply stacking sequence (BD, balanced)).

III) VBT \( [\varphi]_3 \) (samples with off-axis stacking sequence (UD, unbalanced)).

IV) VBT \( [\pm \varphi]_s \) (samples with angle-ply stacking sequence (BD, balanced)).

The numerical results of the freely vibrating beam model with the three different angle-ply stacks \( \varphi = \pm 30^\circ, \pm 45^\circ \) and \( \pm 60^\circ \) are presented in Fig. 4.1. The application of the damping input parameter sets based on DMTA measurements (I and II) leads to either numerical overestimated or an underestimated modal damping compared to experimental VBT results (VBT exp. \( [\pm \varphi]_s \)). The observed trend depends on the analysed material (GF-EP vs. GF-VE) and the fibre direction \( (\pm 30^\circ \) vs. \( \pm 45^\circ \) vs. \( \pm 60^\circ \)). A difference is observed between the input concepts I and II. For fibre angles in the interval \( \pm 30^\circ \leq \varphi \leq \pm 45^\circ \), the use of the input parameter set based on I leads to higher damping compared to II due to bend-twist coupling, which is getting maximum at \( \varphi \approx 30^\circ \). The damping-enhancing bend-twist coupling effect diminishes at \( \varphi \approx \pm 60^\circ \), which surprisingly leads to even lower modal damping by using I compared to the input parameter set II.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the experimental and numerical results for the modal damping $\eta$ and the natural frequency $f_1$ for GF-VE beams (above) and GV-EP (below) [VBT (5 mm), $\pm \varphi_s$, $20^\circ$C at $\approx 20$ Hz] based on the fibre direction dependent damping input parameters $\eta_1$, $\eta_2$ and $\eta_{12}/\eta_{12eq}$ calculated by the following four input parameter sets: I) DMTA [$\varphi_3$], II) DMTA [$\pm \varphi_s$], III) VBT [$\varphi_3$] and IV) VBT [$\pm \varphi_s$].

However, a clear trend of the different numerical results with regard to the experimental VBT results is hardly observed. A reliable damping prediction of freely vibrating composite structures, based on the damping properties obtained by DMTA, is therefore not necessarily given.
Table 4.1: Average error of the damping results between the numerical VBT model with the four different input parameter sets and the equivalent VBT experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Damping input set</th>
<th>DMTA</th>
<th>VBT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ϕ]_3</td>
<td>[± ϕ]_s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Error [%]</td>
<td>GF-EP 7.7</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Num. vs. Exp.)</td>
<td>GF-VE 14.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast, a trend in the numerical damping is clearly visible compared to the experimental VBT results, when applying the damping input parameter set based on VBT measurements (III and IV) to the numerical VBT model. The damping with the smallest deviation compared to the VBT experiment (VBT exp. [± ϕ]_s) is predicted, when applying the input parameter set III, based on VBT measurements of beams with an off-axis stack ([ϕ]_3). This may be due to the same test-, sample- and support conditions for the dynamic-mechanical characterisation by VBT and the numerical VBT model.

In contrast, the application of the damping parameter input set IV, based on angle-ply laminates, leads to under-predicted damping values for the two materials and all three stacking sequences ϕ = ± 30°, ± 45° and ± 60°. This may be explained by a generally higher stiffness of angle-ply laminates compared to off-axis laminates in the range between 0° < ϕ ≤ 60°, which consequently results in slightly lower damping values. The numerical damping prediction, using damping properties which are based on dynamic-mechanically characterised angle-ply laminates, is therefore not recommended.

In Tab. 4.1, the average deviations between the numerical and experimental damping results are summarised with regard to the different fibre direction dependent damping parameter input sets (I to IV). The implementation of damping properties into the numerical VBT model, obtained by the DMTA of samples with off-axis (input set I) and angle-ply stacks (input set II), result in an average error of about 7.5% for GF-EP and 13.5% for GF-VE. As already mentioned, a trend in deviation is thereby not observed so that these damping properties may not be suited for the damping prediction of composite structures, clamped in a free-fixed support condition.

In contrast, the use of damping properties, based on VBT measurements of beams with off-axis stacks (input set III), leads to the lowest deviation with 4.7% for GF-EP and 2.4% for GF-VE. The numerical damping prediction of the generic composite cylinders is therefore carried out using the damping input parameter set III. The numerical damping analysis, using VBT measurements of angle-ply laminates (input set IV), results in an underprediction of the damping due to its higher stiffness compared to off-axis laminates. The initial concern regarding a potential overprediction of the structural model damping, due to the characterisation of bend-twist coupling affected specimens (input concept I and III) is apparently
unfounded: Although a damping enhancing bend-twist coupling effect is observed in DMTA measurements (at $\varphi \approx 30^\circ$) (see Fig. 3.4), the influence of bend-twist coupling on the numerical damping prediction seems to be neglectable. It rather seems that the damping measurement method (VBT or DMTA) for the fibre direction dependent damping characterisation has a much higher impact on the final numerically predicted damping results. The choice should therefore be made based on potential test similarities with regard to the support condition and the expected vibration amplitude (see section 3.1 and Fig. 3.1).

4.2.2. Generic composite cylinders

Depending on the cross-sectional design concept (A to I, see Fig. 2.6), the filament wound generic composite cylinders consist of several unidirectional GF-EP layers with fibre directions of $\varphi = \pm 10^\circ$ and $\pm 45^\circ$ as well as viscoelastic damping layers. Both materials are fully characterised with regard to their frequency and temperature dependent damping behaviour (see section 3.1). Due to the good correlation of numerical and experimental results on coupon level, the fibre direction damping input parameter set III, based on VBT measurements of off-axis laminates (see section 4.2.1), are implemented into the post-processing script to calculate the modal damping $\eta$ of the generic composite cylinders. In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the numerical cylinder models, each with its individual cross-sectional design concept, the numerically predicted and the experimentally determined first natural frequencies are compared (see Fig. 4.2).

![Figure 4.2](image.png)

Figure 4.2: Numerical and experimental results of the natural frequency $f_1$ related to the first flexural mode. From [P3].

The numerically predicted natural frequencies are in good agreement with the exper-
imentally obtained results, although a slight underprediction of about 4% in average is observed for all cross-sectional design concepts. The consistency of the underpredicted natural frequency indicates a general inaccuracy in the model, which may be related to inexact material properties or imprecisions during the manufacturing process by e.g. potential fibre misalignments or slightly changed layer thicknesses. An underestimation of the damping is also observed when comparing the numerical modal damping with the experimental results (see Fig. 4.3).

![Figure 4.3: Numerical and experimental results of the modal loss factor related to the first flexural mode. From [P3].](image)

Although the numerically determined loss factors follow the same trend as the experimental results, the differences disproportionally increase with the amount of applied VEM damping layers (concept B, C, E, F and I). Whereas the predicted damping for composite cylinders without CLD treatments is maximum 39% lower than the experimental results (concept G.45), the difference increases to 64% for concept F.90 with CLD treatments on the in- and outside. The increasing mismatch may be attributed to the following numerical and experimental issues:

1) Numerical: Simplified boundary conditions in the numerical model do not capture the complex stress state in the clamping area.

2) Experimental: Relative displacement in the clamping area due to insufficiently rigid clamping, caused by the continuous VEM damping layers over the entire cylinder length.

3) Experimental: Characterised material properties of the VEM may be imprecise, as the difference increases with increasing amount of VEM.
An interference of other modes can be excluded as potential source of error since the dominance of only the first mode is verified (see Fig. 3.6).

Concluding remarks

The modal damping of composite coupons and (sub-)structures is numerically predicted by the implementation of the modal strain energy approach into the commercially available finite element software Abaqus. The investigated structures are therefore modelled using hexahedral elements in order to calculate the direction dependent strain energy components. The dissipated energy is calculated by incorporating the fibre direction dependent damping, represented by input parameters $\eta_1$, $\eta_2$ and $\eta_{12}$.

Four different input parameter sets, based on DMTA or VBT measurements of samples with off-axis or angle-ply laminates, are used to predict the modal damping of a numerical VBT model, in order to determine the set, which leads to the smallest error compared to the measured damping of the equivalent experiment. The modal damping of freely vibrating GF-EP and GF-VE beams with three different angle-ply laminates are well predicted with an error of 4\% in average compared to the experiment, using the input parameter set III of VBT samples with off-axis laminates. This input parameter set is implemented into the numerical damping models of the generic composite cylinders with its different cross-sectional design concepts. The numerical damping results are constantly underpredicted for all cross-sectional design concepts compared to the experimentally obtained damping, resulting in differences between 27\% for design concept A up to 64\% for concept F.90. Potential error sources are therefore identified, such as the use of simplified boundary conditions in the numerical model, insufficiently rigid clamping during cylinder testing and inaccurately determined damping properties of the VEM by DMTA measurements.
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Damping of wind-induced vibrations

Power pylon structures made of non-conductive composite materials, such as the thoroughly investigated GFRP and AFRP with regard to its dynamic-mechanical properties (see chapter 3), may be well suited for innovative designs with a potential reduction in size due to a possible integration of insulators. However, the ensuing direct cable-pylon connection leads to an increased dynamic interaction compared to the application of hanging insulators typical for standard steel lattice towers. Galloping of conductor lines, vibrating at frequencies between 0.5 and 2.0 Hz and at temperatures below the freezing point [10], may potentially excite the composite power pylon structure, possibly leading to severe damage on the clamping or the entire power line system.

The galloping motion typically describes a vertically oriented ellipse with a small horizontal component, also known as the galloping ellipse. The general measure for the galloping intensity may be defined by the size of the galloping ellipse with regard to the vertical and horizontal component. A reduction in size is therefore desired due to the following aspects:

1) Minimising damage at the cable clamp, the structure and the entire power line system [10].

2) Potential downsizing of the composite power pylon, due to the reduced risk of flash overs: In the vertical direction because of the safety clearance to the ground and in the horizontal direction for safety distance to adjacent phase conductors.

The latter point is of great interest for the design of composite power pylons since a reduction of the horizontal galloping component may enable a closer spacing of adjacent phase conductors, resulting in a desired reduction in cross arm length.

In general, it is assumed that galloping amplitudes may be mitigated by rigid cable-pylon connections, as some kinetic energy of vibrating cables leads to deformation of the stiff composite cross arm. A further reduction of galloping vibrations is expected by the damping implementation into the cross arm structure. The potential damping capacity of composite materials and structures, eventually modified by
additional damping enhanced treatments (see chapter 2), is substantially compared to its metallic counterparts (see chapter 3) and therefore well suited for the use in vibration-susceptible power pylons. In order to verify the assumptions mentioned above, the numerical galloping analysis, using Abaqus and Fortran, is summarised in the following sections, based on the work presented in [P4]. Furthermore, a redesign of the composite cross arm is proposed based on the findings of the numerical galloping analysis: The galloping vibration amplitudes may further be mitigated by the reduction of the horizontal cross arm stiffness.

5.1. Numerical simulation of conductor line galloping

The aim of the numerical galloping study is to investigate the effect of different cable support conditions with and without added damping on the vibration amplitudes of galloping conductor lines. A representative 400 kV power line system, consisting of 3 x 300 m spans, is modelled using two different cable support conditions: 1) Cable attachment to a flexible insulator string, typical for standard steel lattice power pylons and 2) cable attachment directly to a stiff composite power pylon structure. The effect of damping is studied by the implementation of reasonable damping properties to the composite cross arm with regard to the cable support condition 2). The latter configuration is illustrated in Fig. 5.1.

![Figure 5.1: Representative double 400 kV three-span system of 3x 300m with a representative center-span-cable exposed to aerodynamic loads, where displacements due to galloping are analysed at the center (1/2) of an adjacent cable [A], at the cable attachment point (CAP) of the power pylon [B], at the center (1/2) of the galloping cable [C] and at a quarter point (1/4) of the galloping cable [D]. From [P4].]

The dimensions and properties of the composite pylon, the representative insulator strings and the iced conductor lines, used in the numerical galloping simulation, are
listed in [P4].

5.1.1. Support condition specifications

In the following section, the two different cable support conditions: 1) Insulator strings and 2) direct cable-pylon connections, are summarised. The main difference with regard to the galloping vibration amplitudes is related to the apparent flexibility of the individual support conditions.

Model 1 - Insulator string connection

Conductor lines connected to hanging insulator strings are free to move in the horizontal x-z plane (see Fig. 5.1) and are only restricted by the stiffness from the adjacent cables, resulting in a sensitive coupling between adjacent spans. An excitation of various spans is thereby possible, even for light cable vibrations. However, the insulator string support conditions may be represented in the numerical model by static springs in the x- and z-direction [69], assuming the insulator string and the tower structure to be ideally stiff (see Fig. 5.2). The static springs are determined by

\[ k_{ix} = \frac{1}{L_i} \left( mgL_x + \frac{m_ig}{2} \right) , \]

\[ k_{iz} = k_{ix} + \frac{2H_x}{L_x} , \]

with \( L_i \) being the length of the insulator string, \( m_i \) being the weight of the insulator string, \( m \) being the mass per unit length of the cable, \( g \) being the constant of gravity, \( L_x \) being the span length and \( H_x \) representing the horizontal cable tension.

Model 2 - Direct cable-pylon connection

In contrast, the power pylon is modelled using spatial beam elements in order to realistically represent the direct cable-pylon connection, characterised by the stiffness of the steel tower and the composite cross arm (see Fig. 5.2). The representative conductor line, subjected to aerodynamic loads in order to initiate galloping vibrations, is modelled at the outer most position along the composite cross arm. The remaining conductor lines are represented by equivalent point masses and static springs in the x-direction. The equivalent spring stiffness \( k_x \) of a taut conductor line may be calculated by
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Cable attachment point (CAP) with point mass
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Figure 5.2: Left: Schematic power pylon model with boundary conditions for the composite power pylon with conductor lines represented by springs and point masses (left) | Right: Schematic insulator-string model with maximum static deflection of a 3 x 300 m conductor line connected to insulator strings represented by static springs with the inner span subjected to aerodynamic loads. From [P4].

\[
k_x = k_e \left[ 1 + \frac{mgL_x^3 k_e}{12H_x^3 \left( 1 + \frac{8}{3} \left( \frac{s}{L_x} \right)^2 \right)} \right]^{-1}
\]  

(5.3)

The horizontal stiffness of a perfectly taut cable and the cable sag at the center of the span is thereby represented with \( k_e \) and \( s \), respectively [70]. The horizontal stiffness of a perfectly taut cable \( k_e \) may thereby be represented by

\[
k_e = \frac{AE}{L_x} (\cos \varphi)^2,
\]  

(5.4)

where \( AE \) and \( \varphi \) defines the axial stiffness of the conductor line and the angle between the chord line and a horizontal reference. The natural frequencies of the power pylon with attached conductor lines are determined using a numerical frequency analysis.
Model 3 - Direct cable-pylon connection with cross arm damping

In order to demonstrate the effect of additional damping of pylon structures on the galloping vibration amplitude, a reasonable damping ratio of $\zeta_{CA} = 0.03$ is assigned to the composite cross arm (CA). The additional cross arm damping, achieved by application of the potential damping treatments summarised in chapter 2, is thereby the only difference between Model 3 and Model 2. The damping is implemented into the numerical model in Abaqus using Rayleigh damping.

5.1.2. Conductor line model

The necessary condition for galloping to happen is an asymmetric ice accretion along the conductor line. The presented numerical galloping analysis is based on the frequently used D-shaped ice model (see Fig. 5.3) [71, 72]. The iced conductor line is modelled using beam elements. In order to account for the modified cable dimensions and properties due to icing, equivalent properties for the diameter, the density, E-modulus and the G-modulus are introduced. Therefore, the same axial stiffness, torsional rigidity, moment of inertia and mass per unit length is maintained. Ice accretions along conductor lines are reported to increase the damping [73–76]. Based on the reported values between $\zeta_{c1} = 0.004$ and $\zeta_{c2} = 0.06$, an average damping ratio for the iced conductor line of $\zeta_c = 0.032$ was implemented by Rayleigh damping.

The aerodynamic loads $F_L$, $F_D$ and $M$, illustrated in Fig. 5.3 and necessary to initiate conductor line galloping, are defined in Eq. (5.5) by the aerodynamic coefficients $C_L$, $C_D$ and $C_M$, the density of the air $\rho_{air}$, the velocity of the wind $U_w$ and the height $h$ of the wind-exposed object.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
F_L \\
F_D \\
M
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{2} \rho_{air} U_w^2 h \begin{bmatrix}
C_L(\alpha) \\
C_D(\alpha) \\
h C_M(\alpha)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(5.5)

A typical wind velocity for Denmark with $U_w = 8.5$ m/s is used for the numerical galloping analysis [77]. The wind speed independent aerodynamic coefficients are characterised by the instantaneous angle of attack $\alpha$, which in turn may be approximated by

\[
\alpha \approx \theta_0 - \left( \frac{R \dot{\theta} + \dot{V}}{U_w} \right),
\]

(5.6)

with $R$ representing the radius of the bare conductor, $\theta_0$ representing the initial angle of attack, $\dot{\theta}$ representing the torsional angular velocity and $\dot{V}$ representing the vertical velocity of the conductor line [78, 79]. The vertical and torsional angular
velocity as well as the nodal displacement and torsional angle, describing the time dependent state of motion of the conductor line, are obtained for time $t$ by numerical time integration. In order to calculate the angle of attack $\alpha$ at time $t + \Delta t$, the vertical velocity $\dot{V}$ and the torsional angular velocity $\dot{\theta}$ of the conductor line need to be predicted.

User elements (UEL) are therefore introduced into Abaqus by a user subroutine, generating dummy elements without mass and stiffness to share the same nodes as the beam elements used for modelling the conductor line (see Fig. 5.3).

![Figure 5.3: Left: Schematic conductor line model with a D-shaped ice accretion and the resulting aerodynamic loads ($F_L$, $F_D$ and $M$) due to wind loads with the velocity $U_W$ | Right: Schematic implementation of beam and user elements. From [P4].](image)

The user-defined element subroutine allows access to the time-dependent state-of-motion parameters at time $t$ for each node along the conductor line. Furthermore, the vertical velocity $\dot{V}$ and the torsional angular velocity $\dot{\theta}$ may be predicted for each node at time $t + \Delta t$, providing the calculation of the angle of attack $\alpha$ by Eq. (5.6) at time $t + \Delta t$. The related aerodynamic loads $F_L$, $F_D$ and $M$ may finally be applied to the nodes of the user elements, sharing the same nodes as the beam elements used to model the conductor line.

5.1.3. Results

The mode shape of the first natural frequency of the power pylon, characterised by bending motion of the cross arm in the y-direction, is with $f_1 = 1.32 \text{Hz}$ very close to the vibration response of the cross arm at Location (Loc.) B (see Fig. 5.1) in the y-direction at a frequency of $f = 1.23 \text{Hz}$ due to galloping (see Fig. 5.4). In order to prevent potential resonance vibrations to happen, an increase in vertical bending stiffness by locally reinforcing the composite cross arm is required, which consequently leads to an increase of the first natural frequency $f_1$. Furthermore, it is hereby demonstrated that damping in the pylon structure is essential as the
5.1 Numerical simulation of conductor line galloping

The evaluation of the galloping vibration amplitudes are based on the time history plots of the vertical and horizontal displacements for the three numerical models (Model 1-3, see section 5.1.1) at different locations along the three-span system (Loc. A-D). Two representative time history plots of the vertical and the horizontal displacements for Model 1 and Model 2 are shown in Fig. 5.5 and 5.6.

The galloping vibrations of Model 1 and 2, representing two different cable support conditions, differ widely in the galloping modes and amplitude values within the investigated time range of 1500s. Conductor lines, connected to hanging insulators, exhibit a monotonous galloping behaviour vibrating in a 3-loop mode during steady state (phase II). As expected, the adjacent spans are quickly excited, leading to vertical amplitudes of 1.1 m in vertical direction.

In contrast, the galloping behaviour of Model 2, with its direct and rigid power-cable connection, is much more complex. After a longer initial build-up phase with a chaotic vibration behaviour (phase I), the conductor line is galloping in a 3-loop mode over a period of about 500s (phase II), before changing to a 2-loop mode at steady state (phase IV). The vertical and horizontal amplitudes at the center of the span (Loc. C) thereby almost vanish (see Fig. 5.6), demonstrating a well balanced 2-loop condition. The observed unsteady vibration behaviour of Model 2 is assumed to be due the galloping conductor line rigidly connected to the stiff power pylon. In contrast to Model 1, the limited displacement at the CAP in the xy-plane leads to long period until steady state is reached. Furthermore, the adjacent spans (Loc. A)
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Figure 5.5: Time history plot of the vertical (left) and horizontal (right) displacements of Model 1 (insulator-cable connection) at location A (Center, adjacent span), location B (CAP, Power pylon), C (Center, mid span) and D (1/4, mid span), representing different vibration conditions (phase I-II). From [P4].

Figure 5.6: Time history plot of the vertical (left) and horizontal (right) displacements of Model 2 (direct pylon-cable connection) at location A (Center, adjacent span), location B (CAP, Power pylon), C (Center, mid span) and D (1/4, mid span), representing different vibration conditions (phase I-IV). From [P4].
are hardly excited. Only in the transition phases I and III, short vertical galloping amplitudes are observed. The galloping vibration behaviour of Model 3 is very similar to Model 2, slightly differing in amplitude values and duration of the four phases I-IV. In order to fairly compare the effect of the cable support condition, the evaluation of the galloping amplitudes is focussed on phase II, where the galloping conductor lines of Model 1, 2 and 3 are vibrating commonly in a 3-loop mode.

Comparison

The galloping ellipses of the Models 1, 2 and 3 are compared in order to quantify the potential mitigation of conductor line galloping due to cross arm damping and a rigid cable-pylon connection. In Fig. 5.7, the three galloping ellipses are presented at a time of about 500 s (phase II in Fig. 5.5 and 5.6i) with its local maxima at Loc. C and Loc. D (see Fig. 5.1) in a 3-loop mode.

A significant reduction in galloping amplitude by about 48% is observed at both locations C and D by considering a direct cable-pylon connection (Model 2) instead of an insulator string connection (Model 1). The galloping amplitudes may further be reduced by about 15% due to an implementation of damping to the composite cross arm by $\zeta_{CA} = 0.03$ (Model 3). An increasing rotation of the galloping ellipse towards the z-axis is observed from Model 1 to Model 2 by 7% and from Model 2 to 3 by additional 2.3%. The small horizontal vibration amplitudes increase by 53% from Model 1 to 2, but decrease by 8% due to the implementation of damping.
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Concluding remarks

It can be concluded that a change in cable support condition from an insulator string connection to a direct cable-pylon connection may lead to a size reduction of the vertically oriented galloping ellipse by about 50% for the analysed 3-loop galloping mode. The reduction thereby mainly affects the vertically oriented component of the galloping amplitudes. The application of damping to the composite cross arm reduces the galloping amplitudes even further by 15%. In contrast, an increasing rotation of the galloping ellipse from Model 1 to 2 and 3 leads to an increase in the horizontal component of galloping vibration amplitude. It is therefore demonstrated that a rigid cable-pylon connection, modified by additional damping, not necessarily leads to a reduction of the horizontal galloping vibration component.

In contrast, the implementation of damping to the power pylon is shown to be of high importance as the vibration response of the cross arm in vertical direction (y-direction) and the first natural frequency of the power pylon almost coincide. However, the initial idea of using the power pylon structure as tuned mass damper is seen critically due to the following points:

1) The natural frequencies of the power pylon significantly change with the cable tension, the cable type and potential ice accretions. In turn, the galloping frequencies strongly depend on several factors such as the wind speed, span length and the cable tension. It is therefore very likely that the natural frequency and the vibration response frequency do not coincide.

2) The vibration response of the cross arm in horizontal and vertical direction (x- and y-direction) highly differ in frequency (see Fig. 5.4). The vibration frequency of the cross arm, related to vibrations in vertical direction, might partly coincide with a natural frequency showing a similar mode shape (1.21 Hz vs. 1.32 Hz). However, the cross arm vibration in horizontal direction can have considerably different frequencies for similar vibration modes (1.21 Hz vs. 2.35 Hz).

The numerical model of the three-span cable-pylon system with different cable support conditions and the Fortran- and Python codes for simulating the conductor line galloping and extracting the relevant data in the post-processing step are freely available [D3]. The model files and the codes may be used to verify the results presented in [P4] or to simulate different galloping scenarios by e.g. modifying the wind speed or to study the effect of different ice accretions and cable types.
5.2 Re-design of the composite cross arm

The significant mitigation of conductor line galloping by a direct cable-pylon connection in combination with reasonable damping in the composite cross arm is demonstrated in section 5.1, based on the work presented in [P4]. It is shown that the composite cross arm vibrates in the horizontal x-direction with twice the amplitude (0.07 m vs. 0.035 m, see Fig. 5.6) and frequency (1.21 Hz vs. 0.61 Hz, see Fig. 5.4) compared to the vertically oriented component. It is assumed that the effect of implemented cross arm damping on the mitigation of conductor line galloping highly depends on the stiffness of the composite cross arm. A reduction in flexural stiffness consequently leads to higher vibration amplitudes of the cross arm structure, indicating the transfer of kinetic energy from the vibrating cable-pylon system. Thus, the more kinetic energy is dissipated by potentially implemented damping treatments, the lower the vibration amplitudes of the galloping conductor lines will be.

However, the flexural stiffness of the cross arm in vertical direction (y-direction) may not be reduced, as the vertical tip deflection is restricted by the designers due to visual aspects. In contrast, a reduction in the horizontal flexural stiffness (in x-direction) may obviously not affect the visual appearance of the power pylon under static conditions, as the cable loads from adjacent spans balance out.

Due to that fact, the cross-sectional design of the composite cross arm may be modified, in order to obtain a direction dependent flexural stiffness: While the flexural stiffness remains unchanged in the vertical y-direction, the stiffness may be reduced in the horizontal x-direction. Potential cross-sectional designs of the cross arm are presented in Fig. 5.8, showing a reduced wall thickness in the x-direction, parallel to the directly attached conductor lines.

![Figure 5.8: Proposed cross-sectional designs of the composite cross arm (a to c) based on the results presented in [P4].](image)

The three potential cross-sectional designs exhibit the required circular outer shape. The feasibility to manufacture the cross arm by a filament winding process is demonstrated in [P4].

The structural complexity of the cross section, thus proportionate to additional
manufacturing costs, thereby gradually reduces from concept a) to concept c). Whereas a segmentable mandrel for the filament winding process is required to manufacture concept a), a monolithic tool may be used for concept b) and c), accompanied by gradually reduced damping properties compared to concept a) (see [P3]).
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Conclusion and future work

In the present thesis the damping enhancement in composite materials and substructures is experimentally and numerically investigated, targeting a real life application of innovatively designed composite high-voltage power pylons. As power line systems are prone to wind-induced vibrations, such as the severe galloping phenomenon, a damping enhancement in the structure is therefore required and may even lead to a mitigation of conductor line galloping to prevent costly damage in the tower structure and the rigidly connected transmission lines.

Due to the special characteristics of conductor line galloping, vibrating at very low frequencies and at temperatures below the freezing point, the damping behaviour of non-conductive composite materials is experimentally characterised at these conditions with regard to its orthotropic nature. Additional damping treatments, suitable for an application in high voltage power pylons, are furthermore investigated on material and (sub-) structural level (Chapter 2). The implementation of hybrid fibre reinforcements, consisting of non-conductive GF and AF, and the application of CLD treatments are therefore demonstrated to effectively increase the damping. The use of NC is, from the authors perspective, not suitable for large scale applications due to e.g. the time consuming mixing procedure.

The fibre direction dependent damping properties are obtained by DMTA and VBT measurements, resulting in partly contrary trends with regard to the measuring frequency (Chapter 3). In order to evaluate the reliability of the results, various numerical damping simulations, using the FE-software Abaqus, and equivalent experiments are carried out (Chapter 4). The damping results, obtained by DMTA and VBT measurements, are thereby used as input parameters for the prediction of the modal damping of coupon specimens and generic composite cylinders in a fixed-free support condition. It is observed that the calculated damping exhibits the smallest error, when the chosen damping characterisation technique has a similar specimen support condition and working principle compared to the equivalent experiment. With regard to the hypotheses drawn in chapter 1, the fibre direction dependent damping properties may be used to predict the trend in damping of composite coupon specimens and sub-structures. The damping characterisation technique should in turn be carefully chosen.
Based on the approximate idea of the achievable damping within the composite cross arm, a numerical galloping analysis is carried out in order to study the effect of cross arm damping and different cable support conditions on a potential mitigation of conductor line galloping. A standard insulator string connection, typical for steel lattice structures, is compared to a rigid and direct cable-pylon connection on composite pylon arms, with and without reasonable damping properties. It is found for the specifically investigated case, that the vertically oriented galloping ellipse may be reduced in size by about 50\% just by rigidly clamping the cable to the stiff cross arm. The application of damping reduces the amplitudes by additional 13\%. In contrast, a reduction in the horizontal component of the galloping ellipse is however not observed. However, it can be concluded that a direct cable-pylon connection in combination with realistic damping properties may lead to significant mitigation of conductor line galloping in the vertical direction. A potential downsizing of the power pylon is thereby enabled, as a re-definition of the safety clearance may be achieved.

Future work

The presented re-design in section 5.2, leading to an increased flexibility in the cable direction, may be considered in the numerical galloping model to evaluate the effect on the mitigation of conductor line galloping. A more realistic model, including the T-section of the power pylon and existing joints, may also be considered in the simulation.

An investigation on various span- and cable configurations may be of interest in order to verify the positive effect of cross arm damping and a rigid cable-pylon connection on the galloping mitigation for different galloping modes. A variation of different galloping parameters such as a modified ice accretion and a changed wind speed may help to understand the impact of the individual parameters on a potential reduction of the galloping amplitudes.

Finally, a more detailed feasibility study of the selected damping enhanced treatments for the large scale application in the composite cross arms might also be a next step. At the same time, a comprehensive life time analysis, including fatigue experiments in a high-voltage environment, will be necessary when proposing a realistic service life of 100 years.
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Appendix A

Forced vibration testing

The test rig for damping measurement by forced vibration at galloping relevant frequencies (from 0.5 Hz to 2 Hz) is provided by the University of Ghent for a short term stay (see Fig. A1).

Figure A1: Fixed-Free clamped composite cylinder for a forced vibration test at low frequencies typical for galloping.

However, the aluminium base element is apparently too soft to precisely measure the structural loss factor of the composite beam during forced vibration. Instead, the damping in the aluminium clamping device is measured, as no differences in damping results of the various cross section concepts is observed (see Fig. A2).

The damping is calculated by

\[
\eta = \frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{\Delta U}{U},
\]  

(A1)

with \(U\) and \(\Delta U\) representing the stored and dissipated energy per cycle, respectively. These values may be determined by the obtained hysteresis loop (see Fig. A1),
Figure A2: Damping results of the forced vibration test of all composite cylinders with reference aluminium shaft.

where $U$ and $\Delta U$ are represented be the enclosed area of the triangle and the ellipse, respectively.

Figure A3: Representative hysteresis loop for the cross-sectional design concept A., tested at 2 Hz with an amplitude of 10 mm.

The plotted damping in Fig. A2 is averaged over 20 hysteresis loops.
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Abstract
The effect of nanoclay on various material properties like damping and strength of typical thermoset polymers, such as epoxy and vinyl ester, was investigated. Different environmental conditions typical for high-voltage transmission pylons made of composite materials were taken into account. Resin samples were prepared with various clay weight fractions ranging from 0% to 3%. Scanning electron microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction and rheological analysis were used to study the morphology and the structure of the nanocomposites. For all nanoclay-modified thermoset polymers, the morphology was found to be of exfoliated structure mainly. Static, uniaxial tensile tests showed that the addition of nanoclay to thermoset polymers led to a beneficial effect on the stiffness, whereas the tensile strength and ductility significantly decreased. When exposed to different environmental conditions, nanoclay was found to have a positive influence on the dynamic properties, analysed by a dynamic mechanical thermal analysis. The addition of nanoclay to the thermoset resin led to an increase of the damping properties by up to 28% for vinyl ester and up to 6% for epoxy at $-20^\circ C$. The dielectric properties were evaluated by electrical breakdown strength tests resulting in 11% better insulating behaviour for nanoclay-modified vinyl ester.
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Introduction
Glass fibre–reinforced plastic (GFRP) materials are of non-conductive nature and well suited for use in high-voltage applications, such as insulators and power transmission pylons.¹ Thus, overhead transmission lines can be attached directly to the cross arms of each composite pylon because of the inherent non-conductivity of the raw material. Due to a rigid connection of the transmission lines to the pylon, any wind-induced vibration and motion will be directly transferred to the slender composite mast structure. As a consequence, the severe cable vibration phenomenon known as ‘galloping’ can lead to catastrophic failure of the entire structure due to excessive vibration amplitudes at resonance.²,³ Therefore, galloping is
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considered as a major design parameter for the overall transmission line system.\(^4\) Galloping occurs at temperatures around or below 0°C, as non-symmetrical ice aggregations along the transmission lines are usually initiating this low frequent vibration phenomenon associated with large vibration amplitudes (0.1–1 Hz).\(^5,6\)

The increase of structural damping is an effective way to raise the critical wind speed for the onset of galloping.\(^7\) Nanoparticles, such as nanoclay (NC) and nanotubes (NT) within composite materials, have been found to enhance the static and dynamic material properties, specifically with regard to damping.\(^8-13\) Kabir and colleagues\(^14,15\) have been investigating the damping behaviour of GFRP beams with different laminate configurations by a free decay test and a dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) at room temperature and have observed an increase in damping for a quasi-isotropic laminate by up to 36% in combination with a stiffness enhancement of 10% when reinforced by 2 wt% NC.

Another central issue of this article is a sensitivity analysis of an NC modification of thermoset polymers to various environmental conditions and the resulting change in material properties, although this has been partially addressed in Singh et al.\(^16\) and Tcherbi-Narteh et al.\(^17\) Composite structures designed for an external application are being exposed to different environmental conditions like ultraviolet (UV) radiation, moisture and pollution, inducing material degradation. Although coatings are widely used for protection against environmental degradation,\(^18,19\) the structural material to be used is required to be resistant against the weathering conditions mentioned above, especially as power transmission pylons are designed for life times of ≥50 years. NC has been found to enhance the barrier properties within the polymer, such as the resistance to moisture transport, and has been leading to a reduction of material degradation by UV exposure. These material properties play an important role for the design of high-voltage power pylons exposed to harsh environmental conditions, such as moisture, UV irradiation and strong electromagnetic fields. Furthermore, an easy and inexpensive availability, processability and non-toxicity of NC is of high importance among other things, as it has been reported in Dasan\(^20\) and Bensadoun et al.,\(^21\) resulting in commercial attention towards these materials. Nowadays, NC is increasingly used in various industries, for example, in automotive, packaging, coating and paints, electronics and aerospace,\(^22-24\) to enhance cost-effective, specific material properties, such as stiffness,\(^25\) strength,\(^26\) limited flammability and thermal stability,\(^27\) fracture toughness\(^28\) and viscosity.\(^29\) Furthermore, NC is also of electrical non-conductive nature.\(^30\) The overall dielectric material property of NC-modified Epoxy (EP) has been observed to be 20% higher compared to neat EP.\(^31\) The use of NTs, for example, carbon NTs, is not conducive, as the material properties like non-conductivity and inexpensive availability are required for the design of the power transmission pylons. In summary, NC is a suitable and promising additive for the enhancement of static and dynamic material properties to be used in connection with high-voltage power pylons.

It has been reported in Velmurugan and Mohan\(^11\) that NC modified with an organic modifier results in improved performance in terms of dispersion, thermal stability, stiffness and hardness compared to non-modified NC. This modification, for example, by an organic quaternary ammonium salt, has lead to an enhanced interaction between the clay surface and the matrix.\(^32\) Therefore, the organomodified NC Garamite 1958 has been chosen in the following investigations due to its potential to enhance the relevant material properties of the neat polymer.\(^33,34\)

Already small amounts of NC (of a few wt%) can lead to considerable improvements due to the high aspect ratio of layered silicate, resulting in a huge network of interfacial surface area.\(^13,14\) Clay nanocomposites can be grouped into three different morphologies (see Figure 1) depending on the remaining agglomerate sizes of NC particles and the related interplanar distances (d-spacing) between clay platelets representing the crystal lattice planes (see Figure 3). The exfoliated clay–polymer morphology is the most desirable for improved material properties,\(^12,34,35\) whereas in practice the final dispersion consists probably of all three morphologies with different percentage proportions.\(^12\)

A number of investigations have dealt with various dispersion techniques to maximize the dispersion quality in terms of amount of exfoliated clay particles within the polymer.\(^36,37\) It has been found that the mixing speed is one of the driving parameters for achieving an

![Figure 1. Scheme of different clay–polymer morphologies.](image-url)
exfoliated clay–polymer morphology realizable with the high-speed homogenization technique used for this investigation. The just mentioned dispersion quality, the type of polymer and clay as well as its pretreatment may all have a significant influence on the final material properties of the NC-modified polymer. Therefore, the aim of this study is to present an evaluation on the effect of NC on the static and dynamic material properties by keeping those parameters constant. Thus, the investigation focuses on the NC modification of the polymer resin material only, instead of considering the whole fibre–polymer composite. Therefore, the conclusion of this study is only valid for matrix-dominated material properties, such as the transverse stiffness and transverse damping capability of a unidirectional (UD) laminate. The effect of NC on the static material properties of vinyl ester (VE) and epoxy (EP) is investigated specifically for different environmental conditions, such as moisture, UV irradiation and the presence of a high electrical field, representative of a composite power transmission pylon in its realistic environment. However, the major subject of this investigation is the damping analysis of different NC-modified polymer configurations at low temperatures (between −20°C and 0°C), low frequencies (≤ 1 Hz) and under the influence of various environmental conditions, representing an aged composite power transmission pylon being affected by galloping-induced vibrations of the attached overhead transmission lines. These material properties have not been investigated so far in relation to the specific environmental conditions mentioned above in combination with the materials used for the analysis.

Experimental methods

This section provides a detailed description about the materials, methods and procedures used to analyse the effect of NC on the static and dynamic material properties of EP and VE. Besides a comprehensive analysis of the dispersion quality in terms of clay–polymer morphology, different mechanical and electrical testing procedures are explained. The experimental setup used for environmental ageing is described at the end of the section.

Materials

The thermoset matrices investigated were a bisphenol-epoxy vinyl ester resin DION IMPACT 9102-683 (VE) and an epoxy infusion system PRIME 20LV (EP). These resin materials are both well suited for use in electrical insulation devices due to their high dielectric properties. An alkyl ammonium–based NC, commercially available as Garamite 1958 by Byk Additives and Instruments, was used in four weight concentrations (0, 1, 2 and 3 wt%) within the polymer to gradually demonstrate a change in the mechanical properties. This organically modified mixed clay system is a mixture of platelets and ribbon-like clay particles and has been chosen due to its specified usability within EP and VE.

Sample preparation

The NC was added in four different weight concentrations to the thermoset resins relative to the final polymer weight: 0, 1, 2 and 3 wt%. In accordance with Keyoonwong et al. and Ngo et al., a high-speed homogeniser Ultra-Turrax T25 was chosen to increase the probability of an entirely exfoliated clay–polymer morphology. A maximum of 500 mL resin was mixed during each run with 20,000 rpm for 40 min. The mixing temperature never exceeded 80°C. The final mixing viscosity was dependent on the type of thermoset resin, due to different resin–hardener mixing ratios (VE – 2:100/EP – 26:100). Whereas 98 wt% of the VE resin relative to the final matrix material weight was used for mixing, only 80 wt% of the EP resin was mixed with NC. All dispersions were evacuated for about 90 min under vacuum at 35°C to remove air trapped during mixing. Only for the mixture EP-2 (epoxy with 2 wt% NC), it appeared to be difficult to achieve an air-bubble free dispersion. Additional degassing of the dispersion under vacuum at temperatures of around 50°C for more than 12 h was to little avail. Furthermore, it was observed that VE resin exhibited a loss of mass of about 3% after evacuation, which might be explained by the outgassing of styrene. The resin temperature was raised to 35°C before mixing with the hardener to reduce viscosity. As illustrated in Figure 2, the nanocomposite dispersion was then poured into a vertically orientated mould consisting of two parallel plates to minimize the surface shrinkage pattern. In total, eight
nanocomposite panels with 300 mm × 400 mm × 2 mm were manufactured to test EP and VE with four NC concentrations. After curing and post-curing, the panels rested for at least 24 h at 40°C and 10 h at 70°C and were then cut by computerized numerical controlled (CNC) milling to samples used for tensile tests and DMTA in test-specific dimensions (see sections ‘Mechanical properties’ and ‘Breakdown strength analysis’).

Morphology analysis of nanocomposites

There are several complementary methods typically used for the evaluation of the NC distribution within a polymer, such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and rheology analysis. All methods were used in this present investigation.

The SEM analysis was conducted under high vacuum using a Quanta 200 F electron microscope by FEI, while a FEI Tecnai G2 transmission electron microscope was used to generate the TEM images. The required surface treatment of all SEM samples as well as the cutting of 100 nm slices for the TEM analysis was carried out using a Leica Ultracut UCT microtome. To monitor the time-dependent NC distribution within the polymer over a mixing period of 40 min, dispersion samples extracted after every 10 min were cured and then optically analysed.

The XRD method can be used to determine the clay–polymer morphology (see Figure 1) of neat NC and NC-modified polymer materials. Based on the diffraction angle 2θ of the incident and the diffracted X-rays, the interplanar distance d (d-spacing) of two atomic-scale crystal lattice planes can be calculated according to Bragg’s law (see Figure 3)

\[ n\lambda = 2d \sin \theta \] (1)

The X-ray diffraction investigations on both neat NC and NC composites were performed using a Philips PW 1830 X-ray Generator with Cu Kα radiation (λCu = 1.5405 Å). The specimens were scanned at 45 kV and 40 mA with the diffraction angle of 2θ ranging from 2° to 30° with equidistant increments of 0.1° and a retention time of 3 s.

A supplementary rheological analysis was carried out using a Rheometer AR 2000 by TA, as this technique is widely used for the evaluation of the dispersion state. While SEM, TEM and XRD methods usually require solid samples, non-cured NC–resin dispersions were used for this rheological investigation. The rheological investigation of all NC–resin dispersions was carried out at 25°C. A parallel plate setup with a gap distance of around 1 mm was used to perform shear rate sweeps for different NC contents in the range from 1 to 100 s⁻¹.

Mechanical properties

The influence of the NC modification on the mechanical properties of the polymer was evaluated based on static tensile tests at room temperature as well as a DMTA at environmental conditions similar to those experienced during transmission line galloping. The static and dynamic results obtained by the tests described below are specifically used to assess the use of NC-modified matrix for high-voltage power pylons.

Tensile test. Uniaxial tensile tests were used to evaluate the effects of NC and various ageing conditions on the static mechanical properties of different thermoset polymers. The tensile test was conducted at room temperature according to the ISO 527-2 Standard. All dog-bone samples with the standardized dimensions of type 1 BA 45 were quasi-statically tested on an MTS Acumen Electrodynamic Test System with a 3 kN load cell at a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min. The displacement was measured by an MTS extensometer with 25 mm gauge length. At least six specimens were used for each configuration.

DMTA. The Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analyser (DMTA) used for the damping characterization of the nanocomposite samples was a Q800 from TA as shown in Figure 4. The specimens with the dimensions of 60 mm × 5 mm × 2 mm were tested in galloping close environmental conditions according to Liu et al., at a frequency of 0.5 Hz for the two temperatures of −20°C and 0°C. A three-point bending fixture was used for the analysis.

Breakdown strength analysis

The electrical strength is an important property of an insulating material, as it indicates the maximum electrical field the material can withstand before it fails to work due to the breakdown channel through the material. Thus, electric strength is used to investigate the Figure 3. Bragg’s diffraction by a crystal lattice plane with the incident and diffracted wave vectors.
Effects of different weight percentages of NC particles on the dielectric properties of VE and EP materials. Electric strength tests are performed according to the IEC 60243 Standard to investigate the influence of the NC modification on the dielectric properties of the polymer. Round-plate specimens with the dimensions of 100 mm × 2 mm were tested at ambient atmosphere conditions at 21°C and 50% relative humidity. A cylinder-plate electrode configuration was adopted. Tests were conducted at a grid frequency of 50 Hz in transformer oil. Figure 5 shows the electric strength test configuration.

Environmental ageing test

Artificial weathering tests, such as water immersion and UV exposure, were conducted to investigate the changes in mechanical properties. To shorten the environmental ageing process, high-intensity test conditions were chosen: (a) the samples were placed in a water bath instead of applying realistic condensation conditions and (b) the intensity of UV radiation was about 17 times higher than stated in the ASTM D4329-13 Standard.

Water immersion. The oven-dried nanocomposite samples were immersed in distilled water at room temperature and periodically weight in accordance with the ASTM D570-98 Standard, in order to evaluate the water uptake $W_t$ by

$$W_t(\%) = \left( \frac{S_t - S_0}{S_0} \right) \cdot 100$$

where $S_t$ and $S_0$ are the sample weight at time $t_0$ and $t$.

UV exposure. The photoageing process was carried out in a UV exposure chamber as described in Christiansen et al. using UV-lamps from both sides with a relatively broad spectrum centered around 365 nm at 14 mW/cm². After measuring the weight, the specimens were randomly redistributed within the chamber. The temperature during UV exposure never exceeded 40°C.

Results and discussion

In this section, the results of the morphological study in terms of dispersion quality are presented first. The sample weight as a result of the sensibility to artificial weathering is then evaluated based on the morphological analysis. Furthermore, the static and dynamic material properties are discussed together with the results of the environmental ageing procedure, leading to an assessment of the applicability of NC-modified thermoset polymers with respect to the use in high-voltage transmission pylons. Finally, the effect of NC on the breakdown strength, as an indicator for enhanced dielectric properties, is discussed.

Morphology and dispersion quality

The clay–polymer morphology was evaluated by SEM images in Figure 6 for different NC-modified VE configurations. The average agglomerate size was found to depend on the different mixing durations and NC contents (1–3 wt%).

The mixing duration denoted as 0 min corresponds to a brief manual mixing to ensure that all NC particles are bound by resin, and that no loose NC is left on the resin surface. In Figure 6, the bright areas on the back-scattered micrographs represent agglomerated NC particles. The clay portions are continuously being broken up during increased mixing, although a few and small NC agglomerated particles are still present after 40 min of mixing, as shown in Figure 6 for the 3 wt% mixture. The maximal remaining aggregate size is about 5 µm for all three NC concentrations, whereas the density of those max-sized aggregates clearly increases with increasing NC concentration. However, the NC is well dispersed within the polymer after 40 min mixing for all three NC configurations (VE-1, VE-2 and VE-3), although the remaining few clay agglomerates are large and therefore may have a negative influence on the
mechanical behaviour of the nanocomposite, due to appearing stress concentrations in these areas.\textsuperscript{52,53}

The layered, ribbon-like structure typical for Garamite\textsuperscript{37} is shown in Figure 7(a) and (b) obtained by TEM image for VE-2 with 0 and 40 min mixing duration, respectively. Figure 7(a) shows a multi-stack agglomerate consisting of a large number of evenly aligned, tightly packed platelets with small interplanar d-spacing. This phase-separated microcomposite (see Figure 1) with a low d-spacing is typical for an unmixed state and agrees well with the SEM images for 0 min of mixing in Figure 6. In contrast, a well dispersed NC agglomerate with increased d-spacing is seen in Figure 7(b). The remaining average particle size of about four platelets with an increased d-spacing is in good agreement with the observations in Ngo et al.\textsuperscript{38} based on an applied high shear mixing method. To support the microscopical results for VE, the broadly used XRD method was performed to evaluate the clay dispersal within the polymer. The results for the neat NC ‘Garamite 1958’ are in good agreement with Ingram et al.\textsuperscript{32} and Huynh et al.\textsuperscript{54} and present a mix of minerals dominated by sepiolite (see Figure 8). According to Bragg’s law (see equation (1)), the d-spacing of the clay platelets results in $d = 1.194$ nm from the distinct basal peak in Figure 8 at the diffraction angle $2\theta$ of $\sim 7.4^\circ$.

Cured VE- and NC-VE samples were also analysed to determine the clay–polymer morphology, indicating the level of exfoliation. In Figure 8, the broad curve of neat VE with its maximum at around $2\theta$ of $\sim 20.0^\circ$ represents the amorphous structure and it is in good agreement with Pal.\textsuperscript{55} The XRD patterns of neat VE with its clay-modified derivatives (VE-1, VE-2 and VE-3) are of similar shape containing no sharp peaks and indicating a complete exfoliation state for all NC-VE dispersions (VE-x). Only for VE-2 and VE-3, an insignificant peak at $2\theta$ of $\sim 7.1^\circ$ can be observed. It may indicate an almost insignificant portion of intercalated NC particles within the exfoliated nanocomposite (see Figure 1). The resulting d-spacing of $d = 1.244$ nm is 4% larger compared to neat Garamite 1958, indicating a
negligible increase of polymer molecules between the clay platelets and therefore a higher clay–matrix interaction.

Rheological measurements were carried out for neat and NC-modified EP to evaluate its morphological structure of the nanocomposite. The results for EP are shown in Figure 9. As expected, the initial viscosity increases with increasing NC content due to an enhanced interaction of clay particles within the polymer matrix. At the same time, a viscosity decrease with increasing shear rate is observed, indicating the non-Newtonian behaviour called ‘shear thinning’. These phenomena are in agreement with Ingram et al. and Huynh et al. and are found to be directly related to a high grade of exfoliation within the clay–polymer network due to a strong interaction between clay particles and the EP matrix. Consequently, a high level of exfoliated NC particles within the EP is being assumed.

Sample weight as function of ageing duration

The effect of NC on the sample weight related to the ageing duration of polymer matrices, such as moisture and UV irritation, was investigated using water immersion and UV exposure tests. Three different ageing scenarios were developed: (a) UV exposure for 250 h, (b) water immersion for 400 h and (c) combined ageing with 250 h UV exposure and 400 h water immersion. All specimens were regularly weighed to track the sample weight as function of the duration of ageing. The presented curves in Figure 10 comprise an average of six different samples per configuration.

Organoclay, such as Garamite 1958, are capable of water absorption in humid environments and may influence the water uptake characteristics of the nanocomposite when embedded within the polymer. In Figure 10(b), the normalized, time-dependent increase in weight is seen for all material combinations immersed in distilled water for up to 400 h. After a rapid water uptake within the first 100 h, the increase

**Figure 7.** TEM images of VE-2 with different mixing durations: (a) 0 min mixing and (b) 40 min mixing.

**Figure 8.** XRD curves of neat Garamite, neat VE and VE-Garamite dispersions.

**Figure 9.** Shear viscosities for neat and NC-modified EP.
in weight almost stabilizes for VE at around 0.7% due to saturation. An equilibrium is not reached for EP after 400 h, as the weight steadily increases towards the end of water immersion at 1.2%. No remarkable variation in weight gain for VE and its NC-modified derivatives (± 0.02%) is observed, whereas a significant clay dependency is detected for EP (± 0.2%). By modifying EP with 1 wt% NC, the water uptake is increased by 14% compared to neat EP. A decrease in weight by 9% can be observed for EP-2 and EP-3 compared to the reference EP-0. The results for EP-1 are partly contradictory to the results in Kusmono et al. 22 and Khanbabaei et al. 58, as the water uptake should have been reduced with increasing amounts of exfoliated clay structures acting as efficient barriers against the water transport through the polymer. It is assumed that either a few of the larger clay particles remained non-dispersed within the polymer or a higher dispersion porosity of EP-1 due to mixing and manufacturing lead to the increased water uptake.

A similar type of water uptake is observed for samples that had previously been subjected to UV exposure for 250 h (Figure 10(c)). The water uptake for EP-1 is again 7% higher and for EP-2 and EP-3 in average 5% lower compared to EP-0. However, the water uptake capability is significantly increased for both – for VE by 30% and for EP by about 14% compared to the configurations subjected to water immersion only. This phenomenon is caused by micro-cracks as a result of UV exposure, providing pathways for a rapid water ingress.16,59

The average weight loss of all analysed VE and EP configurations (VE-x and EP-x) by UV exposure only is shown in Figure 10(a). The mass reduction as a result of UV exposure is caused by the expulsion of volatiles and residual moisture as well as by a physico-chemical degradation.16,59 After a rapid drop of specimen weight within the first 50 h, the change in weight stabilized after 250 h of photoageing. This trend is apparent for both EP and VE, whereas EP in general is more prone to weight loss with 0.6% than VE with 0.4%. The weight changing characteristics of each polymer configuration due to UV light is inversely proportional to the water uptake behaviour, as shown in Figure 10(a) and (b). EP modified with 1 wt% experiences the highest water uptake, and consequently the highest gain in weight, but also the highest weight loss by UV exposure. The same relation occurs for EP-2 and EP-3. This correlation is not observed for VE, as the water uptake characteristics are found to be similar for all analysed VE configurations. In fact, the NC seems to have a negligible influence on VE exposed to different environmental ageing conditions. The influence of NC on the mechanical behaviour of VE under environmental conditions will be analysed in the following sections.

It should finally be mentioned that all specimens suffer from discoloration. This phenomena is a result of oxidation reactions due to, for example, photoageing or...
hygrothermal ageing\textsuperscript{59,60,61} and is a non-reversible process based on chemical interactions within the network. The colour changes of the semi-transparent ageing specimens are illustrated by the photos in Figure 11.

\subsection*{Effect on the static mechanical properties}

The effect of different ageing conditions, such as moisture and UV light, on the static mechanical properties like stiffness, strength and elongation at break of VE-x and EP-x was evaluated by uniaxial tensile tests according to the ISO 527-2 Standard.\textsuperscript{45} It is well established that the environmental ageing conditions, considered in the previous section, may lead to decreased mechanical properties of thermoset polymers, whereas moisture may result in less adverse effects on a polymeric matrix compared to the degradation by UV radiation.\textsuperscript{59} Both chain scission and chain cross-linking can take place because of UV irritation. This may result in reduced strength and enhanced brittleness due to a lower molecular weight and the presence of micro-cracks. On the other hand, an ingress of water has been observed to change the thermo-physical, mechanical and chemical characteristics of the polymer, leading to swelling, plasticization and hydrolysis and thereby resulting in an apparent decrease in the tensile (Young’s) modulus.\textsuperscript{62,63} A combined ageing of UV exposure and water immersion will couple these effects and may lead to either lower mechanical properties or unchanged stiffness properties due to synergistic effects.\textsuperscript{59}

The stiffness of VE-x and EP-x is shown in Figure 12 with respect to different ageing conditions. Supported by a fairly uniform stiffness distribution, the stiffness of VE-x is found to be in average 15\% higher compared to the EP-x configurations. A matrix modification by Garamite 1958 leads to a slight increase in stiffness of max. 5\% for both VE and EP, although the highest amount of NC not necessarily results in the maximal stiffness.\textsuperscript{11} This stiffening effect is found to be consistent for all environmental conditions and is caused by exfoliated or intercalated clay particles restricting the mobility of polymer chains during loading. The highest stiffness is observed for VE-3 and EP-2.

As mentioned above, water immersion of 400 h has a weakening effect on the stiffness of EP-x and VE-x, as shown in Figure 12. The reduction in stiffness is observed to be between 5.5\% and 8.7\% for VE and 3\%–12\% for EP.

Surprisingly, a stiffness reduction is not being observed for VE-x and EP-x after combined ageing, although a higher water uptake has been determined after prior UV radiation (see Figure 10(c)). Instead, a constant or slight decrease in stiffness compared to the unaged samples is observed, independent of the NC modification. This indicates the presence of synergistic effects, which seem to positively influence the material properties of specimens exposed to both UV light and moisture. The effect is found to be more pronounced
for VE-x than for EP-x, while UV exposure seems to have no effect on the stiffness, which is in agreement with Thiagarajan et al.\textsuperscript{64}

It can be concluded that the stiffness of VE-x and EP-x can be slightly improved by a matrix modification with NC. However, this stiffening effect is found to be independent of any environmental ageing conditions.

The tensile strength results for VE and EP are shown in Figure 13 with respect to varying NC contents and environmental conditions. For any material configuration investigated, the matrix modification by NC leads to a lower strength compared to the neat resin. Only EP-3 demonstrates a negligible increase in strength compared to its non-modified reference (EP-0). These results are in conflict with Chandradass et al.,\textsuperscript{26} Ho et al.\textsuperscript{65} and Rashmi et al.,\textsuperscript{66} reporting an increase in or constant strength by a matrix modification with Garamite 1958. A decrease in strength for NC-modified EP up to a certain threshold concentration of 2 wt\% has also been reported in Velmurugan and Mohan.\textsuperscript{11} In contrast, a reduction in tensile strength of NC-modified polymers has been claimed in previous studies.\textsuperscript{26,39,67,68} The presence of microvoids—proportional to the clay content due to an increased dispersion viscosity—and agglomerated NC particles have been reported to be the main reasons for a reduction in strength. The manufacturing process itself might be another causal factor for the differences, as the specified material properties for neat VE and EP are not properly matching either as indicated by the materials properties in Table 1. As mentioned previously, it is also conceivable that a small amount of NC remained agglomerated after mixing, leading to a reduced final strength of the nanocomposite. However, the dispersion control technologies, such as SEM, TEM, viscosity analysis and XRD used in the analysis, were not detecting any conspicuity in the respective dispersion morphology.

The effect of environmental ageing on the tensile strength varies significantly between VE-x and EP-x. Furthermore, UV exposure leads to considerable strength degradation for VE-x, whereas just a slight reduction in strength is observed for EP-x. On the other hand, water immersion results in slight decreased strength properties for EP-x and VE-x, while the tensile strength of VE-2 and VE-3 is very close to the strength of corresponding unaged samples. The diminishing effect of environmental ageing on the tensile strength is plausible and in agreement with the matrix-dominated, transverse tensile properties of UD carbon fibre–reinforced EP samples after ageing.\textsuperscript{59} The tensile strength is however found to be less affected by UV light compared to water immersion. Only EP-2 represents an uncommon case, as the reference tensile strength is lower compared to all related specimens exposed to environmental ageing.

It can be concluded that the addition of NC leads to a reduction in tensile strength for almost all analysed polymer configurations. The effect is more pronounced for VE-x than for EP-x. Furthermore, an NC modification seems to have no significant influence on the tensile strength of specimens when exposed to different environmental ageing conditions.

The effect of NC on the ductility of VE-x and EP-x is represented in Figure 14 with respect to the three different environmental ageing conditions. Similar to the strength analysis, the addition of NC to the thermoset polymers leads to a significant reduction in ductility. This NC related loss of ductility by up to 65\% can be observed for both VE and EP and is in agreement with Rashmi et al.,\textsuperscript{66} reporting an increase in brittleness with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Tensile modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Tensile strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Tensile elongation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VE</td>
<td>Spec. 3.4</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exp. 3.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>84.5 ± 3.2</td>
<td>5.07 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>Spec. 3.5</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exp. 3.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>66.0 ± 0.3</td>
<td>6.4 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NC content. Again, two mechanisms are believed to be responsible for this partial dramatic drop in ductility: a limitation in mobility of polymer chains under loading and the presence of voids.

When analysing the material-dependent ductility with respect to different ageing scenarios, an opposite tendency of the material-dependent water sensibility is observed for VE and EP. Water immersion only leads to either reduced or slightly increased ductility for VE, depending on the amount of NC. In contrast, a strong increase of ductility independent on the NC content is observed for EP compared to the related non-aged configurations. This individual behaviour has been reported in Zhao and Li for VE and for EP and can be explained by changes on the molecular level of each resin type. The embrittlement of VE and EP by about 55% due to UV exposure is due to the formation of micro-cracks as mentioned before.

**Effect on the dynamic mechanical properties**

The effect of NC modification and environmental conditioning on the damping behaviour of VE and EP was investigated using the DMTA with a three-point bending fixture (see Figure 4). The specimen to be analysed was sinusoidally loaded and the response signal was analysed in terms of phase shift between load and response signal. The related phase angle $\delta$ is representing the dissipated energy for one load cycle and is used to calculate the damping in the form of the loss factor $\tan \delta$. In Figures 15 and 16, the damping of VE and EP is shown as function of NC content, ageing conditions and temperature. The testing frequency is chosen as a typical galloping frequency of 0.5 Hz. It is observed that the damping characteristics change considerably by varying the NC content and the weathering condition.

The damping capability in general is being reduced for VE by decreasing the temperature of 20°C from 0°C to −20°C, whereas the damping increases for all EP configurations for the same drop in temperature. This effect has been described in Zhang et al. for neat EP and can be explained by the polymer crystallization and its high ordered microstructure at lower
temperatures. This leads to higher damping for VE at 0°C and for EP at −20°C. By modifying VE and EP with up to 3 wt% NC, an increase in the damping characteristics can be achieved at both temperatures. However, the damping enhancement for unaged VE-3 is with 23% at 0°C and with 28% at −20°C much larger compared to unconditioned EP-3 with 4% at 0°C and 6% at −20°C. The reason for this difference in damping increase is assumed to be related to changes in the interaction between clay particles and polymer molecules.

The sensibility of the damping property to different environmental conditions differs to some extent significantly between VE, EP and their NC-modified derivatives. The conditioning of all VE-x samples by UV light results in a decrease to more or less the same loss factor tan δ of about 0.0147 at 0°C and 0.0123 at −20°C. Thus, an NC modification of VE specimens remains without influence on the damping behaviour, when exposed to UV light. This implies the dominating damping effect of UV light–induced micro-cracks, instead of NC-introduced material damping. The same damping effect of UV light–induced micro-cracks, exposed to UV light. This implies the dominating effect on the vibration caused by water immersion and UV irritation accumulated to the maximum damping tan δ = 0.018 after combined ageing. The results are valid for both investigated temperatures 0°C and −20°C. To summarize, the damping behaviour can be increased for VE by up 28% and for EP by 6% due to a modification with NC. The overall damping capability of unaged VE is about 30% higher compared to EP at 0°C, whereas the damping behaviour of the two materials is very similar at −20°C. Compared to VE, it is found that EP is less sensitive to any matrix modification by NC as well as more stable when exposed to different environmental conditions. For example, the beneficial effect on the damping for NC-modified VE is lost when exposed to UV light.

**Breakdown strength**

Eight groups of specimens, VE-0, VE-1, VE-2, VE-3, EP-0, EP-1, EP-2 and EP-3 in four weight concentrations, 0, 1, 2 and 3 wt% in NC composites, were tested in the electric strength test. Each group contains two or three specimens numbered in sequence. Breakdown voltage was obtained for each specimen and electric strength was calculated by dividing the breakdown voltage (kV) with the specimen thickness (mm). The electric strength of the specimens is presented in Table 2.

It is indicated in Table 2 that the electric strength of VE specimens modified by the NC is slightly increased compared with that of the neat VE specimens. For instance, # 2 in group VE-2 has a larger electric strength of 16 kV/mm compared to group VE-0 with strength values of 14.4 and 14.7 kV/mm. This observation agrees with results in the literature.

The increase in electric strength can be explained by a redistribution of space charge from a modification of NC in the material, resulting in an electrical field uniformity within the nanocomposite. Also, the small distance between NC particles leads to a zigzagging of the electrical tree, that is, it hinders the propagation of the electrical tree in the material. Thus, the specimen can withstand a higher electrical field. However, # 2 in group VE-1 has an unusual low electric strength, even compared with the neat specimens, which may be attributed to weak points (voids, particle agglomeration, etc.) in the material. Thus, this unusual value should be discarded when determining the inherent electrical strength of the VE material. It is also demonstrated based on the limited number of specimens that the electric strength promotion is not proportional to the weight percentage of the NC particles. Specimens with 1 and 2 wt% of NC have similar electric strength of around 16 kV/mm, while the value decreases when the NC concentration increases to 3 wt%. The decrease in electric strength may be the result of clay agglomerates in specimens in VE-3.

In the test, since the distance between the high-voltage electrode and the ground electrode was not

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>No. of specimen</th>
<th>Electric strength (kV/mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VE-0</td>
<td># 1</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># 2</td>
<td>14.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE-1</td>
<td># 1</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># 2</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE-2</td>
<td># 1</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># 2</td>
<td>16.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># 3</td>
<td>16.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VE-3</td>
<td># 1</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># 2</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EP</td>
<td>no results</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Table 2.** Test results of the electric strength of VE and EP specimens.
long enough, surface flashover always happened on EP specimens at an electrical field of 19 kV/mm. Therefore, all the EP specimens have a higher electric strength than 19 kV/mm and no effective data about the electric strength were obtained for the EP specimens.

**Conclusion**

The scope of this investigation was to prove the feasibility and performance of the NC-modified thermoset resin materials VE and EP with respect to high-voltage applications designed for life times of \( \geq 50 \) years. Therefore, various mechanical and electrical material properties have been analysed under harsh environmental conditions such as water immersion, UV exposure and of these combinations. In particular, the effect of NC on the damping behaviour was studied at low temperatures and low frequencies, at which the dangerous cable vibration phenomena galloping typically occurs. In order to eliminate errors during mixing that could negatively affect the material properties at an early stage, various morphology analysis techniques such as SEM, TEM, XRD and rheological measurements were used. It was found that the NC was well dispersed within the polymer mainly consisting of exfoliated clay particles. Results from the experimental study demonstrate the effect of NC on the static, dynamic and electrical material behaviour. The main conclusions are drawn as follows:

- VE has a lower water absorption capacity as well as a lower weight loss due to UV exposure compared to EP. In contrast, VE is more sensitive to environmental ageing. For example, the strength of VE decreased by 22%, when exposed to UV light.
- The sensitivity of VE to the addition of NC is larger compared to EP. For example, an NC modification by 3 wt% led to a strength reduction of 18%, but also resulted in increased damping of up to 26%. This tendency is valid for all investigated environmental conditions.
- The dielectrical properties of VE increased by up to 11%, when modified with 2 wt% NC.
- By adding NC to EP, the tensile strength, stiffness and damping behaviour slightly increased for almost every configuration at all tested environmental conditions.
- The presence of NC led to a significant embrittlement of all investigated VE and EP matrix materials. The brittle behaviour of EP-x slightly changed under the influence of water immersion compared to EP-0.
- The material properties of neat EP were more stable under environmental ageing conditions, but less sensitive to NC compared to VE.

The last point inevitably leads to a design flexibility with respect to the material selection and material properties. Ensuring that all structural components are adequately protected during the life time from environmental impacts, for example, by coatings, the use of NC-modified VE (e.g. VE-3) can significantly enhance the vibrational behaviour – although it also results in some deficiencies in terms of strength and ductility. If special emphasis is on robust design with respect to environmental ageing, the use of NC-modified EP (e.g. EP-3) is preferred and may also result in slightly increased material properties like stiffness, strength and damping compared to neat EP. An embrittlement phenomenon is only observed for the unaged and UV exposure test conditions.

The economic feasibility in terms of technical implementation of NC must also be considered and assessed. The long mixing times and the deteriorated flow characteristics during infusion processes due to increased dispersion viscosity are therefore important aspects to consider. Alternative manufacturing methods like filament winding may provide a solution to these drawbacks. Despite the above-mentioned limitations, NC is a promising and suitable additive for the enhancement of mainly dynamic, but also of specific static, material properties to be used in connection with high-voltage power pylons. However, a precise design evaluation and feasibility study has to be done prior to the application of NC-modified thermoset resin materials in composite structures.
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Damping properties of non-conductive composite materials for applications in power transmission pylons
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Abstract
This study aims to characterize the fibre direction dependent damping properties of non-conductive composite materials to be used in newly designed electrical power transmission pylons, on which the conducting cables will be directly connected. Thus, the composite structure can be designed both to insulate and to act as a damper to avoid for example conductor line galloping. In order to predict the damping of the composite materials, a comprehensive analysis on a representative unidirectional laminate was carried out. The fibre direction dependent damping analysis of glass and aramid reinforced epoxy and vinylester, partly reinforced with nanoclay or fibre-hybridized, was investigated using a Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis and a Vibrating Beam Testing procedure for five different fibre orientations (0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°). The focus was on damping behaviour evaluation at low temperatures (−20°C and 0°C) and low vibration frequencies (0.5 Hz, 1 Hz and 2 Hz), in order to represent the environmental conditions of vibrating conductor lines during. The prediction of the damping behaviour for coupon-level-specimens with three balanced laminates was successfully carried out with a maximal deviation of maximal 12.1%.

Keywords
Composite materials, damping, nanoclay, modal strain energy approach

Introduction
The European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSOE) foresees a need for over 50,000 km of new or overhauled extra high voltage routes in the coming 10 years – with more than half (28,400 km) as new overhead lines.\textsuperscript{1} Instead of erecting new standard steel lattice towers, which were developed over 70 years ago without regard to visual appearance, new materials could enable innovative visual expressions and at the same time – through the integration of insulators in the pylon design – reduce the size of the pylons significantly. Using non-conductive raw material components in power pylons would enable the transmission lines to be attached directly to the cross arms of such a composite power pylon. The dynamic interaction between power pylon and transmission lines would however be significantly increased compared to the classic design with long insulators. Consequently, wind-induced vibrations and motion of the transmission lines would then be transferred directly into the composite mast structure. As the self-damping capability of the transmission lines is limited,\textsuperscript{2–4} the amplitude level associated with cable vibration phenomena, such as the severe galloping instability, is one of the main design drivers for the overall architecture of large transmission line systems. The long-wave galloping vibration is characterized by very low frequencies of 0.1 – 1 Hz and temperatures below 0°C.\textsuperscript{5,6} Non-symmetrical ice aggregations along the overhead transmission lines in combination with wind speeds between 4 and 20 m/s\textsuperscript{7,8} can initiate
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self-excitation which may lead to catastrophic failure of the entire structure due to excessive vibration amplitudes at resonance. This issue can be mitigated by increasing the energy dissipation in the material used in the power pylon. The structure would act as a damper and thereby reduce the galloping induced vibration amplitudes of the transmission lines. The damping of composite materials can be up to several orders of magnitude higher compared to traditional engineering materials, such as metals and alloys and mainly depend on the orientation of the fibre reinforcement, the fibre content, the layup of the laminate and the composition of the materials involved. For example, a supplemental nanoclay (NC) modification of the matrix component was shown to enhance specific material properties of different matrix systems like the dielectric properties, the Young’s modulus and the damping. Due to the large aspect ratio of the NC, defined by the ratio of surface to volume, the enhanced interaction between the clay surface and the matrix results in a significant improvement of some physicochemical properties. In particular, the damping performance of composite materials in the matrix-dominated off-axis directions may be enhanced by a well dispersed NC. The dispersion technique thereby plays a significant role. Further, a composition of fibre types with different properties such as glass fibre (GF) and aramid fibre (AF) may also be used as hybrid composites to improve the damping properties of laminates. Although a number of studies exist in the literature regarding the dynamic mechanical characterisation of NC-modified or neat composite materials, most publications focus on environmental conditions that are not representative for cable galloping or material compositions not suitable for the use in high-voltage power transmission pylons. The direction dependent damping of glass fibre reinforced polymers (GFRP) for unidirectional (UD) and woven laminates has been investigated only in the frequency domain from 50 Hz to 600 Hz. In a preliminary work the effect of temperature on the damping behaviour was studied in the range of 20°C to 100°C. The natural frequency variation of flat composite beams made of woven Kevlar and polyethylene reinforcement has been evaluated at low and high temperatures. To the best knowledge of the authors, only two investigations have focused on the damping performance of GFRP and AF reinforced plastics (AFRP) at temperatures and frequencies close to galloping environmental conditions, however excluding the off-axis damping characterisation with fibre angles between 0° and 90°, which are relevant to compute the shear damping loss factor . The material damping properties (longitudinal), (transverse) and (shear) fully describe the damping behaviour of a UD composite layer and are therefore input parameters for subsequent analytical and numerical damping analysis of multilayer structures. Given the damping properties of the matrix and fibre, the direction dependent material damping coefficients can be obtained by the classical rule of mixture. However, as the obtained results following this method were too inaccurate in comparison to the experimental test data, this approach will no further be discussed in this paper.

To the best knowledge of the authors, a thorough investigation on the damping performance of non-conductive composite materials at temperatures below 0°C and frequencies around 1 Hz has not been addressed in the literature so far. Thus, this study focuses on using nonconductive and NC-modified composite materials with reasonable damping properties such as GFRP and AFRP as structural material in high-voltage power transmission pylons. A comprehensive damping analysis has been conducted under galloping-like environmental conditions for the materials mentioned above. The commonly used dynamic mechanical thermal analyser (DMTA) as well as the vibrating beam test (VBT) have been used to determine the fibre direction dependent damping properties. Specimens with unbalanced off-axis stacking sequences, commonly used for the damping characterisation of representative UD layers, lead to additional damping due to bend-twist coupling effects caused by the unbalanced layup (off-axis laminate) for fibre angles 0° < φ < 90° compared to balanced layups (angle-ply laminates). In order to quantify the unwanted damping-side-effect for the off-axis specimens, a balanced layup configuration for all GFRP specimens has also been included in the test regime. The fibre direction dependent damping properties and of a representative UD layer made of NC modified and neat GFRP and AFRP have been calculated by the approximate Adams-Bacon method. Furthermore, a comprehensive analysis on the parameters effecting the fibre direction dependent damping such as temperature, frequency, change in matrix or fibre materials, NC modification, test method and stacking sequence has been conducted. Finally, a numerical damping prediction of bidirectional hybrid laminates has been carried out based on experimentally obtained damping properties of representative UD layers.

Methods

The fibre direction dependent damping behaviour of non-conductive composite materials was analyzed under low temperature and low frequency conditions. The calculation of damping coefficients is based on the approximate Adams-Bacon damping model. Furthermore, the results are used as input parameters
for the numerical damping analysis with a modal strain energy approach.

**Mechanical properties**

In this study, the dynamic material properties like stiffness and damping were analysed. The complex dynamic stiffness moduli \( E^* \) and \( G^* \) of viscoelastic materials such as composite materials contain a real part (storage moduli) \( E' \) and \( G' \) and an imaginary part (loss moduli) \( E'' \) and \( G'' \), respectively, representing the elastic and viscous effects

\[
E^* = E' + iE'', \quad G^* = G' + iG''
\]

The storage moduli of fibre reinforced plastics (FRP) are assumed to be sufficiently close to the stiffness measurements obtained under quasi-static test conditions at room temperature (RT).\(^{34,35}\) The stiffness has therefore been characterised by tensile tests.\(^{36,37}\) The damping properties were analysed by the DMTA (see section ‘Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis’). A thin UD-layer may be approximated with transversal isotropy which uses five independent material properties \( E_1, E_2, G_{12}, G_{13}, G_{23} \). The resulting stiffness properties \( (E_x, E_y, G_{xy}, G_{yz}, G_{xz}) \) may be related to the on-axis material properties \( (E_1, E_2, G_{12}, G_{13}, G_{23}) \) by loading a lamina in its non-principal off-axis directions \( \psi \), according to Figure 1.

The in-plane material properties \( E_1, E_2 \) and \( G_{12} \) may therefore be calculated by

\[
S_{11} = \frac{1}{E_\psi} = \frac{1}{E_1} \left( \frac{1}{G_{12}} - \frac{2v_{12}}{E_1} \right) \cdot \left( \sin \psi \cos \phi \right)^2 + \frac{1}{E_2} \left( \sin \phi \right)^2 \tag{2}
\]

based on the experimental analysis of the Poisson ratio \( v_{12} \) and the tensile properties \( E_\psi \) of UD specimens with five different fibre orientations \( \psi = 0^\circ, 30^\circ, 45^\circ, 60^\circ \) and \( 90^\circ \).\(^{31,39}\) The method of least squares has been used in order to minimise the error between the measured stiffness \( E'_{\psi, \text{exp}} \) and the calculated stiffness \( E'_{\psi} \).

\[
\min_{\tilde{\chi}} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( E'_{\psi, \text{exp}} - E'_{\psi}(\tilde{\chi}) \right)^2
\]

\[
with \tilde{\chi} = [E_1', E_2', G_{12}'] \text{ and } n \geq 3
\]

The remaining out-of-plane property \( G_{23} \) may be approximated by the equivalent in-plane property \( G_{13} \).\(^{20,40,41}\)

**Damping approximation**

The loss factor \( \eta \) is a convenient and general damping measurement index often used in material testing or evaluation of composite materials.\(^{42}\) At low damping levels, the loss factor \( \eta \) is related to other damping definitions by

\[
\eta \approx \frac{\psi}{2\pi} \approx \frac{\lambda}{\pi} \approx 2\xi \approx \tan \delta \approx \delta
\]

with \( \psi, \lambda, \xi \) and \( \delta \) being the specific damping capacity, the logarithmic decrement, the damping ratio and the phase angle, respectively.\(^{43}\) The damping behaviour of UD composite laminates depends as far as the static mechanical properties discussed above, on the fibre direction and may be approximated by the Adam-Bacon-approach.\(^{31,33}\)

\[
\eta_\psi = E'(\psi) \left[ \frac{\eta_1}{E_1} (\cos \phi)^4 + \frac{\eta_2}{E_2} (\sin \phi)^4 \right. \left. + \frac{\eta_{12}}{E_{12}} - (\eta_1 + \eta_2) v_{12} \right] (\sin \phi)^2 (\cos \phi)^2
\]

This assumption is only valid in the ‘flexure condition’: In case a beam is subjected to pure bending, the resulting twist due to bend-twist-coupling is allowed. The direction dependent in-plane damping properties \( \eta_{11}, \eta_{22} \) and \( \eta_{12} \) are based on the experimentally obtained damping properties \( \eta_\psi \) of UD specimens with different fibre orientations \( \psi = 0^\circ, 30^\circ, 45^\circ, 60^\circ \) and \( 90^\circ \) and are therefore only valid for the specific temperature and frequency conditions used for the experimental testing. The error between the measured damping \( \eta_{\psi, \text{exp}} \) and the calculated damping \( \eta_\psi \) has again been minimised by using the method of least squares

\[
\min_{\tilde{\chi}} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \eta_{\psi, \text{exp}} - \eta_\psi(\tilde{\chi}) \right)^2
\]

\[
with \tilde{\chi} = [\eta_1, \eta_2, \eta_{12}] \text{ and } n \geq 3
\]
The out-of-plane damping properties for thin walled structures were approximated by the in-plane equivalents: \( \eta_{22} \approx \eta_{33}, \eta_{12} \approx \eta_{13} \approx \eta_{23} \). These fibre direction dependent material damping properties have been used as input parameters for the numerical damping analysis described in the following.

**Numerical damping analysis by modal strain energy method**

The implementation of structural damping in commercially available finite element (FE) software is usually provided by mass and stiffness proportional coefficients in what is known as Rayleigh damping.\(^{34}\) Since the proportional damping is not suitable to model the orthotropic nature of composite material damping in composites, the modal strain energy approach is used in the numerical damping analysis.\(^{25}\) The loss factor \( \eta \) may be calculated by

\[
\eta = \frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{\Delta U}{U}
\]

where \( \Delta U \) represents the dissipated energy during a single oscillation, while \( U \) is the maximum strain energy stored within that cycle.\(^{22}\) The strain energy approach may manually be integrated into a commercially available FE-code in order to analyse the modal damping of a multi-layer composite structures. The dissipated energy and the strain energy may be computed during a cycle, while

\[
U_{ij}^{[m]} = \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{ij}^{[m]} \epsilon_{ij}^{[m]} \quad V_{ij}^{[m]}
\]

where \( \sigma_{ij}^{[m]} \), \( \epsilon_{ij}^{[m]} \) and \( V_{ij}^{[m]} \) are the direction dependent stress and strain components within the volume of the \( m \)-th element. The equivalent dissipated energy for the \( m \)-th FE may then be obtained by

\[
\Delta U_{ij}^{[m]} = \eta_{ij} V_{ij}^{[m]}
\]

where \( \eta_{ij} \) are the experimentally obtained fibre direction dependent material damping properties, required as input parameters. The modal loss factor of the structure for the \( n \)-th mode may then be calculated by

\[
\eta_n = \frac{\sum_{m=1}^{N_x} \sum_{k=1}^{N_y} \sum_{l=1}^{N_z} \left( \Delta U_{ij}^{[m]} \right)_n}{\sum_{m=1}^{N_x} \sum_{k=1}^{N_y} \sum_{l=1}^{N_z} \left( V_{ij}^{[m]} \right)_n}
\]

where \( N_x \) and \( N \) represent the total number of FE and the number of layers, respectively. The numerical damping analysis based on a representative UD-layer was carried out using the commercial FEM software ABAQUS. The relevant material properties assuming a plane stress state are \( E_1, E_2, G_{12} \) and \( v_{12} \), as shown in equation (2) and later in Table 3. The development of an integrated PYTHON code enables the calculation and plotting of the modal damping \( \eta_n \) at the end of any finite element analysis (FEA) in order to provide a continuous simulation within ABAQUS, thereby avoiding additional post-processing steps.

The aim of the numerical simulation is to model and verify the experimental VBT investigation, in order to predict the first natural frequency \( f_1 \) and the related modal damping \( \eta \) of a vibrating cantilever composite beam made of GF-EP-0 with the symmetric and balanced stacking sequence \([\pm \phi, -\phi]_s\) composed of representative UD-layers. The sample dimensions are listed in Table 1 and the static material properties of the representative UD-layer are shown in Table 3. The density of GF-EP and GF-VE has been calculated using the commercial FEM software ABAQUS. The relevant material properties assuming a plane stress state are \( E_1, E_2, G_{12} \) and \( v_{12} \), as shown in equation (2) and later in Table 3. The development of an integrated PYTHON code enables the calculation and plotting of the modal damping \( \eta_n \) at the end of any finite element analysis (FEA) in order to provide a continuous simulation within ABAQUS, thereby avoiding additional post-processing steps.

**Experimental investigation**

This section provides a detailed description about the materials, methods and procedures used to analyse the fibre direction dependent damping of GFRP and AFRP at low temperatures and low frequencies. Furthermore, the quality and the uniformity of the different laminates were investigated by comparing FVR and images from the computerized axial tomography (CAT). The two common measurement methods for damping characterisation, DMTA and VBT, were used to evaluate the
effect of different material and testing parameters on the loss factor $\eta$, e.g. matrix material, fibre material, temperature and frequency. The experimental set-ups as well as the testing procedures are described in this section. The data sets of all test results are published separately and freely available.  

**Materials and sample preparation**

Two widely used resin systems, a Bisphenol-Epoxy Vinyl Ester Resin DION IMPACT 9102-683 (VE) and an Epoxy Infusion System PRIME 20LV (EP) as well as their NC modified equivalents, have been used as matrix systems. The NC modification of these resin systems was successfully carried out and evaluated by material testing and microscopic examination in a previous work. The NC Garamite 1958 was thereby dispersed into the neat VE and EP with different weight % (wt.%) using a high-speed homogeniser. An extensive morphology analysis of the nanocomposites using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and rheology analysis was conducted to evaluate the level of exfoliation. Furthermore, the static and dynamic mechanical properties of the neat VE and EP as well as their modified equivalents, treated with 2 wt.%, were compared. However, the same NC modified VE and EP with 2 wt.% was used right after the dispersion process to manufacture the composite plates for dynamic testing. The specimens are therefore used to verify the transferability of the beneficial effect by NC from polymer level to composite level. A UD GF fabric with an area weight of 475 g/m² (incl. 35 g/m² of a chopped strand mat) and a UD AF fabric with 109 g/m² (incl. 20 g/m² AF-weft at $\varphi = 90^\circ$) were used. UD VE- and EP-reinforced GF- and AF-plates, with and without 2 wt.% of NC modification, were manufactured by hand-layup, followed by vacuum bagging, cured at room temperature (RT) and post-cured at 40°C for at least 24 h and then 10 h at 70°C. 

As already mentioned in the Introduction section, bend-twist coupling effects are assumed to affect the damping properties of composite laminates. In order to quantify the damping contribution related to these coupling effects of the symmetric, unbalanced GFRP specimens, additional bidirectional, symmetric and balanced GFRP plates were manufactured. Different specimens with regard to testing method, material, dimensions and stack were cut using waterjet for five different fibre orientations, as shown in Table 1. The specimens analysed with VBT were also used for quasi-static tensile tests.

**Quality assurance**

The fibre volume ratio is a common parameter to verify a homogeneous fibre and matrix material distribution within a composite structure. Three samples per plate in the size of around $80 \text{ mm} \times 20 \text{ mm}$ were taken from different locations and burned at $620^\circ C$ for 4 h according to the standard. The relative weight of the fibre $\psi$ was calculated by

$$\psi = \frac{m_f}{m_{tot}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

with $m_{tot}$ and $m_f$ representing the total weight of the specimen (before burning) and the weight of the fibre (after burning). The fibre volume ratio $V_f$ was determined by

$$V_f = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1-\psi}{\varphi} \rho_f / \rho_m}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where $\rho_m$ and $\rho_f$ are the densities of the matrix and fibre. The determination of the FVR by combustion is only suited for GF composite, as AF will partly burn and degrade. Furthermore, the CAT device ‘ZEISS XRadia 410 Versa’ was used to generate cross-sectional images from representative GF and AF specimens, illustrating the sample quality and uniformity with respect to voids, resin rich areas and fibre undulations. The instrument was operated at 40 kV and 60 kV for AFRP and GFRP samples. Image acquisition was

| Table 1. Overview of the different specimen configurations. |
|-------------|--------------|----------|--------------|
| **Method**  | **Frequency** | **Fibre material** | **Stack** | **Sample size (L x W x T)** |
| DMTA        | 0.5–2 Hz     | GF        | [\psi]          | 60 mm x 10 mm x 1.5 mm ± 0.1 mm |
|             |              | AF        | [\psi]          | 60 mm x 10 mm x 0.9 mm ± 0.1 mm |
| VBT         | 20 Hz ± 1 Hz | GF        | [\pm \psi]       | 220 mm x 15 mm x 2 mm ± 0.1 mm |
| (modulus from tensile test) | AF | GF | GF | AF | 220 mm x 15 mm x 1.5 mm ± 0.2 mm |
|             |              | GF        | [\psi]          | 220 mm x 15 mm x 1.9 mm ± 0.1 mm |

VBT: vibrating beam test; DMTA: dynamic mechanical thermal analyser.
performed using the large field of view objective and 1601 projections with 4 s and 5 s exposure time for AFRP and GFRP samples. Image reconstruction was performed using the inbuilt acquisition and reconstruction software package provided by ZEISS, while for visualization the software 'Avizo9.4.0' from FEI was used.

**Static mechanical testing**

The static material characterisation was carried out on a servo-hydraulic MTS 312.21 test machine with a 100 kN actuator and a 5 kN load cell. The unbalanced and balanced tensile test specimens were quasi-statically tested at a strain rate of 0.5 mm/min, which is well below the dynamic test conditions. Hydraulic grips were used to clamp the composite samples, whereof the lower one had a rotational degree of freedom. The calculation of the tensile moduli $E_{\text{clay}}$, and the Poisson ratio $\nu_{12}$ is based on the ASTM standard D3039.54 Two specimens were tested per material configuration and fibre orientation. Each specimen was released before repeating the measurement three times resulting in six measurements in total for each configuration.

**Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis**

The DMTA is a widely used method to analyse the damping behaviour of fibre reinforced composites.55 The loss factor $\eta$ was measured in different fibre orientations $\varphi = 0^\circ, 30^\circ, 45^\circ, 60^\circ$ and $90^\circ$. The fibre direction dependent damping properties of a representative UD layer $\eta_{11}$, $\eta_{22}$ and $\eta_{12}$ were then calculated based on equations (5) and (6). A three-point bending fixture with a span of 50 mm and spherical bearings, allowing rotations around the lengthwise axis of the specimens, were used to minimize clamping effects and in order to fulfil the ‘free-flexure’ condition required by the Adam-Bacon approach.33 As polymer materials exhibit a pronounced strain-rate dependency on the mechanical properties, a preliminary strain-rate analysis was carried out in order to determine a vibration amplitude related to the linear region of the amplitude-force-diagram, suitable for all material configurations, environmental test conditions and fibre directions.56 The results of the strain-rate analysis are demonstrated in Figure 2 for a GF-EP-0 specimen $[+30^\circ, -30^\circ]$, at $-20^\circ\text{C}$ and $+20^\circ\text{C}$ and 1 Hz.

**Vibrating beam testing**

The VBT method is commonly used to analyse the damping properties of under-damped systems such as composite beams by analysing the free vibration decay of an oscillating structure at its first natural frequency $f_1$.57–59 Different excitation techniques with various suitability for the damping evaluation have previously been used, such as the excitation by shaker,60 by impact hammer17 or by initial displacement.61–63 The activation of mainly the first mode may be well achieved by an initial displacement, as the focus is on the damping characteristics at the lowest natural frequency. A free-flexural configuration of the test is required to analyse the damping based on the Adam-Bacon approach.33 The specifications of the test samples are listed in Table 1. The cantilever specimens were horizontally fixed between two clamping plates, screwed together with a tightening torque of 15 Nm. An initial tip displacement was set and released for all specimen configurations and fibre directions. By adjusting the free length of each specimen, all VBT were carried out at a constant vibration frequency $f_1$ around 20 Hz ± 1 Hz. The dynamic response of the beam was measured contact-free at a distance of 5 mm from the beam tip by a laser displacement sensor optoNCDT 1402 from Micro-Epsilon at a sampling frequency of 2000 Hz, connected to the analog input module NI 9215 from National Instruments. The dynamic response of the vibrating beam is represented by a declining sine curve, on which an exponential decay curve may be fitted as an envelope. It is assumed that mainly the first mode dominates the behaviour and that any influence from other modes may be neglected. The resulting envelope $g(t)$ for the first mode may therefore be described as
with $\omega_1$, $\zeta$ and $X_0$ being the natural frequency, the damping ratio and the initial displacement, respectively. The loss factor is calculated based on equation (4). Two specimens were tested per material configuration. Each specimen was released before repeating the measurement three times (six measurements in total per material configuration and fibre direction).

**Results and discussion**

The results of the static mechanical analysis are presented, followed by the results of the experimental damping analysis of relevant composite materials for the use in high-voltage power pylons. The comparability of these results is ensured by verifying the uniformity of the investigated samples with a consistent FVR and representative CAT-scans. The fibre direction dependent damping properties are evaluated with regard to various test and design parameters such as different matrix materials, fibre materials, supplemental NC modification, temperature and frequency variation, as well as different test methodologies and stacking sequences. Finally, the results of the numerical damping analysis of hybrid laminates are compared to equivalent experimental results.

**Quality assurance**

The uniformity and internal structure of representative specimens were evaluated based on the FVR and X-ray tomograms. The FVR was analysed for all GF samples, whereas only representative GF-EP, GF-VE and AF-EP specimens were CAT-scanned. The results of the relative fibre weight $\psi$ and the FVR $V_f$ are presented in Table 2. The slightly higher relative fibre weight of GF-VE compared to GF-EP may be explained by a lower resin density of VE than EP. The increase of $\psi$ with the application of NC is due to the non-combustible nature of the NC.

A visual difference of GF samples with and without NC is also observed with respect to color and cohesion of the remaining fibre bundles (Figure 3). However, the difference in the FVRs and the related standard deviations with regard to the two groups (with NC and without NC) demonstrates a uniform matrix-fibre distribution of the GF sample plates. A comparability of the static and dynamic mechanical properties, determined by DMA and VBT (see section ‘Experimental damping investigation’), is thereby ensured.

A quality assurance with regard to voids and undulations was carried out using CAT-scans. X-ray tomograms of AF-EP (A), GF-VE (B) and GF-EP (C) samples were qualitatively analysed. Three representative images are presented in Figure 4, referring to the coordinate system defined in Figure 1. The poor contrast of the X-ray tomogram A, representing the cross section of AF-EP, is due to similar densities of AF ($\rho = 1.42 \text{ g/cm}^3$) and EP ($\rho = 1.08 \text{ g/cm}^3$). A better contrast is obtained for GF-VE (tomogram B) and GF-EP (tomogram C) due to the density of GF with $\rho = 2.5 \text{ g/cm}^3$. No fibre undulations are observed in tomogram C. Instead, voids with dimensions up to 0.5 mm are identified within all three specimens. Its location between the fibre bundles is due to the use of fibres with a relatively low fineness of 2400 tex. Finer fibre bundles (lower tex) may lead to smaller gaps, resulting in smaller voids.

Furthermore, the manufacturing method (see section ‘Materials and sample preparation’) is prone to a high void content, due to the manual application of resin. As the same manufacturing method was used for all investigated test sample plates, a similar void characteristics and distribution is assumed for all DMA and VBT specimens. Therefore, the potential effect of the voids on the damping behaviour is assumed to be equal for all investigated specimens.

**Static mechanical testing**

Quasi-static tensile tests were used to determine the fibre direction dependent tensile moduli $E_{\text{exp}}$ for all material configurations, with and without the NC modification. The results are presented in Figures 5 and 6 for the GF- and AF-specimens, respectively.
For both materials and fibre directions, the NC modification has a slight increasing effect on the Young’s modulus $E'_\text{mod}$, which is consistent with the literature.\textsuperscript{13} Independent of the NC content, the matrix material VE shows generally higher stiffness for all GF specimens compared to EP. This effect is not observed for the AF specimens and may be explained by a different sizing-matrix-compatibility of AF to VE and EP.\textsuperscript{65} The stiffness maximum is at $\varphi=0^\circ$ along the fibre direction for GF and AF specimens. The small amount of weft thread in the AF fabric leads to a stiffness increase for $\varphi=90^\circ$. The major drop in stiffness between $\varphi=0^\circ$ and $30^\circ$ for all AF specimens, independent of the matrix, may be explained by the anisotropic material behaviour of AF.\textsuperscript{66,67} A slight fibre misalignment will cause a significant stiffness drop, which explains the larger standard deviation for $\varphi=0^\circ$. A smoother stiffness drop for the same angle range is observed for GF specimens in Figure 5. Furthermore, no reinforcing effect for $\varphi=90^\circ$ is observed for GF samples, as pure UD fabrics with chopped strand mats were used (see section ‘Materials and sample preparation’).

The standard deviation of the fibre direction dependent tensile moduli was considered in the calculation of the material properties in its principle directions by equations (2) and (3). The variation is plotted in a polar diagram (see Figure 7). The resulting material properties for a representative UD-layer $E_1$, $E_2$ and $G_{12}$, obtained from the optimization by equation (3), are shown in Table 3 for all GF-composite configurations. The variation represents the standard deviation of the fibre direction dependent tensile moduli. However, the fibre direction dependent tensile moduli of unbalanced laminates only represent the apparent stiffness, due to the constrained shear-tension-coupling caused by the hydraulic grips of the test machine.

**Experimental damping investigation**

The effect of the matrix material, the fibre material, the NC modification as well as the temperature and frequency on the fibre direction damping properties were analysed in galloping-like environmental conditions by DMTA measurements. Although no standard deviation is available for the DMTA measurements, because the analysis only contains a single specimen per material configuration and fibre direction, several DMTA-internal measurements of the loss factor with necessarily consistent results were made before generating an average damping value.

The effect of a balanced and unbalanced stacking sequence on the direction dependent damping properties are analysed by VBT and DMTA at room temperature.
The amplitude-time signal of the VBT measurement is assumed to be related to the first activated bending mode only and the damping ratio may therefore be estimated well by the exponential fit of equation (13) to the envelope of the free decay curve. The good agreement is shown in Figure 8 for GF-EP with 2 wt.% NC and a fibre angle of $\phi = 60^\circ$.

**Effect of matrix material.** The damping properties of composite materials are highly dependent on the fibre direction. The loss factor $\eta$ of a representative UD layer in transverse direction ($\phi = 90^\circ$) is generally higher compared to its longitudinal direction ($\phi = 0^\circ$), represented by

$$\eta_{90} = \left(\frac{E''}{E}\right)_{90} > \left(\frac{E''}{E}\right)_{0}$$

This is due to the matrix dominated properties in transverse direction and the much higher damping of the viscoelastic polymer compared to the fibre. Although the loss modulus in longitudinal direction $E''_0$ may be larger than $E''_{90}$ in transverse direction, the high storage modulus $E'_0$ in longitudinal direction, dominated by the fibre, leads to a lower loss factor $\eta_0$ compared to $\eta_{90}$ (see equation (14)).

Moreover, the loss factor $\eta$ in fibre direction remains relatively unchanged for EP and VE, as the behaviour is governed by the GF. Furthermore, the off-axis damping properties of GF-VE and GF-EP represent the damping properties of neat EP with $\eta_{EP} = 0.012$ and VE with $\eta_{VE} = 0.017$ at $0^\circ$. These observations are consistent with a previous study. The peak damping is obtained for both materials at an off-axis fibre direction at $\phi \approx 30^\circ$, since the contribution of damping due to bend-twist-coupling reaches its maximum at fibre angles $\phi \approx 30^\circ$. As mentioned in section ‘Damping approximation’, the approach by Adams-Bacon, predicting $\eta_{11}$, $\eta_{22}$ and $\eta_{12}$, is only valid for

![Figure 8. Free vibration of a GF-2-EP-60 specimen (Glass fibre | Epoxy resin | 2 wt.% NC | $\phi = 60^\circ$). (a) Normalized free decay of a vibrating specimen. (b) Measured data vs. exponential fit.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>wt.% NC</th>
<th>$E'_1$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$E'_2$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$G'_{12}$ (GPa)</th>
<th>$\nu_{12}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GF-EP</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>27.6 ± 0.6</td>
<td>5.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.345 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>29.9 ± 1.6</td>
<td>5.8 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.324 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF-VE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28.8 ± 0.5</td>
<td>5.3 ± 0.8</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.374 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>28.8 ± 0.3</td>
<td>6.9 ± 0.5</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.330 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UD: unidirectional.
the ‘free flexure’ condition, allowing the beam to twist during bending. This condition is full filled for both the DMTA and VBT. The approach is therefore assumed to successfully predict the additional damping due to the bend-twist-coupling based on several individual measurements of the off-axis damping for various fibre directions $\phi$. However, available data of the predicted fibre direction damping of off-axis laminates under ‘free flexure’ conditions$^{33}$ coincide with the observed trend represented in Figure 9. When applying the modal strain energy approach based on the damping properties of the (unbalanced and symmetric) representative UD layer to a symmetric and balanced multi-layer structure, a systematic error is taken into account due to absence of the structural bend-twisting coupling effects. Therefore, a damping analysis of a symmetric and balanced representative UD layer was carried out in order to quantify the damping caused by bend-twisting effects (see section ‘Effect of stacking sequence’). Based on the results shown in Figure 9, VE as matrix material is recommended with regard to damping enhancement.

**Effect of fibre material.** Investigations of AF composites showed approximately two to four times higher damping properties compared to GF composites at room temperature.$^{17,31}$ A similar damping behaviour has been observed for temperatures and frequencies at $-20^\circ$C and 1 Hz (see Figure 10).

The fibre dominated loss factor for AF composites at $\phi=0^\circ$ is with $\eta_{AF_0} \approx 0.015$ up to 5 times larger than the equivalent GF composites with $\eta_{GF_0} \approx 0.003$. In contrast to GF-EP and GF-VE composite specimens, the matrix material VE beneficially contributes to the damping properties in the fibre direction of AF laminates. This behaviour is also observed in Figure 11: A matrix modification of VE by 2 wt.% NC also increases the fibre dominated damping properties at $\phi=0^\circ$, whereas the damping properties remain almost unchanged by a NC modification of EP. This might be explained by generally larger damping properties of VE compared to EP and differences in the matrix-fibre interface. In the off-axis fibre directions, the contribution of the AF to the damping behaviour is generally higher compared to GF. The contribution is the lowest at a fibre angle $\phi=45^\circ$ due to the fibre reinforcement at $\phi=0^\circ$ and $\phi=90^\circ$. AF seems to be very well suited for the use in high-voltage power pylons due to its good static and dynamic mechanical properties as well as its non-conductive nature. However, other relevant parameters such as cost, increased moisture absorption and low UV resistance may hinder large scale development.

**Effect of NC content.** A matrix modification by 2 wt.% NC was observed to be less effective for neat EP than for neat VE.$^{13}$ This trend is consistent with the results presented in Figure 11. The small positive effect of the matrix modification on the damping is mainly observed for the off-axis directions and ranges from +7% to +25%, depending on the matrix material and fibre direction. However, the measured damping values in the off-axis directions of...
Effect of fibre hybridization. AF and GF may together be used in hybrid-composites in order to combine their properties with respect to static and dynamic mechanical properties. Two different AF-GF-EP hybrid stacking sequences, [AF | GF | GF | GF | AF] and [GF | AF | GF | AF | GF], were investigated and compared with its non-hybrid GF-EP and AF-EP counterparts (see Figure 12).

Based on the results already discussed in section ‘Effect of fibre material’, GF-EP shows in general much lower damping properties compared to AF-EP. The higher the percentage of AF within the laminate, the higher the damping properties in all fibre directions. In case of an equal amount of AF layers within hybrid composites, its location affects the laminate damping behaviour. Laminates with AF layers located furthest from the neutral axis will exhibit increased damping properties, as these layers will experience larger strains, leading to a proportionally higher damping contribution. The effect is independent of fibre orientation. The hybridization of AF and GF is an effective way to increase the damping properties of composite materials by about 20–30% for off-axis directions and up to 3 times for the fibre direction compared to pure GF composites. However, as discussed in section ‘Effect of fibre material’, further investigations related to costs and effect on different environmental conditions need to be made.

Effect of temperature. The measured temperature-damping dependency of GF-EP and AF-EP in the range between −20°C and 0°C is shown in Figure 13. The temperature dependent damping results are consistent with the literature and a previous study on pure EP. An increase in temperature from −20°C to 0°C leads to a decrease in damping for almost all AF-EP and GF-EP specimens and fibre directions. For AF-laminates, the loss factor is reduced by approximately 8% for $\varphi = 45^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ as well as 20% for $\varphi = 0^\circ$ and $60^\circ$, except for $\varphi = 30^\circ$, which is a potential outlier. The decrease in damping of AF specimens in the fibre direction is in agreement with the observations made in Figures 10 and 11 regarding the influence of matrix dominated properties in the fibre direction (see section ‘Effect of fibre material’). This effect may be explained by differences in the matrix-fibre interface compared to GF. The decrease of the damping properties of GF-EP specimens with increasing temperature is with maximum 5% negligible. However, the fibre direction dependent damping characteristics of GF-EP and AF-EP are considered constant within the temperature range relevant for galloping conductor lines. The fibre direction damping properties $\eta_{11}$, $\eta_{22}$ and $\eta_{12}$ for a representative UD-layer based on the DMTA measurements and the Adams-Bacon-Approach (see section ‘Approximate damping approach’) are shown in Table 4 for all GF-composite configurations at different temperatures and NC contents.

Effect of frequency. The effect of frequency on the fibre direction dependent damping is evaluated within the frequency range from 0.5 Hz to 2 Hz, representative for galloping of overhead transmission lines. An increase in frequency from 0.5 Hz to 2 Hz at −20°C leads to slightly increased damping properties in fibre direction for GF-EP and AF-EP, but a decreasing loss factor in the off-axis directions with $\varphi > 0^\circ$ (see Figure 14). These results are in line with the literature for this particular frequency range and represent the damping behaviour dominated by fibre and matrix, respectively. Due to the negligible effect of a frequency change from 0.5 Hz to 2 Hz on the fibre direction damping, the material characterisation with regard to damping is though optimal at a representative
frequency of 1 Hz for the design process of galloping affected composite structures.

**Effect of test method.** The fibre direction dependent damping properties based on the two different damping measurement methods, DMTA and VBT, are analysed in this section for GF-EP and GF-VE in order to verify the comparability of the two techniques. The test parameters temperature and frequency are therefore kept equal for both tests due to the frequency and temperature dependent damping behaviour of composite materials.

All resonant VBT measurements were carried out at 20°C and 20 Hz with an initial amplitude of 5 mm and 10 mm, the non-resonant DMTA was performed at 20°C with frequencies of up to 10 Hz. The fibre direction dependent damping properties for 20 Hz were obtained by extrapolating the data with a logarithmic approximation function. The results are presented for GF-EP specimens in Figure 15.

The increase of the fibre dominated damping properties ($\psi = 0^\circ$) and the decrease of the matrix dominated damping properties ($\psi > 0^\circ$) with higher frequency are in line with existing DMTA results for glass and carbon fibre reinforced plastics. In contrast, damping measurements by VBT result in increasing damping with frequency for all fibre directions. These structural damping properties include material damping, friction damping in the clamping area and air damping, which is proportional to frequency and amplitude. The presence of clamping effects, influencing the overall damping behaviour, is assumed to be higher for cantilever beam configurations (VBT) with a considerably high vibration amplitude compared to simple supported beams in a three-point-bending fixture (DMTA) with vibration amplitudes of 150 µm.

The fibre direction dependent damping properties of GF-EP are shown in Figure 16 for 20 Hz with respect to the two test methods and boundary conditions.

The DMTA results show the characteristic behaviour with its maximum at $\psi = 30^\circ$, although the decrease in damping at $\psi = 60^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ is unusually high (compare to Figure 14). This behaviour may be explained by inaccurately extrapolated data. In contrast, the damping results obtained by VBT measurements increase towards $\psi = 45^\circ$, followed by constant damping properties for the remaining fibre angles $\psi \geq 45^\circ$. This behaviour is identical to existing VBT results. However, it is unexpected that the damping properties,

---

**Table 4.** Calculated fibre direction dependent damping properties $\eta_{11}$, $\eta_{22}$ and $\eta_{12}$ based on the Adams-Bacon approach and DMTA measurements at −20°C, 0°C and 20°C at 1 Hz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>wt.% NC</th>
<th>−20°C</th>
<th>0°C</th>
<th>20°C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\eta_{11}$</td>
<td>$\eta_{22}$</td>
<td>$\eta_{12}$</td>
<td>$\eta_{11}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF-EP</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0028</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
<td>0.0159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF-VE</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0130</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0130</td>
<td>0.0167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DMTA: dynamic mechanical thermal analyser;

---

**Figure 13.** Effect of the testing temperature on the fibre direction dependent damping behaviour of GF-EP and AF-EP (DMTA, −20°C and 0°C at 1 Hz).

**Figure 14.** Effect of the testing frequency on the fibre direction dependent damping behaviour of GF-EP and AF-EP (DMTA, −20°C at 0.5 Hz and 2 Hz).
obtained by VBT and DMTA, do not show similar effects or tendencies, as free-flexure conditions with an unrestricted twist are present in both test methods. Although twist-coupling effects are linked to off-axis laminates, they may contribute differently to the overall damping, depending on varying loading conditions, sample geometries and boundary condition of different test methods. The same tendency of fibre direction dependent damping for GF-EP laminates is observed for GF-VE specimens, tested by VBT and DMTA, using extrapolated data (Figure 17).

The differences in damping due to the different matrix materials VE and EP (compare Figures 16 and 17) vary up to 30% in $\psi = 30^\circ$ and up to 50% in $\psi = 90^\circ$ for DMTA measurements, but remain almost constant in the VBT analysis. Thus, the DMTA damping measurements seem to be much more sensitive and may be better suited for analysing different material compositions, temperature and frequency dependencies as well as bend-twist-coupling effects with respect to the damping properties, compared to the resonant VBT method with its larger sample dimensions and vibration amplitudes as well as clamping influence (see Table 1).

Furthermore, the increase of initial tip displacement from 5 mm to 10 mm leads to a constant increase of the damping properties of approximately 20% for both materials due to additional clamping effects and air damping (see Figure 16). In order to reduce these effects, an initial tip displacement of 2.5 mm was investigated. Although the initial displacement may have slightly reduced the influence of air damping even further, the increasing noise in the time-displacement signal from the laser sensor resulted in deviations related to the curve fitting process. The VBT reference damping properties were therefore chosen based on the initial displacement of 5 mm. The generally lower damping properties obtained by DMTA measurements (except for $\psi = 30^\circ$ due to the bend-twist-coupling effects) can mainly be related to material damping, whereas the damping measurements by VBT consist of material damping, air damping and friction damping and are therefore considered as structural damping. These significant differences between DMTA and VBT with respect to the resulting damping properties should be taken into account when using the data for the dynamic design of composite structures.

Effect of stacking sequence. All samples used for the damping characterisation by DMTA and VBT had a symmetric and unbalanced laminate architecture in order to fulfil the Adams-Bacon-Approach (see Figure 1). Therefore, the damping results obtained by DMTA measurements showed distinct peaks at a fibre angle of $\varphi \approx 30^\circ$ due to bend-twist-coupling effects, linked to off-axis laminates (see Figures 11 and 13). This additional damping will artificially overestimate the shear damping property $\eta_{12}$ of a representative UD layer, from which symmetric, balanced and bend-twist-coupling-free multilayer composite structures are modelled. In order to prevent this systematic error, the coupling related damping needs to be evaluated and quantified. Therefore, the contribution of the coupling effects on the direction dependent damping properties are investigated for GF-EP and GF-VE by...
comparing the damping behaviour of unbalanced and balanced laminates, where the latter should be unaffected by bend-twisting effects. The damping results of GF-EP with balanced and unbalanced stacking sequences are shown in Figure 18 based on DMTA and VBT measurements at 20°C and 20 Hz.

No distinction between balanced and unbalanced stacking sequences is made in the fibre directions ϕ = 0° and ϕ = 90°, as only balanced laminates will meet these conditions. According to Figure 18 and observations made in section ‘Effect of stacking sequence’, no peaks at a fibre angle of ϕ ≈ 30° occur for VBT measurements from specimens with balanced and unbalanced stacking sequence. Instead, the damping increases constantly up to a fibre angle of ϕ ≈ 45°, followed by a slight increase up to a fibre angle of ϕ = 90°. This trend indicates that existing bend-twist coupling effects are superimposed by air damping, friction damping in the clamping zone and other effects. Thus, an assessment of bend-twist coupling effects cannot be made by VBT measurements. Furthermore, the specimens with a balanced layup show about 15% lower damping properties for 30° < ϕ < 60° compared to specimens with an unbalanced layup. This may also be explained by differences in the specimen thickness, resulting in a change in stiffness and air damping contribution. Specimens with an unbalanced stack were 25% thinner compared to specimens with a balanced stack (see Table 1 and Figure 1). On the other hand, the vibrating length, and therefore the area affected by air damping, were reduced for unbalanced laminates in order to keep the vibration frequency constant at f_i = 20 Hz.

Damping results obtained by DMTA measurements of laminates with an unbalanced stack, exhibit a peak related to coupling effects at ϕ ≈ 30°. In accordance to the findings above, the highest damping for balanced GF-EP laminates is observed for ϕ = ±45°. This damping characteristics without bend-twist coupling effects is expected, as shear stresses attain their maximum for this particular stacking sequence. The introduction of an equivalent shear damping η_{12w} for the DMTA damping analysis of balanced laminates may therefore underestimate the damping behaviour of a representative UD-layer: BD laminates with balanced stacking sequences show higher tensile moduli for ϕ = ±30°, ±45° and ±60° compared to unbalanced UD laminates, resulting in higher in-plane shear stiffness and thus a reduced equivalent shear damping η_{12v} (see Figure 19).

The calculated shear damping η_{12} (for unbalanced laminate) and the equivalent shear damping η_{12w} (for balanced laminate) based on equations (5) and (6) may result only in small variations: the damping in ϕ = 30° is approx. 20% higher for unbalanced laminates, whereas balanced laminates show approx. 20% higher damping in ϕ = 60° (see Figure 18). Furthermore, the damping properties in ϕ = 45° are in the same range. Thus, the apparent differences in damping for ϕ = 30° and ϕ = 60° may simply cancel out.

Finally, the differences in damping between balanced and unbalanced laminates are less than expected and may not significantly influence the shear damping properties of the investigated materials.

**Comparison of numerical and experimental damping analysis**

In order to verify the experimentally determined static and dynamic mechanical properties, the first natural frequency f_i and the related modal damping η of a vibrating multilayer composite beam were predicted by an FEA. Four different input parameter sets with respect to the modal damping were used to simulate the VBT test procedure at room temperature for three GF-EP-0 specimens with [30, −30]_s, [45, −45], and [60, −60]_s, based on the variation of the test method.
and a balanced or unbalanced stacking sequence: –(1) unbalanced, DMTA; –(2) balanced, DMTA; –(3) unbalanced, VBT; –(4) balanced, VBT. The results of the numerical analysis are listed in Table 5. Furthermore, a mesh convergence study based on the input parameter set ‘4. - balanced, VBT’ is presented in Figure 20.

The number of elements used for the numerical simulation was set to \( n_{\text{el}} = 680 \). A sufficient mesh refinement was thereby verified. The prediction of the first natural frequency \( f_1 \) for GF-EP-0 specimens with a stack of \([+30, -30]\), is with a relative deviation of 7.8% slightly overestimated. As no manufacturing imperfections were considered in the simulation, a slight misalignment in the specimen’s fibre orientation at \( \psi = 30^\circ \) may explain the reduced natural frequency measured by VBT. A clearly more accurate prediction for laminates with a stack of \([+45, -45]\) and \([+60, -60]\), was achieved with a relative deviation of maximal 2.9%, both slightly under-predicting \( f_1 \).

It is expected that numerical simulations based on VBT-related damping properties over-predict the modal loss factor, as several damping sources such as material damping, friction damping in the clamping area and air damping as an external damping source are included. In contrast, neither friction damping nor air damping are considered in the numerical model. In fact, this assumption has not been borne out by the simulations based on VBT-measurements of laminates with an unbalanced stack. The predicted modal damping is very close to the experimental values and an over-prediction is only observed for specimens with a \([+60, -60]\) stack. In contrast, the prediction of the modal damping based on VBT measurements of laminates with a balanced stack lead to high deviations and will therefore not be discussed any further.

Moreover, damping predictions based on DMTA-related damping properties were assumed to result in more precise results, as only material damping is considered in the numerical model. Indeed, a good damping prediction is observed for \([+30, -30]\) and \([+45, -45]\), with a relative deviation of max. 4.9%, but the calculated modal loss factor for \([+60, -60]\), is under-predicted by a maximum of 18.8%. This discrepancy for larger fibre angles (\( \psi \geq 60^\circ \)) may be related to an added inaccuracy by the applied extrapolation. The drop in damping for \( \psi = 60^\circ \) and \( 90^\circ \) is considered unusually high (see Figure 16), as mentioned in section ‘Effect of test method’.

### Table 5. Experimental and FEA-results of a vibrating cantilever GF-composite sample with regard to different damping property input scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Stack</th>
<th>Free length (mm)</th>
<th>VBT</th>
<th>FEA (based on four different damping input parameter sets)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GF-EP-0</td>
<td>([+30, -30])</td>
<td>195.9</td>
<td>( f_1 ) (Hz)</td>
<td>19.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \eta ) (%)</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>([+45, -45])</td>
<td>179.1</td>
<td>( f_1 ) (Hz)</td>
<td>20.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \eta ) (%)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>([+60, -60])</td>
<td>169.1</td>
<td>( f_1 ) (Hz)</td>
<td>20.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \eta ) (%)</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ( \Delta \eta ) (%)</td>
<td>(7.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GF: glass fibre; FEA: finite element analysis; VBT: vibrating beam test; DMTA: dynamic mechanical thermal analyser.

![Figure 20. Mesh convergence study of the numerical model with regard to the normalized loss factor and normalized natural frequency.](image-url)
In contrast, the VBT-related damping properties are constant for \( \varphi \geq 45^\circ \) (see Figure 16), whereby they are slightly over-predicted by 9.2\% for the \([+60,-60]\) specimens. It is assumed that the ‘correct’ damping for GF-EP-0 at \( \varphi \geq 60^\circ \) is mean value of the VBT and DMTA results.

As expected, only small variations between DMTA-related damping properties with unbalanced and balanced stacking sequences are observed. The difference in loss factor at \( \varphi = 30^\circ \) and \( \varphi = 60^\circ \) are similar (see Figure 18) and will therefore cancel each other out, when calculating the shear damping \( \eta_{\perp} \) based on equations (5) and (6). The damping prediction for laminates with stacking sequences at large fibre angles \([+60,-60]\), is equally inaccurate for both DMTA-related damping input parameter sets. However, for both unbalanced and balanced stacking sequences, a good damping prediction is obtained for laminates with fibre angles \( \varphi < 60^\circ \) based on DMTA measurements. The concerns with regard to bend-twist-coupling related deviations for the simulations are therefore seemingly unfounded. Other effects like friction damping due to clamping may have much higher impact on the modal loss factor.

In fact, the most accurate prediction with \( \Delta \eta = 5.0\% \) for all stacking sequences \([+30,-30]\), \([+45,-45]\), and \([+60,-60]\), is based on the VBT-related damping properties with an unbalanced stack. This may be explained by the similarity of the experiment and the numerical model in terms of specimen geometry, boundary condition and the related stress distribution. Thus, VBT-related damping measurements of laminates with an unbalanced stack will further be used to predict the modal damping of more complex composite structures.

**Conclusion**

The characterisation and prediction of damping properties for non-conductive composite materials such as aramid and GF reinforced plastics have been presented. The direction dependent damping properties have been evaluated under environmental conditions prone for the galloping phenomena, considering different material modifications such as the addition of NC fillers, the variation of matrix materials and the hybridization of glass and AFs. Furthermore, the modal damping was successfully predicted for laminates with different stacking sequences based on damping properties obtained by VBT and DMTA measurements. The main conclusions are as follows:

- **AF composites showed up to four times higher damping at \(-20^\circ C\) compared to GF composites.**
- **At \(0^\circ C\) approximately \(30\%\) higher damping was obtained for the matrix material VE compared to EP.**
- **NC led to an increase in the off-axis damping for AF by 10 to 20\% at \(0^\circ C\).**
- **A fibre hybridization of GF and AF may enhance the damping in the fibre direction by \(300\%\) and in the off-axis direction by 20–30\% at \(-20^\circ C\).**
- **The direction dependent damping of GF and AF composites are frequency and temperature dependent.** However, at environmental conditions close to galloping, only small changes were observed.
- **Damping measurements by DMTA seem to be more sensitive to changes in the stacking sequence.**
- **The predicted natural frequency and modal damping are in good accordance to the experimental results.**

The latter point raises the question, which damping measurement method to chose for predicting the modal damping of a structure. This may depend primarily on the boundary conditions, due to their substantial influence on the damping. In case of a free-free-boundary condition, no clamping effects will occur and therefore damping values obtained by DMTA measurements may fit well. On the other hand, a free vibrating structure under a clamped-free condition will experience friction damping in the clamping zone. Therefore, damping properties obtained by VBT may better represent the damping behaviour. However, the quality of the clamping is a governing factor of the damping measurements, which must be taken into consideration in each individual case.

In future works, the obtained damping parameters will be applied to more complex composite structures in order to evaluate their modal damping. Therefore, the influence of the clamping effects on the overall damping has to be carefully evaluated. Furthermore, passive and non-conductive constrained layer damping treatments are very promising for the use in high-voltage power pylons. The damping may thereby significantly be increased by viscoelastic intermediate layers, when subjected to shear. The related trade-off between a reduction in natural frequency and an increase in damping and weight may then be investigated using optimization algorithms. However, the design criteria weight will therefore only be of minor importance, as the power pylon is considered mainly as a static structure.
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Abstract

Constrained layer damping treatments are widely used in mechanical structures to damp acoustic noise and mechanical vibrations. A viscoelastic layer is thereby applied to a structure and covered by a stiff constraining layer. When the structure vibrates in a bending mode, the viscoelastic layer is forced to deform in shear mode. Thus, the vibration energy is dissipated as low grade frictional heat. This paper documents the efficiency of passive constrained layer damping treatments for low frequency vibrations of cylindrical composite specimens made of glass fibre-reinforced plastics. Different cross section geometries with shear webs have been investigated in order to study a beneficial effect on the damping characteristics of the cylinder. The viscoelastic damping layers are placed at different locations within the composite cylinder e.g. circumferential and along the neutral plane to evaluate the location-dependent efficiency of constrained layer damping treatments. The results of the study provide a thorough understanding of constrained layer damping treatments and an improved damping design of the cylindrical composite structure. The highest damping is achieved when placing the damping layer in the neutral plane perpendicular to the bending load. The results are based on free decay tests of the composite structure.
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1 Introduction

Glass fibre-reinforced plastics (GFRP) are well suited for use in high voltage applications, such as insulators or overhead transmission pylons, due to the inherent non-conductivity of the raw material. This enables a rigid attachment of overhead transmission lines to the cross arm of each composite pylon, resulting in an increased dynamic interaction. Induced vibrations, such as from the severe cable vibration phenomenon known as galloping, will therefore be directly transferred to the slender composite mast structure and may lead to catastrophic failure of the entire structure due to excessive vibration amplitudes at resonance [1]. These low-frequent galloping vibration amplitudes at frequencies between 0.5 Hz and 2 Hz depend e.g. on the cable vibration mode, the cable tension and the span length [2] and can be reduced by designing the composite power pylon to act as a supportive damper. By introducing passive damping supplements, such as the constrained layer damping (CLD) treatment, the energy dissipation in the composite structure may significantly be increased due to the shear deformation of the integrated viscoelastic material (VEM) damping layer located between two stiff layers: layer 1 - host structure and layer 2 - constraining layer (CL) [3].

In contrast to tuned resonance dampers, such as tuned mass dampers or tuned liquid dampers configured to damp a certain frequency, the passive CLD treatment may be suitable to damp galloping vibrations within a larger frequency range [4]. However, the additional weight of the VEM and the CL may reduce the stiffness and consequently the natural frequency of a structure, when keeping the overall dimensions constant. The trend in the design of passive CLD treatments for lightweight structures is therefore increasing towards damping patches instead of a full damping layer coverage [5]. The VEM-patches are typically located at areas with high shear deformation, which is usually close to the nodes of a mode shape. The added weight of a passive CLD treatment can be reduced by 50% with respect to full layer damping, while maintaining the overall damping performance [6]. However, many possible locations with high shear deformation exist along a power pylon arm because of the variety of attached conductor line bundles - each with the potential to vibrate by itself or in combination with other cables or cable bundles. Due to the wide range of resulting vibration scenarios of a composite cross arm, the investigation of VEM damping patches is therefore not part of the paper, and has to be addressed in future investigations.

The focus in this paper will be on a full coverage of VEM damping layers in the length wise direction of the generic composite cylinder instead, as the effect of additionally implemented structural elements such as stiffening web on the damping behaviour is investigated. An optimization process regarding a reduction of the amount of applied VEM within a damping-enhanced cross-sectional design concept may be an interesting topic to be investigated further. The cross sectional shape of the structure will also have a great impact on the efficiency of CLD treatments. The proportion of the shear deformed VEM area which is further away from the neutral axis is higher for rectangular cross sections compared to equivalent circular cross sections and will therefore result in better damping [7]. Despite the obvious advantages of rectangular cross sections with regard to damping, the design of the power pylon arm and tower is restricted to a cylindrical outer geometry by the designer. However, no design restrictions are defined for the inside of the composite cylinder, providing a design flexibility with respect to the application of passive CLD treatments within the pylon arm and tower structure [8, 9].

To the best knowledge of the authors, a comprehensive, experimental and numerical analysis of passive CLD treatments with regard to various positions along the cross section of hollow composite cylinders has not been
conducted yet. Therefore, different structural damping-design configurations based on various CLD treatment locations are investigated for eight generic, hollow composite cylinders. The resulting energy dissipation during flexural vibrations is experimentally investigated by analysing the free vibration decay and calculating the loss factor $\eta$ for the first bending mode. Furthermore, the experimental results are used to validate a numerical damping analysis based on the modal strain-energy approach, taking the fibre direction material properties into account [10, 11, 12, 13]. A script written in Python enables the calculation of the system modal damping of the composite structure using the finite element analysis (FEA) software package ABAQUS [14].

2 Aim and outline of the paper

The aim of the paper is to provide a method for the dynamic design of generic composite cylinders with maximum vibration damping. Different cross sectional designs are investigated in order to evaluate the location-dependent damping enhancement by CLD treatments. The presented results and properties may be considered in the dynamic design of the next generation of composite power pylon arms.

The damping enhancement of generic composite cylinders is achieved by using viscoelastic damping layers at various locations in the cross section. Eight generic cross section designs are presented and evaluated with regard to its stiffness-weight ratio. Prototypes are manufactured using the filament winding technology and tested statically and dynamically with regard to bending stiffness and damping properties. The results are used to verify the numerical model for the modal damping prediction. Finally, the comparison of experimental and numerical results is presented and discussed.

3 Design of the generic composite tube

This section provides a detailed description of the design and manufacturing of the different generic composite tubes with and without implemented damping layers. The laminate design as well as the load assumptions are derived from the full-scale composite power pylon arm structure at a location close to the root-end.

3.1 Composite power pylon structure

The composite power pylon consists of a tubular column section, supporting a pair of cantilevered and tapered composite cylindrical arms at which three pairs of twin bundle conductor lines are directly attached on each arm (see Fig. 1). The composite arm structure is thereby designed for vertical and transverse bending loads in $x$ and $y$ directions due to the cables weight and common loads from climatic situations such as individual or combined ice and wind loading [16]. Furthermore, vibrating cables due to galloping will introduce dynamic bending loads to the power pylon arms. Based on an optimised, stiffness driven design of the power pylon arms, the laminate thickness gradually decreases from the thick-walled layup configuration at the root-end section to the thin-walled shell-like zone at the tip of the arm.

The power pylon structure will be designed with maximal stiffness, preventing any resonant vibrations of the pylon at typical galloping frequencies. However, any change in cable tension and span length requires a re-examination of the vibration behaviour of the cable-pylon-system and, if necessary, an individual stiffness
Table 1: Geometric and stacking properties of the generic composite tube.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Layup and Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free specimen length $l$</td>
<td>$950 \pm 5 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant inner diameter $D_i$</td>
<td>$79.0 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall thickness 'host structure'</td>
<td>$4.0 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host structure layup</td>
<td>$[\pm 45^\circ, \pm 45^\circ, \pm 10^\circ, \pm 45^\circ]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraining layer (CL) layup</td>
<td>$[\pm 10^\circ]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer thickness GFRP $[\pm 45^\circ]$</td>
<td>$0.88 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer thickness GFRP $[\pm 10^\circ]$</td>
<td>1.00 mm (segment) - 1.35 mm (circular)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Layer thickness VEM</td>
<td>$0.58 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacer plate thickness</td>
<td>$3.0 \text{ mm}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

adjustment of the power pylon. At the same time, adequate damping of the composite structure is required in order to minimize vibrational amplitudes of the cables and the cross arm due to galloping and thereby prevent severe structural damage.

Tuned resonance dampers are not feasible damper solutions, as they are adjusted to damp only a single frequency instead of typical galloping frequencies in a range between 0.5 Hz and 2 Hz. Furthermore, high electro-magnetic fields do not allow the use of active controlled damping devices.

Instead, non-conductive CLD treatments are well suited for the application in high-voltage power pylons as these are low cost, robust, reliable and maintenance-free structural vibration control methods [17]. However, the application of CLD treatments may considerably reduce the advantage of a lightweight design, defined by the stiffness-weight-ratio, when restricting the geometry [18]. Either the static stiffness of a structure is reduced

Figure 1: Composite power pylon with directly attached overhead transmission line bundles in the global coordinate system [15].
while keeping the weight constant or vice versa. In this work, the design focus is on maximizing the vibration damping of the composite structure, while keeping the natural frequencies constant. The outer dimension should therefore remain unchanged, so that a potential reinforcement is applied to the inside of the structure. The increase in weight is tolerated and only of minor importance, as the power pylon is considered mainly a static structure not excited at its own resonance frequency. The appearance of galloping overhead transmission lines causing the power pylon to vibrate is a rare but dangerous incident and is therefore considered as an important design criteria for power pylons [19]. The trade-off between an increase in weight and the related increase in costs with regard to material, manufacturing, transportation and installation must also be considered.

3.2 Generic composite cylinder with passive damping treatments

Based on the design of the composite power pylon cross arm, generic composite specimens are developed in the scale of 1:10 with respect to dimensions and stacking sequence of the laminate. The generic composite cylinders represent the cross sectional properties of the cross arm at a position close to the root end section, assuming loading conditions that are free of clamping effects. For reasons of simplicity and comparability, all generic composite specimens are non-tapered, cylindrical and hollow with constant laminate properties along the entire length. The dimensions and layups are specified in Tab. 1.

The efficiency of a damping layer strongly depends on its shear deformation and therefore on the position in the host structure. The VEM is preferably located far from the neutral plane for structures undergoing flexural vibrations, due to the maximum flexural deformation [20]. Alternatively, the positioning of the VEM layer close to the neutral plane also leads to high shear strains in the damping material due to the presence of maximum shear stresses [21]. The damping is thereby most effective when two VEM layers are positioned symmetrically and close to the neutral plane during bending, separated by a stiff mid plane laminate of the host structure [22, 11]. As the design flexibility of CLD treatments is very limited for hollow cylinder structures with regard to its position, a laminated shear web may therefore be introduced into the neutral plane in order to provide a stiff structure for a potential CLD treatment close to the neutral plane (see Fig. 2). The VEM damping layers can then be applied symmetrically to both sides of the neutral plane, representing the most efficient damping scenario described above. It is assumed that the highest damping performance will be achieved when flexing in the direction perpendicular to the CLD-treated shear web plane. The ribs are positioned in one or two directions in order to possibly damp vibrations of the power pylon arm in x and y direction of the global coordinate system (see Fig. 1), caused by the directly mounted overhead transmission line bundles, which are vibrating due to galloping. The resulting loading direction at the pylon arm thereby depends on a symmetric or asymmetric cable vibration mode [23]. The application of VEM damping layers along a the circumference in accordance to the above mentioned positions with maximum shear deformation consequently leads to the following damping layer configurations for the generic composite cylinder: Eight cross-sectional design concepts were investigated (design A to I) in order to evaluate the efficiency of various VEM layer positions along the cross section. An overview of the eight designs is presented in Fig. 2.

The load carrying laminate thickness (section I, II) with t = 4.0 mm remains constant for all design concepts, due
to structural requirements, explained in detail below. The application of viscoelastic damping layers (section V and VI) on the in- and outside in combination with stiff constraining layers (section III and IV) will generate the CLD treatment. An integration of VEM damping layers into the load carrying laminate to further increase the damping is not considered in the present paper, as a safe load introduction of the overhead transmission lines into the cross arm is strongly required over the structural lifetime of 100 years. However, interleaved damping layers may considerably weaken the load carrying laminate so that a reliable load introduction may not be obtained. The alternative approach to reinforce the load introduction areas along the slender composite cross arm in a subsequent step is not as trivial in a filament winding process of a near net shaped cylindrical structure, and may therefore not considered any further. For the sake of simplicity, a constant wall thickness for all generic composite cylinders is assumed in the present paper for evaluating the effect of various damping layer
configurations on the overall damping behaviour. It is expected that the application of stiff constraining layers may increase the stiffness and vibration behaviour. In order to fairly compare the different design concepts with regard to damping and vibration frequency, the specimens are grouped based on the level of applied CLD treatments (No CLD, CLD_{out}, CLD_{in,out}). However, this approach is a trade-off between the implementation of structural requirements and scientific evaluation of damping enhancement treatments. Each cross-sectional designs may be assessed in terms of an 'increase in cross-sectional complexity' and 'increase in weight and wall thickness'. As the complexity of the cross-sectional design is directly related to an expensive, costly and time-consuming manufacturing process, a concept with high complexity (concept G or I) may be chosen when a high damping in combination with a high stiffness-weight ratio is required. In contrast, the application of CLD treatments to specimens with a low cross-sectional complexity leads a considerable increase in wall thickness and weight, when keeping the natural frequency constant (concept A to C).

However, a grouping with respect to an 'increase in cross-sectional complexity' is described in detail as follows:

In the first group (A to C), the VEM layer is applied only circumferential on the outside (B) or on the in- and outside (C), covered by a stiff CL, respectively. The CLD treatment applied on the inside of the structure is assumed to be less effective than a CLD treatment on the outside, due to a reduced distance from the neutral plane and thus smaller flexural deformations. However, each CL represents a thin and individual laminate, coupled to the host structure only by the VEM damping layer. When the host structure flexes, the additional laminate deforms, introducing shear strains in the VEM and thereby damping. The laminate of the host structure consists of eight layers, each defined by a fibre direction $\varphi$ with respect to the axial direction $z$ in the global coordinate system of the cylinder $[\pm 45^\circ, \pm 45^\circ, \pm 10^\circ, \pm 45^\circ]$ (see Fig. 1). The presented fibre orientations of the generic composite cylinder are equivalent to stacking sequence of the composite cross arm, earlier defined by the designer.

In the second group (D to F), a shear web made of two symmetrical GF-EP composite layers with a material orientation of $\varphi = \pm 45^\circ$ is introduced, representing the inner layer of the host structure laminate. A fibre direction of $\varphi = \pm 45^\circ$ was chosen since mainly shear stresses occur during bending and a reliable manufacturability of that fibre angle is feasible by filament winding. The remaining $\pm 45^\circ, \pm 10^\circ$ and $\pm 45^\circ$ layers of the host structure are of cylindrical shape. The layup and thickness of the host structure is thereby kept constant for all design concepts A to I. For concept E, the CLD treatment is only added to the outside of the structure. In order to further increase the damping of the generic composite structure, VEM damping layers are also placed close to the neutral plane with its maximum shear stresses. Thereby, two individual and hollow half cylinders are generated by the inner CL.

In the third group (design G and I), two perpendicular shear webs are introduced the same way as described for the one-web design concept D to F, resulting in four individual quarter cylinders. A rotation of the shear web with respect to the loading direction leads to a variation in static stiffness, natural frequency and damping. Therefore, the two significant loading directions $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ with regard to the shear web plane will be investigated for design concept D, E and F. The composite cylinders of concept G and I are only loaded in $45^\circ$, as a loading in $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ is equivalent to the conditions investigated for the design concepts D, E and F. The concept and the loading is specified in its notation, where the cross sectional design concept is defined by a letter (A to I) and the loading direction ($0^\circ$, $45^\circ$ or $90^\circ$) is stated by a number (e.g. I.45).
3.3 Materials

The materials used for manufacturing the generic composites cylinders are considered to be the same as for the composite power pylon arms. A glass fibre (GF) roving EC17-2400-352 with 2400 tex and a sizing suitable for epoxy and vinyl-ester from PD Fibre Glass was used in combination with the PRIME 20 epoxy (EP) resin and the slow hardener from Gurit [24, 14]. The static material properties of GF-EP were determined based on a planar unidirectional (UD) composite plate, made up of a UD GF fabric with an area weight of 475 g/m² (incl. 35 g/m² of a chopped strand mat) and the Prime 20 Epoxy [14]. The static GF-EP properties at room temperature are given as follows: $E_{11} = 27.6$ GPa, $E_{22} = 5.3$ GPa, $G_{12} = 2.0$ GPa, $\nu_{12} = 0.345$ and $\rho = 1.79$ g/cm³ [14]. PU materials are the most commonly used VEM’s for vibration control. However, these materials exhibit frequency and temperature dependent material properties with an optimal damping characteristics of a narrow frequency and temperature range [26]. The dynamic stiffness and damping properties of DYAD 601 are therefore discussed in more detail in section 5.1. However, the Poisson’s ratio is assumed to be constant with $\nu = 0.49$ for the investigated frequency and temperature range [27]. The density of DYAD 601 was determined as $\rho = 1.04$ g/cm³.

3.4 Manufacturing of test specimens

The damping behaviour of GF-EP was determined at coupon and structural level with two different sets of GF-EP specimens: 1) Unidirectional (UD) composite coupons were used to characterise the fibre direction dependent damping behaviour. 2) Various composite cylinders with different cross section designs were manufactured by filament winding in order to demonstrate the potential of VEM damping layers with regard to a vibrating power pylon arm.

3.4.1 Manufacturing of coupons

The same coupon specimens, used for a previous damping investigation [14], were dynamically tested to characterise the fibre direction damping at room temperature between 20 Hz and 60 Hz. The first natural frequency of the investigated composite cylinders lies within this frequency range. The static and dynamic properties of the two different sets of specimens are thereby assumed to be of the same order of magnitude, due to the use of similar UD GF materials. A detailed description of the generic composite cylinder manufacturing is presented in the following.
3.4.2 Manufacturing of generic composite cylinders

Filament winding is a well suited manufacturing process for cylindrical composite parts with a constant layup throughout the whole specimen due to its high efficient, automated and low cost fabrication characteristics [28]. Although a typical range of fibre layup angles for filament winding is between 20° and 85°, local reinforcement with very low winding angles can be implemented during the manufacturing process by the use of pins for fibre redirection at each end of the mandrel [29]. This layup modification might be used to reinforce the compression side of slender composite power pylon arm structures subjected to bending loads in order to prevent buckling. A segmentable aluminium mandrel was designed and CNC-milled in order to manufacture the different cross-sectional designs using a wet filament winding process (see Fig. 3).

![Fig. 3: Manufacturing of the generic tubular composite structure using a filament winding machine and the tool segments.](image)

Thereby, a wet GF, impregnated by a resin bath prior to the placement process, was positioned and cured on the mandrel (tool). By either winding on a single tool segment, a 'two-segment assembly' or a 'four-segment assembly', generic composite specimens consisting of two shear webs (design concepts G to I), one shear web (design concepts D to F) or no shear web (design concepts A to C) may be manufactured. In case of a composite cylinder with only one shear web and no VEM damping layer (design concept D), the manufacturing process consists of five stages:

1. Assembly of two tool segments and a 3 mm thick spacer plate, forming a cylinder half,
2. Filament winding of the first layer of the host structure laminate with $\varphi = \pm 45^\circ$ on the two cylinder halves respectively (see Tab. 1),
3. Mounting of the two cylinder halves to a 'two-segment assembly',
4. Finalizing the winding process with the three remaining host structure layers with $\varphi = \pm 45^\circ$, $\pm 10^\circ$, and $\pm 45^\circ$,
5. Thickening the end section for clamping, curing and mandrel removal.

The manufacturing process for composite cylinders without shear webs (design concept A to C) significantly simplifies, as the mounting procedure described in step 3) vanishes. The fully assembled, cylindrical mandrel
with its 3 mm thick spacer plates, representing the shear webs, may be used directly. For design concepts with shear webs (concept D to I), the shear webs vary in thickness, depending on the presence of VEM damping layers (shear web thickness of concept D: 1.76 mm | concept F: 4.9 mm). This causes an ovalization of the cross section, which may lead to a slight change in bending stiffness compared to its equivalent circular concept (concept A, B or C). Therefore, the ovalization of the cross section was considered in the numerical model in order to fairly compare the different damping designs.

Dependent on the cross-sectional design (concept B, C, E, F or I), the VEM damping layer was applied by wrapping a 70 mm wide stripe of DYAD 601 helically and gap-free on the wet GF-EP structure. The final layup was cured under constant rotation in a climate chamber for 10 hours at 70 °C before pulling out the mandrel.

The end sections were thickened and subsequently lathed to an outer diameter of $D_o \approx 100 \text{ mm}$ in order to provide constant clamping conditions. The reinforcement is about 100 mm long and made of n GF-EP layers, each with a fibre direction of $\varphi = \pm 85^\circ$, as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Selection of different manufactured cylindrical composite design concepts, where the inner area is visible.

Due to the constant outer diameter of the mandrel with $D_M = 79 \text{ mm}$, the outer diameter of the cylindrical composite structure increases by applying CLD treatments, when keeping the laminate thickness of the host structure constant (e.g. concept A to C). This violates the initial design restriction (see section 3.1) because such restrictions are simply hard to realize with a single mandrel. Therefore, the results will be appropriately normalized in order to ensure comparability between the different concepts (see section 3.2).

The weight and fibre volume content of the manufactured specimens with regard to their different cross-sectional design concepts are listed in Tab. 2. The fibre volume content was calculated by the known total weight of the structure, the amount of the used fibre (and VEM material) as well as the related densities.

In Fig. 5 the inner and the outer damping layer distribution is shown for the cross-sectional design concept I.45 by a schematic and a realistic micro-section.

4 Numerical damping calculation

The numerical prediction of the modal loss factor of a vibrating composite cylinder is based on the modal strain-energy approach [30], manually implemented into the commercially available finite element (FE) software
Table 2: Design-related properties of the different generic composite cylinders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Cross-sectional design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass [kg]</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre volume content [%]</td>
<td>51.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Distribution of the VEM for the cross-sectional design concept 1.45 (left) and zoom into the interesting area (right).

ABAQUS [31, 14]. The loss factor $\eta$ can be calculated as

$$\eta = \frac{1}{2\pi} \frac{\Delta U}{U}. \quad (1)$$

The dissipated energy and the stored energy with regard to a single oscillation is represented by $\Delta U$ and $U$, respectively. The energies are fibre direction dependent, due to the orthotropic nature of composite materials. The element-wise calculation of $\Delta U$ and $U$ is therefore based on the local material coordinate system ($i,j = 1, 2, 3$) [11] by

$$U_{ij}^{[m]} = \frac{1}{2} \sigma_{ij}^{[m]} \epsilon_{ij}^{[m]} V^{[m]}, \quad (2)$$

with $\sigma_{ij}^{[m]}$, $\epsilon_{ij}^{[m]}$ and $V^{[m]}$ representing the stress and strain components as well as the $m$-th element volume, respectively. The modal loss factor for the first natural frequency $\eta_1$ of a composite structure with $N$ layers, each with a total number of elements $N_e$, may then be computed by

$$\eta_1 = \frac{\sum_{m=1}^{N_e} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{3} \sum_{j=1}^{3} (\eta_{ij} U_{ij}^{[m]}(k))}{\sum_{m=1}^{N_e} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{3} \sum_{j=1}^{3} (U_{ij}^{[m]}(k))}. \quad (3)$$

The finite element (FE) model of the generic composite cylinder is composed of fully integrated, 8-node hexahedron elements. Adjacent layers with equal thickness were section-wise modelled using the composite layup.
module provided by ABAQUS [32]. The results of the numerical damping prediction and the experimental decay test are compared in order to verify the FE model.

5 Experimental test setup

This section provides a detailed description of the procedures used to experimentally determine the dynamic mechanical properties of the VEM damping layer, the unidirectional (UD) composite coupons and the generic composite cylinder at room temperature. The Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analysis (DMTA) and the Vibrating Beam Test (VBT) were used to investigate the damping properties on the material and structural level. All experimental data sets are published and freely available [33].

5.1 Dynamic mechanical analysis of viscoelastic material

The Dynamic Mechanical Thermal Analyser (DMTA) used for the damping characterisation of the DYAD 601 samples was a Q800 from TA with shear sandwich clamps, as shown in Fig. 6.

The dynamic mechanical properties were analysed under two environmental conditions: I) conditions prone for cable galloping (-20° and 0° | from 0.5 Hz to 2 Hz) and II) conditions for generic composite cylinder testing (20° | 50 Hz). The frequency dependent complex shear modulus $G^*$ of the VEM may be calculated by

$$|G^*(f)| = \sqrt{[G'(f)]^2 + [G''(f)]^2}.$$  (4)

where $G'(f)$ and $G''(f)$ represent the frequency dependent shear storage and shear loss modulus, respectively [34].

All DMTA shear tests have been performed within the linear viscoelastic range of the elastomer, so that constant material properties can be assumed. An approximately linear viscoelastic behaviour of DYAD 601 was quasi-statically determined for shear strains below 1.5% with regard to the three different test temperatures -20°C, 0°C and 20°C (see Fig. 7).

The dynamic characterisation of DYAD 601 was therefore carried out at strains well below 1.5% (see section
5.1). The calculation of the frequency dependent complex E-modulus $E^*$ of elastomer materials such as the DYAD 601 may be calculated by

$$E^*(f) = 3G^*(f),$$  
(5)

assuming incompressibility ($\nu = 0.5$) [35].

![Figure 7: Strain sweep of DYAD 601 for the relevant temperatures: -20°C, 0°C and 20°C.](image)

### 5.2 Damping analysis of unidirectional GFRP coupons

Due to the relatively low damping of fibre-reinforced thermoset materials at room temperature compared to viscoelastic elastomers, the dynamic moduli $E^*$ and $G^*$ for GF-EP is considered to be constant within the studied frequency range and therefore assumed to be equivalent to the static moduli (see section 3.3) [36]. The fibre direction dependent damping properties were determined using the vibrating beam test method (VBT), which was successfully verified in a previous investigation [14]. An initial tip displacement of 5 mm was used for all investigated specimens. Furthermore, the free length of the vibrating coupon specimens were adjusted in order to determine the damping at different frequencies.

Two GF-EP specimens were tested per fibre direction without readjusting the clamped sample before repeating the measurement three times (six measurements in total per fibre direction and frequency). A logarithmic trend line was applied for each fibre direction in order to visualize the trend of the frequency dependent damping.

### 5.3 Damping analysis of generic composite cylinders

All cylindrical composite specimens were provided with an end-sectional outer diameter of $D_o = 100$ mm for constant clamping conditions. Metallic inserts with circular, semicircular or quarter-circular cross sections were pressed into each end section of the composite specimens in order to prevent the cross section to become oval during clamping and loading. The reinforced end of the cylinder was fixed to a strong table by two pairs of steel half shells, screwed together with four screws, each with a tightening torque of 200 Nm. The half shells were
designed with an interference fit with regard to the outer diameter of the composite cylinder, in order to obtain constant clamping conditions by press fit. The clamping half shells were supported by four bracing elements in order to further stiffen the clamping area.

The static stiffness was determined by applying a bending load with a hydraulic lifting device. The signal was logged using a 3 kN load cell in combination with an analog input module NI 9237 from National Instruments. In contrast, the excitation of the flexural vibration for the dynamic investigation of the composite cylinder occurred by impulse. The cylinder was therefore hit by a rubber block mounted on a bracket in vertical direction. The test setup is shown in Fig. 8.

![Figure 8: Schematic free vibration test rig for composite cylinders.](image)

The resulting vibration amplitudes were kept below 0.8% of the free cylinder length of $l = 960 \text{ mm} \pm 3 \text{ mm}$, depending on the bending stiffness of each composite structure. It is assumed that air damping is constant within this range. A laser displacement sensor optoNCDT 1402 from Micro-Epsilon with a sampling frequency of 2000 Hz together with an analog input module NI 9215 from National Instruments were used to log the declining sine curve of the freely vibrating cylinder. The accuracy of the measurement parameters were verified in a previous damping investigation [14].

It is assumed that mainly the first mode dominates the dynamic behaviour of the structure. The first 10 periods were neglected in order for activated higher modes to die out. Any influence from other modes are thereby neglected. An exponential curve may be fitted as an envelope $g(t)$ on the response signal, which can be described for the first mode as

$$g(t) = X_0 e^{-\zeta \omega_1 t}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The first natural angular frequency, the damping ratio and the initial displacement are thereby represented by $\omega_1$, $\zeta$ and $X_0$ respectively [37]. The loss factor of the vibrating composite structure may be calculated by

$$\eta \approx 2 \zeta.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

In order to evaluate the influence of the clamping, which is typically leading to a frequency dependent viscous behaviour, dead weights were mounted to the tip of the cylinder. The resulting variation of the first natural
frequency $f_1 = \omega_1/2\pi$ in the range between 20Hz and 60Hz is not supposed to strongly effect the damping of the composite structure. Each composite cylinder, representing a specific cross-sectional design, was tested without readjusting the clamped specimen before repeating the measurement at least 12 times.

6 Results and Discussion

The dynamic mechanical properties of the composite structure as well as its individual materials are presented, followed by the comparison with the numerical model.

6.1 Dynamic properties on material level

The cylindrical composite structures listed in Fig. 2 are composed of unidirectional GFRP layers with various orientation and to some extent with viscoelastic damping layers. In order to predict the modal loss factor $\eta_1$ of the vibrating composite structure by the modal strain-energy method, the damping of each individual material involved must be known. The dynamic mechanical properties of the VEM and the UD-GFRP have therefore been analysed at temperatures and frequencies of different environmental conditions.

6.1.1 Viscoelastic material

The loss factor as well as the storage and loss moduli of the VEM were investigated by DMTA at conditions close to structural testing of the composite cylinder (20°C and 50Hz) and conditions close to galloping (-20°C and 0°C, 0.5Hz, 1Hz and 2Hz). The damping results are presented in Fig. 9 and are in line with the literature [38].

As expected, the dynamic material properties of DYAD 601 show a strong frequency and temperature dependency, which is typical for VEM’s. The maximum damping is observed at 0°C and low frequencies up to 2Hz, verifying the proposed temperature range in the data sheet [25]. The glass transition temperature range is therefore assumed to be close to 0°C at low frequencies. An increase in frequency leads to a different behaviour of the loss factor depending on the temperature. While the damping decreases with increasing frequency at
0 °C, the damping increases at 20 °C and remains constant at -20 °C. The maximum damping capacity of the DYAD is therefore assumed to be between 0 °C and 20 °C, as at higher frequencies the glass transition and therefore the peak damping shifts to higher temperatures [39].

In Fig. 10 the storage and loss moduli for DYAD 601 are presented for different temperatures and frequencies. An increase in frequency from 0.5 Hz to 50 Hz only slightly changes the storage modulus at -20 °C and 20 °C, whereas the storage modulus quadruples at 0 °C. Furthermore, the loss modulus at 0 °C is slightly higher compared to -20 °C and increases with increasing frequency. The glass transition temperature Tg is therefore assumed to be between -20 °C and 0 °C for low frequencies, shifting towards 0 °C with higher frequencies.

The observations are coherent with the literature, as Tg is always below the temperature of the peak damping

Figure 10: Frequency dependent storage and loss modulus of the VEM for -20 °C, 0 °C and 20 °C.

[34]. Based on the results above, the viscoelastic material properties of DYAD 601 may be approximated by

\[
G'(f) = 29.07 \ln(f) + 111.93 \text{ [GPa]},
\]

\[
G''(f) = 28.00 \ln(f) + 22.03 \text{ [GPa]},
\]

as a function of the frequency at 20 °C.

6.1.2 UD-composite coupons

The fibre direction dependent modal damping of GF-EP was investigated at room temperature using the VBT method for coupon specimens with five fibre directions 0 °, 30 °, 45 °, 60 ° and 90 °. The frequency dependency is evaluated by distributed measurements between 20 Hz and 60 Hz, whereas the results at 20 Hz are based on a previous investigation [14].

The modal damping was determined at higher frequencies by gradually reducing the free length of the clamped composite coupons. The first 50 periods were considered for analysing the damping by Eq. (6) and (7). The fibre direction dependent damping properties for the five fibre directions at 20 °C are presented in Fig. 11 with respect to frequencies in the range between 20 Hz and 60 Hz.

A slight increase in the loss factor with frequency is observed for all investigated fibre directions. The trend and magnitude of the damping for GFRP is in accordance to the literature [40]. The direction dependent
Figure 12: Static load-displacement curves for a selection of specimens with different cross-sectional designs.

The bending stiffness of all cross-sectional design concepts behaves linearly within the analysed range of deflection of approximately 0.8% of the free cylinder length. The noise-like pattern of each curve may be explained by stick-slip effects relative to the clamping fixture or the load introduction elements close to the tip of the cylinder. The presented curves may be assigned into three groups in order to fairly compare the effect of additionally implemented stiffening webs, as the application of constraining layers to the in- and outside, purely floating on the VEM, have a major impact on the bending stiffness: 1.) specimens without CLD treatment (concepts A, D and G), 2.) specimens with a CLD treatment only on the outside (concept B and E) and 3.) specimens with a CLD on the in- and outside (concept C, F and I).

The difference in bending stiffness between the groups originates mainly from the increase in wall thickness by the application of CLD treatments or the increase of diameter of the host structure (load carrying laminate) by adding a CLD treatment on the inside of the cylinder (concept B and C) (see Fig. 2).

The differences in bending stiffness within the groups may be explained by the presence of shear webs or the slight ovalization of the cross section (see section 3.4.2). The variation of the free vibration length of 960mm within the range of ±3 mm may also lead to a slight impact on the static bending stiffness.

However, the reference structure (design concept A) shows the lowest bending stiffness, followed by the concept D.0 and concept G.45. The slight increase is due to the vertical oriented shear web with its well suited fibre orientation of $\varphi = \pm 45^\circ$. The presence of two shear webs, inclined by $\pm 45^\circ$ to the loading direction (concept G.45), leads to a slightly higher bending stiffness compared to one shear web parallel to the loading direction (concept D.0).

The bending stiffness increases further by adding a circumferential CLD treatment on the outside (concept E.0, E.90 and B). A stiffening effect by an additional, vertical oriented shear web (concept E.0) is not observed at this magnitude of bending stiffness. However, the slight decrease in bending stiffness for design concept E.90 compared to the concepts B and E.0 may be due to its slight ovalized cross section. The differences in stiffness between concept C and F.90 are also assumed to be due to the ovalized cross section, resulting in a higher effective diameter when loading in the direction of $90^\circ$ (see Fig. 2). As already shown for concept G.45, two inclined shear webs with an inclination of $\pm 45^\circ$ to the loading direction lead to a further increase of bending
The bending stiffness of all cross-sectional design concepts behaves linearly within the analysed range of deflection of approximately 0.8% of the free cylinder length. The noise-like pattern of each curve may be explained by stick-slip effects relative to the clamping fixture or the load introduction elements close to the tip of the cylinder. The presented curves may be assigned into three groups in order to fairly compare the effect of additionally implemented stiffening webs, as the application of constraining layers to the in- and outside, purely floating on the VEM, have a major impact on the bending stiffness: 1.) specimens without CLD treatment (concepts A, D and G), 2.) specimens with a CLD treatment only on the outside (concept B and E) and 3.) specimens with a CLD on the in- and outside (concept C, F and I).

The difference in bending stiffness between the groups originates mainly from the increase in wall thickness by the application of CLD treatments or the increase of diameter of the host structure (load carrying laminate) by adding a CLD treatment on the inside of the cylinder (concept B and C) (see Fig. 2).

The differences in bending stiffness within the groups may be explained by the presence of shear webs or the slight ovalization of the cross section (see section 3.4.2). The variation of the free vibration length of 960mm within the range of ±3 mm may also lead to a slight impact on the static bending stiffness. However, the reference structure (design concept A) shows the lowest bending stiffness, followed by the concept D.0 and concept G.45. The slight increase is due to the vertical oriented shear web with its well suited fibre orientation of $\varphi = \pm 45^\circ$. The presence of two shear webs, inclined by $\pm 45^\circ$ to the loading direction (concept G.45), leads to a slightly higher bending stiffness compared to one shear web parallel to the loading direction (concept D.0).

The bending stiffness increases further by adding a circumferential CLD treatment on the outside (concept E.0, E.90 and B). A stiffening effect by an additional, vertical oriented shear web (concept E.0) is not observed at this magnitude of bending stiffness. However, the slight decrease in bending stiffness for design concept E.90 compared to the concepts B and E.0 may be due to its slight ovalized cross section. The differences in stiffness between concept C and F.90 are also assumed to be due to the ovalized cross section, resulting in a higher effective diameter when loading in the direction of 90° (see Fig. 2). As already shown for concept G.45, two inclined shear webs with an inclination of $\pm 45^\circ$ to the loading direction lead to a further increase of bending.
stiffness (concept I.45).

6.2.2 Dynamic structural testing

The modal damping of the composite structure was determined by a free vibration test at room temperature. The test rig with a mounted I.45 specimen is shown in Fig. 13, superimposed by its equivalent numerical FE-model.

Figure 13: Test rig with clamped cylindrical specimen (design concept I.45).

The free vibration was initiated by an impulse in vertical direction, using a rubber block mounted on a bracket. The orientation of the shear webs was thereby adjusted with regard to the excitation direction for each specimen. It is assumed that the response signal is mainly related to the first activated bending mode. Therefore, an envelope may be exponentially fitted on the free decay curve of the vibrating composite structure, resulting in the damping ratio by Eq. (6). However, the first 10 periods were neglected in order for potentially activated higher modes to die out (see Fig. 14a and 14b).

In order to verify the dominance of the first flexural mode, a Fourier analysis of the experimental time-history was carried out for the cross-sectional concept A. As expected, the resulting frequency plot, shown in Fig. 15, verifies the dominance of first flexural mode at about 50 Hz and a neglectable peak at about 450 Hz.

The natural frequencies of composite specimens with different cross-sectional designs were determined in order to evaluate the influence of additional CLD treatments. However, a quantitative comparison is not appropriate, as the diameter increases between the groups, each with a similar outer geometry (No CLD to CLD_{out} to CLD_{in,out}) (see section 6.2.1).

Therefore, the first natural frequencies were compared qualitatively for the different groups, supported by the stiffness-weight-ratio (see Fig. 16). The free specimen length of \( l = 960 \text{ mm} \pm 3 \text{ mm} \) was kept constant for all investigated composite structures. The first natural frequency varies with \( f_1 = 50 \text{ Hz} \pm 6 \text{ Hz} \) only slightly for all investigated specimens. The increasing outer dimensions between group 'NoCLD' and 'CLD_{out}', each represented by concept A and B, is demonstrated by an increase in the stiffness-weight-ratio, respectively. However, a clear increasing stiffness-weight-ratio also implies that the VEM damping layer is too stiff. The
(a) Normalized free decay for the analysed period range with its exponential fit in the range $P_{10} < P_{\text{analysed}} < P_{30}$. (b) Comparison of measured data with its exponential fit in the range $P_{\text{analysed}}$.

Figure 14: Normalized free decay (a) of a vibrating composite cylinder with the cross-sectional design concept B, on which an exponential decay curve was fitted (b).

VEM simply transfers the shear stresses to the floating and stiff constraining layer and therefore unintentionally contributes to the structural stiffness, instead of deforming in shear. A reduction of the VEM shear stiffness is thereby assumed to enhance the shear deformation and thus the energy dissipation. A variation in the VEM stiffness will be discussed in more detail in section 6.2.3. However, the application of the CLD treatment to the inside of the cylinder (concepts B and C) is verified to be less effective due to an unchanged stiffness-weight-ratio. Furthermore, the application of shear webs parallel to the loading direction is not an effective method to increase the stiffness with respect to weight, demonstrated by a decreased stiffness-weight-ratio (concept A vs. D.0 | B vs. E.0 | C vs. F.0). The purely cylindrical cross section is therefore the most effective with regard to...

Figure 15: Results of the Fourier analysis with regard to the experimental time history of the cross-sectional concept A for the range $P_{10} < P_{\text{analysed}} < P_{30}$.
the investigated cross-section designs, represented by concept A, B and C and its highest natural frequency $f_1$ within each group.

Shear webs with a 90° orientation (concept D.90, E.90 and F.90) lead to lower natural frequencies compared to shear webs in 0°, due to the vanishing contribution to the structural stiffness but increase in weight. A shear web in 90° may therefore only be used for the application of CLD treatments close to the neutral plane in order to increase the damping of a vibrating composite cylinder.

Although a considerable potential of the CLD treatment is assumed to be untapped due to the high VEM stiffness, the resulting damping is shown for all cross-sectional designs in Fig. 17.

As expected, the damping of composite cylinders without CLD treatments (concept A, D and G) is significantly below the damping of specimens with a CLD treatment on the outside (concept B and E), followed by specimens with CLD treatments on the in- and outside (concept C, F and I). The reference design concept A exhibits
thereby the lowest damping. In the group of specimens without VEM damping layers, a slight increase is observed for specimens with shear webs (design concepts D and G).

Furthermore, the specimen with two shear webs, inclined by ±45° to the loading direction (concept G.45), shows slightly higher damping compared to specimens with one shear web parallel to the loading direction (concept D.0). This may be explained by the fibre direction of $\varphi = \pm 45^\circ$ of the shear webs and its matrix dominated, high damping properties.

A significant increase in damping is achieved by introducing CLD treatments. An application on the outside of the cylinder (concept B and E) leads to an increase of ca. 90%. A shear web parallel to the loading direction (concept E.0) has no effect on the loss factor at this level of damping, generated by a CLD treatment on the outside of the structure. The highest damping, compared to the reference concept A, is observed for specimens with CLD treatments on the in- and outside (concept C, F, and I), corresponding to the largest amount of applied VEM. The damping increases by ca. 130% for concept C and ca. 190% for concept F.90.

The specimen with the highly complex cross-sectional design I.45 leads to an increase of ca. 180%. Only a slight increase in damping is observed for concept F.0 compared to C, as only a small portion of VEM is located within the neutral plane, experiencing shear, compared to F.90. As expected, the highest damping is observed for concept F.90, which represents the largest amount of VEM subjected to shear deformation: at the shear web close to the neutral plane and along the circumference, far away from the neutral axis.

It is expected that composite structures, which are composed of viscoelastic materials, show the same trend of frequency dependent behaviour as each individual material involved (see Fig. 9 and 11). Therefore, the modal damping of all cylindrical composite specimens was determined at three different frequencies by attaching tip masses. The results are plotted in Fig. 18.

![Figure 18: Variation of the test frequency for all cross-sectional design concepts at room temperature.](image-url)

The same trend of frequency dependent damping is observed compared to the raw materials used for the cylindrical composite structure: GFRP and VEM. The damping decreases with decreasing frequencies. Furthermore, the significant damping enhancement by introducing CLD treatments is clearly demonstrated for a frequency range between approximately 20 Hz and 60 Hz.

As the modal loss factor $\eta_1$ was determined for all investigated specimens at varying frequencies with $52 \text{ Hz} \pm 5 \text{ Hz}$.
(see Fig. 16), the loss factors and natural frequencies were normalized by the results of the reference concept A in order to enable comparability. The ratio of normalized damping to the normalized frequency therefore describes an equivalent damping, which refers to the first natural frequency of concept A. The results are shown in Fig. 19.

The equivalent damping represents the damping behaviour at a frequency \( f_{1,A} = 51.4 \) Hz and therefore facilitates comparability between the specimens. Only slight changes in the trend are observed between the equivalent damping (Fig. 19) and the results of the first loss factor \( \eta_1 \) (Fig. 17). In general, the damping increases directly proportional to the amount of VEM used for the CLD treatment.

For specimens without CLD treatments, the damping slightly increases by adding shear webs with a fibre orientation of \( \varphi = \pm 45^\circ \), as its matrix dominated damping values enhances the overall damping. As expected, the increase in number of shear webs from 1 to 2 leads to an increase in the equivalent damping (concept D.0 to G.45). However, this effect is hardly observed for specimens with a CLD treatment on the outside (concept B, E.90 and E.0) due the dominating effect of VEM. The equivalent damping increases even further when considering a CLD treatment to the in- and outside (concept C, F.90, F.0 and I.45). The highest damping is

![Diagram showing normalized frequency and loss factor](image)

**Figure 19:** Results of the normalized frequency and loss factor (with respect to the reference design concept A) and its related damping-frequency-ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increase in Cross-sectional design concept</th>
<th>Group 'No CLD'</th>
<th>Group 'CLD\textsubscript{out}'</th>
<th>Group 'CLD\textsubscript{in, out}'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>damping [%] with respect to ...</td>
<td>A D.90 D.0 G.45</td>
<td>B E.90 E.0 C F.90 F.0 I.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... A</td>
<td>Ref. 14.2 14.7 28.4</td>
<td>76.2 79.7 81.0 106.3 175.3 132.6 172.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... A, B or C</td>
<td>Ref. 2.0 2.7</td>
<td>Ref. 33.4 12.7 31.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Increase in damping with regard to the reference design concept A or the representative design concept of each group A, B or C.
Table 5: Results of the numerical frequency analysis of the cross-sectional design concept A.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Frequency [Hz]</th>
<th>Mode type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>Bending (out-of-plane)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>Torsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>285.1</td>
<td>Bending (in-plane)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>285.1</td>
<td>Axial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>468.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>699.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>699.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>708.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

therefore observed for concept F.90, demonstrating the potential of the additional CLD treatment close and in parallel to the neutral plane.

The percentage-wise increase of the damping is represented in Tab. 4, with regard to either the reference design concept A or the representative design concept of each group A, B or C.

6.2.3 Comparison of numerical and experimental results

The experimental results were used to verify the numerical model, which predicts the first natural frequency $f_1$ and the related modal damping $\eta_1$ of the cylindrical composite structures with varying cross-sectional design (see section 4). The experimental and numerical results of the first natural frequency are presented in Fig. 20. A good correlation of the experimental and numerical results of the first natural frequencies for all investigated cylinder concepts is observed with the trend of a slight under-prediction by the FEA. The consistency of the under-prediction indicates an inaccuracy related to the material properties or the manufacturing process. The material properties, used for the numerical analysis, may be too conservative although the same GF and resin were utilized (see section 3.3).

Another source of error may be related to the manufacturing process: constant change of fibre direction by a few degrees or a slightly different layer thickness may result in a lower predicted natural frequency.

In order to verify the experimental results of the Fourier analysis, demonstrating the dominance of the first flexural mode, a numerical frequency analysis was carried out (see Tab. 5). As expected, the numerically
and experimentally determined natural frequencies of the first flexural mode coincide with an error of about 5%, demonstrated for the cross-sectional design concept A (see Fig. 15). The observed peak at about 450 Hz is associated with the first torsional mode. However, the intensity is very low, so that any influence may be neglected. The comparison of the experimental and numerical damping is based on the presented loss factors in Fig. 21. The numerical predicted loss factors are considerably lower than the experimental values. However, the same trend of the damping is captured by the simulation for all cross-sectional design concepts, although the differences increase disproportionally with the application of VEM damping layers (concept B, C, E, F and I).

The predicted damping for concepts without CLD treatments are maximum 39% lower than the experimental results (concept G.45), compared to maximum 64% for concepts with CLD treatments (concept F.90). The increased mismatch may be attributed to a much softer clamping area, caused by the continuous VEM, compared to concepts without CLD.

Although metallic inserts were used to allow each end section to be compressed and clamped, a continuous VEM layer can deform and creep in axial direction of the specimen, leading to a reduced clamping pressure and therefore to an increased friction damping. These clamping effects, substantially increased by an applied VEM, lead to higher experimental damping values, which are not captured in the numerical model.

Furthermore, a variation in the tolerance of the lathed end section of the composite cylinders may lead to different clamping conditions and therefore to a different contribution of friction damping. An enhanced specimen stiffness may also result in an increase in clamping effects and therefore in damping. The horizontal displacement of the metallic clamping were measured, while specimens with different bending stiffness were loaded: a maximum displacement of 0.005 mm or 0.06 mm was observed at a bending load of 0.85 kN or 1.6 kN for concepts A or I, respectively. This leads to an enhanced friction damping relative to the strong table and therefore an increase in the measured decay.

A correction factor may be applied in further investigations to account for the discrepancies in the clamping area mentioned above, causing differences between the experimentally and numerically determined loss factor. Several displacement measurements at various locations in the clamping area may therefore be considered in

Figure 21: Numerical and experimental results of the modal loss factor related to the first bending mode.
order to understand the phenomenon and to determine the relative displacement between the points of interest. However, the highest damping was observed for the specimen with the cross-sectional design concept F.90. This result is expected, since a large area of VEM is well located where the largest shear stresses appear (see section 3.2). As mentioned in section 6.2.2, the VEM DYAD 601 is seemingly too stiff in order to allow sufficient shear deformations. Instead, the occurring stresses may simply be transferred to the constraining layer, leading to an increase in structural stiffness but no damping. Therefore, the effect of the VEM stiffness on the modal damping $\eta_1$ and first natural frequency $f_1$ was numerically investigated for the design concept F.0 and F.90 using the modal strain-energy method. A decrease of the storage modulus $G'$, while keeping the loss factor $\eta$ constant, will relatively adjust the loss modulus $G''$ by

$$\eta = \frac{G''}{G'}.$$  

The results are presented in Fig. 22.

The shear deformation of the VEM is equally distributed between the top, bottom and middle section, close to the neutral plane of the composite cylinder. This is expected as the four individual composite sections (1x Host structure, 2x inner CL, 1x outer CL), only coupled by the VEM, deform the same way as the load carrying host structure. The deformation plot verifies the higher loss factor compared to the concept F.0 with its shear web.
oriented perpendicular to the neutral plane. The efficiency of a CLD treatment within the neutral plane has hereby been demonstrated successfully.

7 Conclusion

The present paper provides a method for the design of highly damped cylindrical composite structures under dynamic loading with passive CLD treatments, which can be used as sound basis for the design of the next generation of composite power pylon arms. The enhanced damping design is demonstrated by the experimental and numerical investigation of various cross-sectional design concepts, which differ in their complexity and weight. Furthermore, the manufacturing of generic composite cylinders by filament winding, the experimental modal analysis and the determination of the modal damping is thoroughly described.

A numerical damping model based on the modal strain-energy method finally confirms the trend of the experimental results with regard to the first natural frequency $f_1$ and the related modal loss factor $\eta_1$. Depending on the design requirements with respect to stiffness and weight, different levels of damping can be achieved in relation to cost and manufacturing capabilities. The application of circumferential CLD treatments lead to a considerable increase of weight and wall thickness, while keeping the cross-sectional complexity constant. In contrast, shear webs with or without CLD treatments lead to an increase of the cross-sectional complexity, while keeping the change in stiffness and mass low. The maximum damping is achieved for the cross-sectional design concept F.90 with its high complexity and weight. However, a CLD treatment close to the neutral plane of the cylindrical composite structure is found to significantly increase the modal damping. A low stiffness of the VEM is thereby of crucial importance for a maximum shear deformation and damping. The main conclusions are drawn as follows:

- The damping of cylindrical composite structures can be enhanced by integrating shear webs (max. +28%) without applying CLD treatments. The complexity of the cross section thereby increases directly proportional, causing extra costs and effort during manufacturing.
- The application of circumferential CLD treatments leads to an increase in damping of max. 106.3% (concept C) compared to the reference design concept A.

- An additional increase in damping is observed by max. 33% (concept C to concept F.90), when applying CLD treatments in parallel and close to the neutral plane.

- The damping prediction of clamped composite cylinders, using the modal strain-energy method, leads partly to large deviations depending on the amount of applied VEM, due to different clamping conditions. The damping of specimens without CLD treatments can be predicted with deviations of max. 39%, due to the disregard of friction damping in the clamping zone.
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Abstract

Steel lattice towers with suspended insulator strings are typically used to carry high-voltage overhead transmission lines. The installation of non-conductive power pylons made of glass fibre reinforced plastics enables a direct cable-pylon connection, as the composite structure acts as an unibody insulator. At the same time, wind-induced vibrations, such as the severe cable vibration phenomenon galloping, will consequently be directly transferred to the slender composite mast structure, potentially leading to extensive damage. The aim of the study is therefore to investigate the galloping behaviour of iced conductor lines with regard to different cable support conditions. Furthermore, additional damping in the composite power pylon structure is assumed to mitigate conductor line galloping and therefore reduce the risk of phase flash-overs between adjacent conductor lines. A numerical galloping simulation is carried out in order to evaluate the effect of a rigid cable-pylon connection with enhanced damping properties on the cable vibration amplitudes. A pylon-cable system, consisting of 3 x 300 m spans, is investigated. It was found that the support conditions of the conductor lines have a significant influence on the galloping mode, the vibration amplitudes and the orientation of the characteristic galloping ellipse. The addition of damping to the pylon decreases the vibration amplitudes slightly and leads to a re-orientation of the galloping ellipse.

Keywords: Non-conductive composite power pylons; Galloping conductor lines; Numerical galloping simulation; Direct cable-pylon connection

1 Introduction

National electrical grid systems are facing significant transformations: The increasing demand for alternative and renewable energy solutions and, at the same time, the ageing of high-voltage infrastructure are just a few examples, demonstrating the need for renewed and expanding electrical grid systems [1, 2, 3, 4]. As a result, a beautification of the 400 kV network has been decided by a national directive 2008 in Denmark [5]. The standard steel lattice towers with its long insulator strings, basically unchanged in visual their appearance for decades and dominating today’s landscape, are planned to be replaced by power pylon
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structures based on composite materials. The use of non-conductive composite materials, such as glass fibre reinforced plastics (GFRP) or aramid fibre reinforced plastics (AFRP), allows an innovative design and a significantly reduction in size, due to the possibility of integrating the insulators directly on the pylon arm. However, this direct and stiff connection of the conductor lines to the non-conductive composite structure may lead to an increased dynamic interaction.

Wind-induced vibrations and motions, such as the cable vibration phenomenon called galloping, may therefore be directly transferred to the power pylon, potentially leading to structural damage due to excessive vibration amplitudes at resonance [6]. Conductor line galloping is a severe cable vibration phenomenon typically occurring at temperatures below the freezing point and at frequencies between 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz with large amplitudes of up to 0.03 times the span length [7, 8]. The aerodynamic instability is initiated by asymmetric ice aggregations along the conductor, when subjected to moderate or strong cross winds. The galloping motion typically describes a vertically oriented ellipse with a small horizontal component, also known as the galloping ellipse. Depending on the wind conditions, the ice aggregations and the related dynamic characteristics of the conductor lines, a single loop or a few loops of a standing wave may be represented [8] over a time period of up to 24 h. Thus, fatigue damage in the cable, the structure or the clamping may potentially be induced. The design for the severe galloping vibration phenomenon is therefore an important dynamic load case for high voltage power pylons.

Furthermore, the galloping instability is a governing factor in determining the spacing between the conductors. A mitigation in galloping amplitudes may potentially allow a decrease in spacing between adjacent phase conductors due to a reduced risk of phase flash overs. This may consequently lead to a desired downsizing of the composite power pylon, giving it a smaller footprint in its environment. A mitigation of conductor line galloping is assumed to be achieved by the direct cable-tower attachment, compared to the much more flexible standard cable connection with insulator strings [9].

Additional damping in the load carrying pylon structure, potentially obtained by using materials with enhanced damping properties or by the application of damping treatments, may further lead to a mitigation of wind induced galloping vibrations in the cable. Therefore, special regard is given to the dynamic mechanical material behaviour of the non-conductive composite materials, like GFRP and AFRP, used for the power pylon structure. Due to the viscoelastic nature of the polymer resin material, the damping behaviour is up to several magnitudes larger compared to traditional engineering materials such as metals [10]. The damping properties of various polymer resin materials and composite materials have thoroughly been investigated at environmental conditions typical for conductor line galloping [11, 12]. The damping depends highly depends on the fibre direction of the laminate. The lowest damping is obtained in the direction parallel to the fibres, whereas the damping is maximized at fibre angles \( \varphi \approx 30^\circ - 45^\circ \). Furthermore, the application of additional damping treatments may enhance the overall damping behaviour of the entire structure. The passive constrained layer damping treatment, suitable for high-voltage applications, was experimentally and numerically studied on generic composite mast substructures [13].

Several analytical, numerical and experimental investigations have been carried out on galloping conductor line cables over the last 90 years, when galloping
was observed and documented the first time. A fundamental formulation of galloping was proposed by Den Hartog, describing the vertical oscillation mechanism of asymmetrically iced conductor lines [7]. A potential mitigation of cable galloping was studied using external devices, such as spiral wires and circular rings, locally mounted to the cables [14]. Other options to reduce galloping effects are seen in the use of twisted conductors, the reduction of the span length and the adjustment of the cable tension to a certain level, minimizing a potential lateral movement of the conductor line [15].

To the best knowledge of the authors, an investigation on a potential mitigation of conductor line galloping by connecting the cable directly to the non-conductive power pylon has not been conducted yet. The aim of this study is therefore to analyse the effect of different cable support conditions and additional damping of the pylon on the vibration amplitudes of galloping conductor lines. A numerical galloping analysis of a representative 3 x 300 m cable-pylon system is carried out in order to compare the resulting cable vibration behaviour with respect to the different support conditions and properties.

2  400 kV network with improved visual design

The required expansion and upgrade of national grid systems, due an ageing infrastructure or the increasing demand for renewable energies, provides the opportunity to install visually improved power pylons compared to standard steel lattice towers, which are basically unchanged in their design for the last 60 years (see Fig. 1).

The use of the non-conductive composite materials for the design of high-voltage power pylons offers several advantages [17] compared to steel:

1) Visually improved and compact design.

2) Cost competitive due to reduced transportation effort, a monopile foundation and a shorter construction time.

3) Unibody insulator by using non-conductive composite materials like GFRP and AFRP.

4) Enhanced damping properties due to the viscoelastic nature of the polymer.

The composite pylon and the related span properties and dimensions are described in more detail in the following sections.

2.1 Composite power pylon

The composite power pylon is developed in a multi-material design, exploiting the unique properties of each individual material. The pylon consists of a tubular and tapered steel tower, carrying a pair of cantilevered, tapered and hollow composite cylinders at which three pairs of double cable bundles are directly attached, equally distributed at each side (see Fig. 2). The composite cross arms with an inclination of 30° are designed for static and dynamic bending loads in x- and y- direction, such as the static self weight of the (iced) conductor line and the dynamic wind or galloping loads [18].

The laminate of the cylindrical composite structure with the stacking sequence [ 0°, ±20°, 0°]ₙ, shown in Fig. 3, gradually decreases in thickness from a
Table 1: Dimensions and properties of composite pylon.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Height tower</td>
<td>$h_T$</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>21.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall thickness tower</td>
<td>$t_T$</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall thickness cross arm</td>
<td>$t_A$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>8.0 - 29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length cross arm</td>
<td>$l_A$</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclination cross arm</td>
<td>$\alpha_A$</td>
<td>(°)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamina orientation (cross arm)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(°)</td>
<td>$[0, \pm 20, 0]_n$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamina thickness (quadriaxial woven fabric)</td>
<td>$t_L$</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_x$</td>
<td>GPa</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{xy}$</td>
<td>GPa</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_{xy}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

thick-walled root-end section ($t_{A_1} = 29\text{ mm}$) to a thin-walled shell-like zone at the tip of the arm ($t_{A_2} = 8\text{ mm}$).

The pylon structure is designed for maximum stiffness in order to prevent any resonant vibrations of the structure due to galloping conductor lines at frequencies between 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz [8]. At the same time, enhanced damping properties of the composite cross arms are desired to potentially damp wind induced cable vibrations, which are directly transferred to the pylon due to the rigid cable-tower connection. Furthermore, damping of the composite cross arm is assumed to mitigate conductor line galloping and thereby prevent any structural damage. The dimensions and mechanical properties of the composite power pylon structure are listed in Tab. 1. The material properties of the representative unidirectional (UD) GFRP lamina are given in the literature [19].

![Figure 2: Multi-material design of the power pylon.](image)

![Figure 3: Global coordinate system (COS) and local material COS.](image)
Table 2: Mechanical properties and dimensions of iced conductors similar to the properties of an ACSR conductor line type ‘Martin’ [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Axial stiffness</td>
<td>$EA$</td>
<td>$10^6$ N</td>
<td>20.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torsional rigidity</td>
<td>$GI$</td>
<td>Nm$^2$/rad</td>
<td>101.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter bare conductor</td>
<td>$d_c$</td>
<td>$10^{-3}$ m</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height of the D-shaped ice [21]</td>
<td>$h_{ice}$</td>
<td>$10^{-3}$ m</td>
<td>63.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass per unit length (incl. ice)</td>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>kg/m</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moment of inertia per unit length</td>
<td>$J$</td>
<td>$10^{-4}$ kgm</td>
<td>3.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Representative span properties and dimensions

The composite power pylon is designed to carry transmission lines with two 400 kV circuits on each side. The initial span length is defined by 300 m, using ACSR conductor lines of the type ‘Martin’ [9]. The physical properties of iced conductor lines with a similar characteristic are given in Tab. 2. A typical sag configuration of a 300 m span at $-17.7 \degree C (0 \degree F)$ was modelled, expecting galloping to happen at temperatures below $0 \degree C$ [22].

3 Numerical modelling of cable galloping

Galloping vibrations are sensitive to specific parameters, such as wind velocity, cable sag and cable damping. Any change may affect the vibration characteristics of the conductor line significantly [23]. Several numerical sensitivity studies are reported, investigating the influence of such parameters: galloping vibrations are amplified by an increased wind speed and a decreased cable damping and cable sag [24]. However, strong winds are not necessarily a sufficient condition to initiate conductor line galloping. It is possible that even extremely strong winds may not lead to galloping, when the instability criteria is not met [25].

In this numerical galloping analysis, typical values for the wind velocity, the cable sag and the cable damping were chosen and kept constant throughout the numerical galloping analysis, in order to maintain comparability. The focus of the study is to analyse the effect of different cable support conditions on the vibration behaviour of galloping conductor lines, with regard to the stiffness and damping properties of the supporting structure. It is assumed that a stiff cable-pylon connection in combination with additional damping, introduced for example by a passive constrained layer damping treatment, may lead to mitigation of the galloping vibration amplitudes [26].

A realistic 400 kV three-span system was modelled, containing two cable attachment points (CAP) and one representative conductor line over the whole range of $3 \times 300$ m. Two cable connections are investigated: 1) cable attachment to a flexible insulator string and 2) cable attachment directly to a stiff power pylon structure. The latter configuration is shown in Fig. 4.

The representative conductor line is thereby rigidly connected to the composite cross arm at its outer most position. The remaining cables are represented by point masses and equivalent spring stiffnesses. The numerical galloping analysis was conducted using the commercially available finite element (FE)
 cố, the numerical analysis is based on the following steps:

1) Static: Pretension of the cable in the global x-direction (see Fig. 4),

2) Static: Application of gravity to the conductor lines and pylon structures in the global y-direction,

3) Dynamic: Galloping analysis by applying aerodynamic loads to the representative mid-span section of the conductor line.

Beam elements with a hybrid formulation were used to model the cable and the pylon, specially recommended for slender structures with a high axial stiffness compared to its bending stiffness [27, 28, 29].

3.1 Conductor line model

The schematic cross section of a conductor line with a D-shaped ice accretion, frequently used in numerical galloping studies [30, 31], is represented in Fig. 5. The related properties and dimensions are listed in Tab. 2. D-shapes with their vertical front facing the wind are found to behave very unstable and are therefore highly prone to galloping [8, 24].

To simplify the D-shaped cross section of the conductor line for the numerical simulation, a circular cross section with equivalent properties is assumed in order to maintain the same axial stiffness $E_A$, torsional rigidity $GI$, moment of inertia $J$ and the mass per unit length $m$ (see Tab. 3) [20].

Although the level of self-damping in transmission lines is low [33, 34, 35], mainly caused by friction...
Table 3: Equivalent properties of the presented iced conductor lines (see Tab. 2) used as input parameters for the numerical simulation [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eq. diameter $d'_c$</th>
<th>Eq. density $\rho'$</th>
<th>Eq. E-modulus $E'$</th>
<th>Eq. G-modulus $G'$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0335 m</td>
<td>2706.36 kg/m³</td>
<td>$23.02 \cdot 10^9$ Pa</td>
<td>$821.2 \cdot 10^6$ Pa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5: Schematic conductor line with a D-shaped ice accretion and the resulting aerodynamic loads ($F_L$, $F_D$ and $M$) due to wind loading with the velocity $U_W$ [32].

between the strands, the damping of additional ice may influence the galloping behaviour and is therefore taken into account in the numerical simulations.

Damping ratios in the wide range between 0.4% and 6% are typically used to simulate the galloping vibration of iced conductor lines, depending on the type of conductor line and ice accretion [36, 37, 38, 39]. An average damping ratio of $\zeta_c = 3.2\%$ was employed, applicable to Abaqus using the Rayleigh model. The mass and stiffness proportional Rayleigh damping coefficients $\alpha_R$ and $\beta_R$ are described as

$$\alpha_R = \zeta_c \frac{2 \omega_i \omega_j}{\omega_i + \omega_j} , \quad \beta_R = \zeta_c \frac{2}{\omega_i + \omega_j} ,$$

with $\omega_i$ and $\omega_j$ representing the two adjacent angular frequencies of the cable vibration mode, respectively. The aerodynamic loads $F_L$, $F_D$ and $M$, acting on an iced transmission line (see Fig. 5), are defined in (3) by the aerodynamic coefficients $C_L$, $C_D$ and $C_M$, the density of the air $\rho_{air}$, the velocity of the wind $U_w$ and the height $h$ of the wind-exposed object.

$$\begin{bmatrix} F_L \\ F_D \\ M \end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{2} \rho_{air} U_w^2 h \begin{bmatrix} C_L(\alpha) \\ C_D(\alpha) \\ h C_M(\alpha) \end{bmatrix}$$

For conductor lines with a U-shaped ice accretion, the height is equivalent to the diameter of the bare conductor $d_c$, whereas for D-shaped ice accretions the height $h$ is assumed to be the height of the ice front $h_{ice}$ [40] (see Fig. 5).

The wind velocity is a sensitive parameter with a significant impact on the galloping vibration amplitudes [23]. A wind velocity of $U_w = 8.5$ m/s was used for the numerical galloping analysis, representing a typical wind speed in Denmark [41]. The aerodynamic coefficients $C_L$, $C_D$ and $C_M$, experimentally determined in wind tunnel tests for the specific D-shape of the iced conductor lines [21], are shown in Fig. 6.

The aerodynamic coefficients are independent of the wind velocity [42] and only depend on the instantaneous angle of attack $\alpha$, which is constantly changing due to the dynamics of a galloping system. The angle of attack can be approximated by

$$\alpha \approx \theta_0 - \left( \frac{R \dot{\theta} + \dot{V}}{U_w} \right) ,$$

where $R$, $\theta_0$, $\dot{\theta}$ and $\dot{V}$ represent the radius of the
Figure 6: Aerodynamic coefficients for lift $C_L$, drag $C_D$ and moment $C_M$ as a function of the angle of attack $\alpha$, specifically determined for an iced conductor line with a characteristic D-shape [21].

bare conductor, the initial angle of attack, the torsional angular velocity and the vertical velocity of the conductor line, respectively [43, 44]. The latter two properties and the nodal displacement and the torsional angle, describing the time dependent state of motion of the conductor line, are obtained for each time step by numerical time integration. A user-defined element (UEL) subroutine is therefore introduced into Abaqus [20], generating user elements without mass and stiffness to share the same nodes as the beam elements used for modelling the conductor line (see Fig. 7).

Figure 7: Schematic beam elements and user elements.

As the bending stiffness of cables is usually low, the bending degrees-of-freedom (DoF) may be released (DOF 5 and 6 at Node 1; DOF 11 and 12 at Node 2).

Based on a previously conducted sensitivity analysis, a release was found to only change the static deflection of the cable by 0.8 % [45], simultaneously leading to numerical instabilities. The bending DOFs were therefore not released for the conducted numerical galloping analysis.

The implementation of a user-defined element subroutine enables access on the state-of-motion parameters for each cable element at time $t$ and $t + \Delta t$. This allows the calculation and prediction of the angle of attack $\alpha$ by (4) and the application of the aerodynamic loads $F_L$, $F_D$ and $M$ by (3) at time $t$ and $t + \Delta t$. The Hilber-Hughes-Taylor time integration method is used in Abaqus by default [46]. The user element, introduced by the UEL, is defined to share the same nodes as its equivalent cable element, exhibiting no mass and stiffness. The required input in the Abaqus-specific matrix AMATRX for the UEL, containing the mass matrix $M$, the damping matrix $C$ and stiffness matrix $K$, can therefore be set to zero for the user element. The residual load vector RHS, also required as input parameter for the UEL, is defined by

$$RHS = (1+\nu)[F_L F_D M^T]_{t+\Delta t} - \nu[F_L F_D M^T],$$

with $\nu = -0.05$, $F_L$, $F_D$, and $M$ representing the slight numerical damping and the aerodynamic loads for lift, drag and moment at time $t$ and $t + \Delta t$ [20].

The predicted aerodynamic loads at time $t + \Delta t$ are applied to the two shared nodes of the beam and user element, in order to calculate the nodal 'state-of-motion' properties at time $t + \Delta t$.

The initial angle of attack $\theta_0$, required in Eq. (4) to calculate the angle of attack $\alpha_{t+\Delta t}$, was set to $10^\circ$.

3.2 Model of the insulator strings
In order to compare the effect of different cable support conditions on the galloping vibration amplitudes,
a simplified three-span-system with a standard cable-insulator string connection is modelled. The hanging insulator strings are thereby represented by linear static springs in the x-z plane [47], determined by

\[ k_{i,x} = \frac{1}{L_i} \left( mgL_x + \frac{m_i g}{2} \right), \]  

\[ k_{i,z} = k_{i,x} + \frac{2H_x}{L_x}, \]  

where \( L_i \) and \( m_i \) represent the length and the weight of the insulator string, respectively. It is assumed that the insulator string and the load carrying tower structure are entirely stiff. The support conditions used in the numerical galloping simulation are schematically shown in Fig. 8.

### 3.3 Model of the power pylon structure

Spatial beam elements were used to model the power pylon with its multi-material-design. The material properties of steel were assigned to the tapered tower section, whereas the composite cross arm is defined by the smeared lamina properties (see Tab. 1). The tower and the cross arm is divided into several sub-sections to represent the decreasing wall thickness and diameter towards each tip. In order to evaluate potential resonant vibrations due to a galloping event, a frequency analysis of the power pylon was carried out. The conductor lines are thereby represented by point masses and equivalent springs, acting to both sides of each cable attachment point (CAP) in the global x-direction. As the present sag-to-span ratio is smaller than 1/8, the equivalent spring stiffness \( k_x \) of a taut conductor line may be calculated by

\[ k_x = k_e \left[ 1 + \frac{mgL_x^3 k_e}{12H_x^3 \left( 1 + \frac{3}{4} \left( \frac{L_x}{s} \right)^2 \right)} \right]^{-1}, \]  

where \( k_e \) and \( s \) represent the horizontal stiffness of a perfectly taut cable and the cable sag, respectively [48]. The horizontal stiffness of a perfectly taut cable \( k_e \) is described as

\[ k_e = \frac{AE}{L_x} \cos^2(\varphi), \]  

with \( AE \) and \( \varphi \) representing the axial stiffness of the conductor line and the angle between the chord line and a horizontal reference [48].

The numerical galloping simulation is based on a preliminary power pylon design [49], considering a variation of wind-ice-loading scenarios [50, 51] and a maximum allowable static deflection in the vertical y-direction of 200mm, defined by the architects.
3.4 Model of the cable-tower system

The numerical galloping analysis was carried out using the three-span model with different cable support conditions. Only one conductor line is fully modelled, subjected to aerodynamic loading in the center span (see section 2.2). The remaining cables are represented by point masses and equivalent horizontal springs in the global x-direction (see section 3.3). All relevant codes in order to reproduce the numerical galloping analysis, such as the Fortran-code for the UEL, the Python-code for extracting and post-processing the displacement data from Abaqus and the input files for Abaqus, are published and freely available [52].

4 Results numerical simulation

The results of the numerical galloping simulation of the three-span system are presented in this section. The results of the static deflection and the horizontal reaction forces are discussed before presenting the natural frequencies of the system and the power pylon with its equivalent cable springs and point masses. Furthermore, the effect of the cable support condition on the cable vibration amplitudes are investigated by comparing the direct cable attachment with the standard cable-insulator string connection. Finally, the potential mitigation of conductor line galloping by the implementation of additional damping in the composite cross arm is discussed.

4.1 Static deflection of cable- pylonsystem

The results of the static deflections of a three-span system are shown in Figs. 8 and 10. The latter figure represents the direct cable- pylon connection approach, containing a set of power pylons and a representative 3x300 m long conductor line with ice accretion, positioned at the outer most CAP on the
composite cross arm. The user elements (UEL) are assigned to the conductor line at mid-span, representing the point of attack of the aerodynamic loads. The results of the equilibrium condition of a single, 300 m long cable span are listed in Tab. 4. The maximum cable sag at the center with $s_{num} = 5.727$ m corresponds to the analytical solution based on (1) with $s_{an} = 5.730$ m. In order to considerably reduce the computational effort for the numerical galloping simulation, the remaining 11 cables of the system are represented by equivalent springs (based on (8)) and point masses (see Fig. 9). The properties are listed in Tab. 4.

### 4.2 Frequency analysis

The results of the natural frequencies of the individual power pylon and the entire cable-pylon-system are discussed in the following.

#### 4.2.1 Composite Power Pylon

The mode shapes and the natural frequencies of the individual power pylon - with and without equivalent cable masses and stiffness - are presented in Fig. 11. The consideration of 12 taut cables significantly changes the vibration behaviour of the power pylon. The equivalent cable masses lead to a decrease of the first natural frequency by 55% while maintaining its bending mode shape in the yz-plane, compared to the power pylon without equivalent cable attachments. However, the resulting first natural frequency of the power pylon $f_{p1} = 1.32$ Hz (bending mode in the yz-plane) is very close to the galloping induced pylon vibration $f_{gp} = 1.23$ Hz (bending mode in xz-plane), discussed in more detail in section 4.3.1. An increase in the vertical bending stiffness by locally reinforcing the cross arm and the tower in the yz-plane may reduce a potential resonance vibration of the pylon due to galloping. The natural frequencies of the higher modes are above 2 Hz and therefore not prone to resonance due to galloping induced vibrations.

#### 4.2.2 Conductor line-pylon system

The natural frequencies of the entire cable-pylon-system are dominated by the conductor lines. The results are listed in Tab. 5. The mode shape related to the lowest frequencies of the 3x300 m span system corresponds to a single, horizontally oriented loop in the xz-plane. As conductor line galloping occurs in most of the cases as a vertically oriented single loop,
Table 4: Static conditions of an iced conductor line with a span length of 300 m, based on the properties shown in Tab. 2 and 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Per cable</th>
<th>Per cable attachment point (CAP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tension $H_x$</td>
<td>45840 N</td>
<td>1.3 $\times$ 10^5 N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sag $s$</td>
<td>5.727 m</td>
<td>714 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable inclination $\alpha_c$</td>
<td>4.01°</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. Stiffness $k_x$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eq. Point mass $m_c$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11: Frequency analysis of the composite power pylon - without and with attached cables (represented by eq. springs $k_x$ and point masses $m_c$ at each CAP as shown in Fig. 9).

4.3 Galloping analysis

In the following the results of the numerical galloping simulation for a three-span conductor line system with different cable boundary conditions are presented. The parameters like wind speed $U_w$, initial angle of attack $\alpha$, cable sag $s$, damping of the iced conductor line $\zeta_c$ and horizontal tension force $H_x$ remain unchanged throughout the entire analysis (see section 3).

In the first section, the calibration of the Rayleigh damping coefficients is described, as the damping for the cable and the cross arm is implemented using Rayleigh damping. Three galloping models

- Model 1: Standard cable-insulator string connection,
- Model 2: Direct cable-pylon connection ($\zeta_{CA} = 0$),
- Model 3: Direct cable-pylon connection ($\zeta_{CA} = 0.03$),

are studied and discussed in the following sections. Each galloping simulation was carried out over a period of 1500 s, in order to reach a steady state condition. Finally, the vibration amplitudes of the three models with regard to the mid-span are compared and discussed in more detail in the section 'Comparison of vibration amplitudes'.
Table 5: Natural frequencies of three-span system (3x300 m conductor lines, each with a sag $s = 5.73$ m and a horizontal reaction force $H_x = 45.84$ kN).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>1-3</th>
<th>4-6</th>
<th>7-9</th>
<th>10-12</th>
<th>13-15</th>
<th>16-18</th>
<th>19-21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural frequencies $f_{sn}$ [Hz]</td>
<td>min 0.231</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.459</td>
<td>0.461</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.690</td>
<td>0.908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nr. loops per span (plane)</td>
<td>1 (xz)</td>
<td>1 (xy)</td>
<td>2 (xy)</td>
<td>2 (xz)</td>
<td>3 (xz)</td>
<td>3 (xy)</td>
<td>3 (xz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.1 Calibration of Rayleigh coefficients

The calibration of the Rayleigh damping coefficients $\alpha_R$ and $\beta_R$ for the cable and cross arm was carried out iteratively, based on Eq. (2). The iteration is needed, as the galloping characteristics may change when introducing a change in the damping level.

1) Galloping analysis of a cable, fully constrained at each end; Calibration of the initial Rayleigh coefficients based on an expected single loop (in xy-plane) at frequencies close to the natural frequencies of the 3x300 m cable-pylon system (see Tab. 5).
2) Re-calibration of the Rayleigh coefficients based on the resulting galloping frequencies of a cable-pylon-system (shown in Fig. 12 for Model 2), representing a three-span-model (3x300 m) with a galloping cable in the center span (see Fig. 10).
3) Verification step of the galloping analysis, based on Rayleigh coefficients calibrated in step 2), showing galloping frequencies in the same range.

The Rayleigh coefficient for the cable, used in the numerical galloping analysis, are shown in Tab. 6 and are based on the galloping frequencies presented in Fig. 12. The galloping frequencies were determined by using a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) of the time histories at the CAP (location B) and the galloping conductor lines (location D) at steady state in horizontal and vertical direction (see Fig. 4).

The location D along the galloping conductor line of the reference model was chosen instead of location C, as the iced cable was galloping in a 2-loop constellation with its anti-nodes at 1/4 of the span. As expected, the CAP of the power pylon vibrates in vertical $u_y$ and horizontal $u_x$, $u_z$ directions at location B (CAP) and D (1/4) of the galloping cable span).

The Rayleigh coefficients of the cross arm are determined with $\alpha_{pylon}^\text{pylon} = 0.152$ and $\beta_{pylon}^\text{pylon} = 0.005$, based on the galloping induced vibrations frequencies of the
Figure 13: Results of the FFT of Model 1, analysing the time histories of displacements in vertical $u_y$ and horizontal $u_x$, $u_z$ directions at location B (Insulator string connection) and D (1/4 of the galloping cable span).

structure and its damping ratio of $\zeta_{CA} = 0.03$ (see section 3.3).

The Rayleigh coefficients for the cable, used in Model 1, were determined as $\alpha_{cable}^{R}R = 0.154$ and $\beta_{cable}^{R}R = 0.0066$, based on the FFT-plot represented in Fig. 13. The slightly increased galloping frequencies of Model 1 compared to Model 2 (see Fig. 12) are due a galloping mode with 3 loops, instead of a 2-loops condition at steady state.

4.3.2 Model 1: Cable-Insulator connection

The spring stiffnesses used to represent the hanging insulator strings (see Fig. 8) are defined by $k_{ix} = 8.61\text{ kN/m}$ and $k_{iz} = 8.36\text{ kN/m}$ [9]. Time histories of the vertical and horizontal cable vibration amplitudes due to galloping are shown in Figs. 14 and 15 for different locations along the three-span system.

After a period of about 200 s, denoted as phase I, the galloping instability reaches steady state (phase II), in which a 3-loop galloping mode is identified (see Fig. 16).

The observation is in agreement with the determined
Table 6: Calibration of the Rayleigh coefficients $\alpha_{cable}^R$ and $\beta_{cable}^R$ for the galloping cable for Model 2 and 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Galloping mode (steady state)</th>
<th>Damping $\zeta_c$ [-]</th>
<th>Galloping frequencies [Hz]</th>
<th>Rayleigh coefficients $\alpha_{cable}^R$</th>
<th>$\beta_{cable}^R$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial (1x300 m)</td>
<td>1-Loop (xy-plane)</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.29 - 0.31</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration 1 (3x300 m)</td>
<td>2-Loop (xy-plane)</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iteration 2 (3x300 m)</td>
<td>2-Loop (xy-plane)</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 16: Comparison of the scaled galloping modes of Model 1 at steady state (phase II) and Model 2 and 3 with a 3-loop (phase II) and a 2-loop galloping mode (phase IV).

galloping frequencies, presented in Fig. 13. The natural frequencies of the system, corresponding to a vertical 3-loop mode in the xy-plane, are with $f_{16-18} = 0.69$ Hz close to the galloping frequencies of the cable with $f_gc \approx 0.76$ Hz (see Tab. 5).

The vertical amplitudes at the center and at the quarter point of the galloping mid-span (Loc. C and D) are determined as 4.9 m and 3.6 m in phase II, respectively. It is clearly observed that the adjacent span (Loc. A) is excited by the galloping conductor lines at mid-span to vibrate in the vertical direction, leading to amplitudes of about 1.1 m. The pronounced coupling is due to the cable connection by the hanging insulator strings, which are free to move in the xz-plane and only restricted by the stiffness from the adjacent cables.

The horizontal amplitudes in the mid-span at steady state (phase II) are with maximum 0.4 m much smaller compared to the vertical amplitudes. However, an excitation of the adjacent spans to vibrate in the z-direction is also observed. The trace of the galloping conductor line in yz-plane at the center of the mid-span (Loc. C) is presented in Fig. 17, showing the chaotic build-up phase (phase I) and the clearly vis-

Figure 17: Model 1 - Galloping ellipse traced at Loc. C (center, mid-span) during 3-loop galloping.
4.3.3 Model 2: Cable-pylon-connection (no cross arm damping)

The galloping behaviour of the conductor line, rigidly attached to the composite cross arm, is much more unsteady compared to Model 1, demonstrated by the vertical and horizontal time history plots in Fig. 18 and 19.

After the initial build-up phase with a chaotic vibration behaviour of the cable, a 3-loop condition is observed (phase II) over a range of about 500 s. The vertical amplitudes at the center of the mid-span are with 2.7 m about 30% higher compared to the location D at one-quarter of the mid-span. The steady state (phase IV) is reached after about 1050 s, representing a 2-loop galloping mode with a maximum vertical amplitude of 7.6 m at location D. The vertical and horizontal amplitude almost vanishes at the center of the mid-span, demonstrating a well-balanced 2-loop condition (see Fig. 16).

The vibration response of the cable consists of a dominating part at the frequency $f_{g,1} \approx 0.6$ Hz and a minor portion at $f_{g,1} \approx 0.81$ Hz (see Fig. 12). The unsteady vibration behaviour of the cable in vertical (y-axis) and horizontal (z-axis) direction is assumed to be due to the direct power pylon connection with its high bending stiffness, resulting in a limited displacement at the CAP in the xy-plane. This leads to a delayed and irregular excitation of the adjacent spans, which consequently effects the vibration behaviour of the galloping cable at mid-span.

The observed vibration amplitudes of the adjacent spans (see Loc. A in Fig. 18 and 19) exhibit the same magnitude compared to Model 1, but only in the transient phases I and III and just over a short period of 150 s. In phase I and III of Model 2, the observed and steady vibration amplitudes in vertical direction with maximum 0.1 m, which corresponds to only 9% of the vertical amplitudes in Model 1 with its standard insulator string connection (compare with at Loc. A in Fig. 14). The horizontal vibration amplitudes of the adjacent spans of Model 1 and 2 also vary in magnitude. In Model 1, the amplitudes are with 0.18 m about 90% higher compared to Model 2. The variation in vibration amplitudes of
the different models at mid-span is discussed in more
detail in section 4.3.5. In Fig. 20, the characteristic
galloping ellipse at Loc. D is shown for the 2-loop
galloping condition at steady state.

4.3.4 Model 3: Cable-pylon-connection with
cross arm damping

Additional damping in the composite cross arm of
the power pylon is assumed to mitigate the galloping
induced cable vibration amplitudes. A damping
ratio of $\zeta_{CA} = 0.03$ is thereby implemented to the
cross arm by Rayleigh damping, calibrated based on
the vibration frequencies at Loc. B (CAP) shown
in Fig. 12. The results of the time dependent cable
displacements in vertical and horizontal direction are
presented in Fig. 21 and 22 for different locations
along the three-span system.

The difference in the time history plots of the
vertical and horizontal amplitudes of Model 2 and 3
is mainly related to a changed duration of the differ-
ent phases. Whereas the durations of the transition
phases I and III are increased, the period of phase II
with its 3-loop galloping mode is reduced.

However, the overall vibration behaviour with the 2-
and 3-loop mode is the same for Model 2 and 3. No
significant difference in horizontal and vertical vibra-

Figure 20: Model 2 - Galloping ellipse traced at Loc.
D (1/4, mid-span) during 2-loop galloping.

Figure 21: Model 3 - Time history plot of vertical dis-
placements at location A (Center, adjacent span), lo-
cation B (CAP, Power pylon), C (Center, mid span)
and D (1/4, mid span) (see Fig. 4), representing
different vibration conditions (phase I-IV).

Figure 22: Model 3 - Time history plot of horizontal
displacements at location B (CAP, pylon), C (Cen-
ter, mid span) and D (1/4, mid span) (see Fig. 4),
representing different vibration conditions (phase I-
IV).
Figure 23: Comparison of the galloping ellipses of Model 1 (Insulator string connection), Model 2 (direct connection without cross arm damping) and Model 3 (direct connection with cross arm damping $\zeta_{CA} = 0.03$) with regard to a 3-loop condition at Loc. C and D, each at about 500s (phase II).

A change in cable support condition from an insulator string to a stiff pylon structure leads to a significant change in the vibration behaviour with respect to the $xz$-plane in the center (Loc. C) and close to one-quarter (Loc. D) at mid-span. Two phenomena are thereby observed at both locations: 1) a change in length of the major axis of the galloping ellipse and 2) a rotation of the ellipse towards the z-axis.

The length of the major axis of the galloping ellipse significantly reduces from Model 1 to Model 2, resulting in a reduced vertical vibration amplitude of about 48% due to the increased stiffness at the CAP. The application of damping to the cross arm with $\zeta_{CA} = 0.03$ in Model 3 leads to an additional reduction in vertical amplitudes by 15% for the 3-loop condition at Loc. C.

At the same time, a gradually rotating galloping ellipse towards the z-axis is observed for Model 1 to 2 by 7% and for Model 2 to 3 by additional 2.3%. This consequently leads to an increase in horizontal amplitude by 53% from Model 1 to Model 2. A further increase in horizontal vibration amplitude is not observed for Model 3. Instead, the application of damping to the composite cross arm leads to a reduction of the galloping ellipse in horizontal direction by 8%.

In summary, it can be stated that a change from a flexible cable-insulator string connection to a stiff cable-pylon connection seems to considerably reduce the size of the galloping ellipse, while slightly increasing the horizontal vibration amplitude. Additional damping in the composite cross arm further reduces the vertical vibration amplitudes and, at the same time, the horizontal vibration amplitude compared to Model 2 without any damping.
5 Conclusion

Wind-induced vibrations, such as the severe galloping cable vibration phenomenon, may lead to extensive damage at the cable attachment point or even for the entire mast structure. The objective of this research was to investigate a potential mitigation of conductor line galloping by rigidly connecting the conductor line to a non-conductive composite power pylon with enhanced damping properties.

A numerical galloping analysis of a representative 3 x 300 m span system was carried out in order to evaluate different cable-support conditions with respect to the resulting vibration amplitudes. The outer most cable of the mid-span was therefore subjected to aerodynamic loading in order to initiate conductor line galloping. The remaining cables were represented by equivalent spring stiffnesses and point masses. The main conclusions are drawn for the conducted simulations:

1) The vibration behaviour of a galloping conductor line, directly attached to a stiff pylon structure, is with a 3-loop and 2-loop condition much more complex compared to a flexible cable-insulator string connection with a constant 3-loop condition.

2) By changing the cable support conditions from an insulator string to a stiff power pylon, the vertical vibration amplitude at the location of maximum deflection may be reduced by 48%, while the small horizontal vibration amplitude increases by 53%.

3) The addition of damping to the composite cross arm with $\zeta_{CA} = 0.03$ leads to a reduction of vertical and horizontal vibration amplitudes by 15 % and 8 %, respectively, compared to the model without any damping in the composite cross arm.
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